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Om

Namo Bhagavathe Sri Arunachala Ramanaya

Publisher's Note

In continuation to our efforts to bring out word by
word meaning of Sri Bhagavan Ramana's Verses (both in
Bhakti and Upadesha) by Sri Sadhu Om (with
explanatory Notes), after our publication of "Upadesa
"Undiyar in 2004", we are happy to bring out "Sri
Arunachala Stuti Panchakam" now.

Arunachala the Hill, is the ever shining Presence of
our Satguru Ramana. This gives us much needed
satsang and protection for a devotee to escape from the
wild attraction of the world.

Our thanks are to Mr. N. Sankaran for his dedicated
service to bring this book without error and also we
thank Mr. Pandurangan, Aridra Printers for the
earnestness to bring out inspite of various difficulties he
faced.

We place this humble offering at the Feet of Lord
Arunachala so that all those who think of Him relish
this book to their Heart and enjoy the subtle act of His
Grace every moment.

Arunachala Siva, Arunachala Siva
     Arunachala Siva, Arunachala!
Arunachala Siva, Arunachala Siva
     Arunachala Siva, Arunachala!

Sept. 1st, 2007 Advent Day Skanda Bhakta C. Rossi
Tiruvannamalai Kanvashrama Trust
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Introduction

Bhagavan Sri Ramana taught us that the only means
by which we can attain the supreme happiness of true self-
knowledge is atma-vichara – self-investigation or self-
enquiry – which is the simple practice of keenly
scrutinising or attending to our essential self-conscious
being, which we always experience as ‘I am’.

However, he also described this practice as the path of
self-surrender, because we cannot truly attend to our real
self without giving up our false individual self. Our
individual self or mind rises by imagining itself to be a
physical body, and it sustains its imaginary existence by
constantly attending to thoughts or objects, which it
experiences as other than itself. Without attending to
otherness, we cannot continue imagining ourself to be this
mind. Therefore when we turn our attention away from all
otherness towards our own essential self, our mind will
subside and lose its existence as a seemingly separate entity.

Since our true nature is not thinking, doing or
knowing anything other than ourself, but is just self-
conscious being, we will become clearly conscious of our
true nature only to the extent to which we willingly
surrender our constantly thinking, doing and object-
knowing mind. The reason why we think and know
objects other than ourself is because we love to do so, and
we love to do so because we wrongly imagine that we can
obtain happiness thereby. Therefore we will surrender our
thinking mind and remain as our true self-conscious being
only when we understand that happiness does not exist in
anything other than our own real self, and when our love
just to be our real self thereby becomes greater than our
love to think or know any other thing.
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In other words, in order to succeed in our efforts to
know our real self and thereby to surrender our false
individual self, we must be consumed by overwhelming
love for our own true self-conscious being. True bhakti or
devotion is therefore the perfectly non-dual love that we
should each have for our own real self or essential being.
As Sri Bhagavan says in verse 9 of Upadesa Undiyar and
verse 15 of Upadesa Tanippakkal:

By the strength of [such ananya] bhava [the
attitude or conviction that God is not other than
ourself], being [abiding or remaining] in sat-bhava
[our natural state of being], which transcends [all]
bhavana [imagination, thinking or meditation], is
alone para-bhakti tattva [the true state of supreme
devotion].

Since God exists as atma [our own real self or
essential being], atma-anusandhana [self-
contemplation or self-attentiveness] is parama-isa-
bhakti [supreme devotion to God].

Since God is our own real self, why does Sri Bhagavan
praise and pray to him in many of these verses of Sri
Arunachala Stuti Panchakam as if he were separate from
himself? The truth is that long before he composed these
hymns, Sri Bhagavan had lost his individual self and had
thereby merged and become one with the absolute reality
that we call ‘God’. As God or guru he composed these
hymns to teach us by example how we should depend
entirely upon the supreme power that we call the ‘grace’
of God or guru.

Why did he teach us to depend upon God or guru as
if he were separate from ourself? When we rise as a finite
individual self by imagining ourself to be a physical body,
we thereby seemingly separate ourself from the one
infinite reality, which is our own true self. The nature of
our real self is infinite love, because we are in reality the
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fullness of perfect happiness, and hence we naturally love
ourself. Therefore when we seemingly separate ourself
from our own real self by imagining ourself to be a finite
individual, we in effect separate ourself from the infinite
power of our own true self-love.

Because we have thus seemingly separated ourself
from our own infinite power of self-love, we feel ourself
to be an individual having only limited power, and we
experience our true self-love in a distorted form as our
desire for the many objects and experiences that we
imagine will make us happy. As a finite individual self or
mind, we feel that our own power is very limited, and
hence we feel the supreme omnipotence of God to be other
than ourself.

God comes into existence as a separate being when
we imaginarily limit ourself as a finite individual. Because
we have seemingly separated ourself from the non-dual
infinite reality, which is our own true self or essential
being, that reality manifests as God, the supreme power of
infinite love that controls this whole universe. When we
remain as our real non-dual self, nothing other than
ourself exists. But when we rise as separate individual by
imagining ourself to be a material body, we perceive a
seemingly external world, which is controlled by a power
that we call ‘God’. Thus our individual self or mind, the
world and God come into existence simultaneously, and
each is as real as the other two.

Therefore so long as we experience our mind to be
real, God and his power of love or ‘grace’ are equally real.
Since we have imaginarily separated ourself from our own
infinite power, as an individual we are now wholly
dependent upon God, who is our own power of infinite
self-love, but who now seems to us to be other than
ourself. Hence, as Sri Ramana says in the thirteenth
paragraph of Nan Yar? (Who am I?):
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Introduction

Being completely absorbed in self-abidance,
giving not even the slightest room to the rising of
any thought other than self-contemplation, is
giving ourself to God. Even though we place
whatever amount of burden upon God, that
entire amount he will bear. Since one paramesvara
sakti [supreme power of God] is driving all
activities [that is, since it is causing and
controlling everything that happens in this
world], why should we always think, ‘it is
necessary [for me] to act in this way; it is
necessary [for me] to act in that way’, instead of
being [calm, peaceful and happy] having yielded
to it [that supreme controlling power]? Though
we know that the train is carrying all the
burdens, why should we who travel in it suffer
by carrying our small luggage on our head
instead of leaving it placed on that [train]?

Everything that happens in our life (both in our
external life as a body living in this material world and in
our internal life as a thinking and feeling mind) happens
only by the ‘will of God’, that is, by the love that he has
for us as his own self. Since he is all-knowing, nothing can
happen without him knowing it. Since he is all-powerful,
nothing can happen without his consent. And since he is
all-loving, nothing can happen that is not for the true
benefit of all concerned (even though our limited human
intellect may be unable to understand how each
happening is truly good and beneficial). In fact, since he
is the source and totality of all the power that we see
manifest in this universe, every single activity or
happening here is impelled, driven and controlled by him.
As an ancient Tamil proverb says, “avan arul andri or
anuvum asaiyadu”, which means ‘except by his grace, not
even an atom moves’.

What is the ‘will of God’? It is his love just to be. Since
he is the infinite fullness of being, and since the nature of
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Introduction vii

true self-conscious being is to love itself, because it itself
is the infinite fullness of absolute happiness, what he truly
loves is nothing other than his own natural state of being.
Since he alone truly exists, he sees everything as his own
being, and hence he loves us as his own self. Therefore
his will is that we should remain only as our own
unadulterated and perfectly happy self-conscious being,
just as he does.

Therefore everything that we experience in our life is
shaped and regulated by his grace, which is the power of
his infinite love for us – his all-consuming love that we
should just be as the true self-conscious being that is the
real self both of himself and ourself. Hence, to experience
the infinite happiness of being, we need do nothing other
than to surrender ourself entirely to his all-loving and
all-powerful will.

As a finite mind, our power is very limited, and we
are totally confused about the true nature of the reality,
which is our own self. Therefore by our own power – that
is, by the power of this inherently confused mind – we can
never experience the absolute clarity of true self-
knowledge. In order to experience that true clarity, we
have to depend entirely upon the infinite power of grace,
which is nothing other than that true clarity, and which
always exists within us as our own real self – that is, as
our own perfectly clear self-conscious being, ‘I am’.

So long as our mind tries to assert its own self-
deluded power, which is only a power to ‘do’, it can never
experience the absolute peace and joy of just being. We
will be able to experience that absolute peace and joy only
when our mind entirely surrenders the confused and
misleading power of its own self-deluded will, and
thereby entirely depends instead upon the power of our
true and essential being – that is, upon the grace or clarity
of our own self-consciousness, ‘I am’, which is the power
just to ‘be’.



Without heart-melting and all-consuming love for
being, we will never agree to surrender ourself to it. So
long as we desire to continue our present illusory and
miserable existence as a finite individual, God will never
force us to surrender ourself to him. However, by the
supreme power of his own mere being, he will always be
shaping our external life favourably and guiding us
internally, gradually enkindling in us the clarity of true
wisdom, which is the ability to discriminate and
distinguish the real from the unreal, and thereby he
steadily cultivates within us the true love to surrender
ourself entirely to him.

Though the true love that we require is the love for
our own essential non-dual self-conscious being, ‘I am’, so
long as we mistake ourself to be this thinking mind, we
are seemingly separated from the real state of just being,
which is our own true nature. Since our real state of just
being is completely devoid of thinking, and therefore of
the illusion of duality, which is created by thinking, as a
thinking and duality-knowing mind we cannot avoid
imagining our thought-free non-dual real being to be
something other than what we now feel ourself to be.
Therefore the love that our mind has for its own real state
of just being is experienced by it as a love for something
other than itself.

Therefore in our struggle to return to our source,
which is our own real self-conscious being, our love for
being expresses itself as a mixture of non-dual love for our
own being and dualistic love for God. To the extent that
our mind subsides in our thought-free self-conscious
being, we experience our love for being in its true non-
dual form of self-love, and to the extent that our mind is
impelled by its own lingering desires to rise and be active,
we experience our love for being in its dualistic form of
love for God.
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Since our mind is repeatedly fluctuating between
varying degrees of non-dual self-attentiveness and
inversely proportionate degrees of dualistic thinking, our
love for being correspondingly fluctuates between its
expression as non-dual self-love and its expression as
dualistic love for God. Therefore in the life of any true
spiritual aspirant, the non-dual love for self and the
dualistic love for God will be intimately mixed,
intertwined and blended togather, because in essence these
two forms of love are both forms of the same single love
just to be.

The intermingling of these two forms of a devotee’s
love for being is beautifully expressed by Sri Bhagavan in
these verses of Sri Arunachala Stuti Panchakam. Some of
these verses are very clear expressions of our non-dual
love for our own essential being, while others appear to be
expressions of love for God as a seemingly separate
supreme power of love, grace and compassion. However,
most of theses verses can be interpreted as an expression
of either the non-dual form of love or the dualistic form of
love, depending upon our state of mind as we read, sing
or meditate upon them.

Through these verses Sri Bhagavan has taught us by
example how we must depend entirely upon God both in
our external life, when our mind is active, and in our
internal life, when our mind is subsiding into the depth of
our own true being. When our minds are turned outwards,
we must depend upon God as the all-loving power of
grace, which is constantly reminding us of the need to turn
inwards. And when our minds are turned inwards, we
must depend upon God as the same all-loving power of
grace, which shines within us as the peace and joy of our
own silent being, and which thereby draws our mind ever
deeper within by its own natural power of irresistible
attraction.
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Whenever our natural state of peace is disturbed by
the rising of thoughts, which are impelled by our deep-
rooted desires, we can calm that agitation by praying to
God or guru in the manner in which Sri Bhagavan has
shown us in many of these verses, which are heart-melting
prayers for his grace.

The importance of prayer as a tool in the practice of
self-investigation and self-surrender is exemplified by Sri
Bhagavan in these verses. God of course does not need to
be told by us that we require his help, but that is not the
true purpose of prayer. The purpose of prayer is to
enkindle in our heart a sense of total dependence upon
God. Since we cannot surrender ourself and attain the state
of being merely by our own effort, we must learn to
depend entirely upon God, because he alone can enable us
to surrender ourself completely to him.

Such is the importance of dualistic devotion and
prayer in our struggle to subside in the true state of
absolutely non-dual self-knowledge. But why did Sri
Bhagavan choose to teach us the correct way of practising
dualistic devotion by composing these verses addressed to
and in praise of God or guru in the form of the holy
mountain Arunachala?

A clue to answer this question is given by Sri
Bhagavan in verse 4 of Ulladu Narpadu:

If we are a form, the world and God will be
likewise. If we are not a form, who could see
their forms, [and] how? Can the sight [whatever
is seen] be otherwise than the eye [the
consciousness that sees it]? We, that eye [the
formless consciousness ‘I am’], are the limitless
eye [the infinite consciousness].

So long as we continue to separate ourself from our
own reality by imagining ourself to be the form of a
physical body, we cannot conceive of God except as a form.
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Until we experience him as our own real self, which is the
formless and therefore limitless consciousness ‘I am’, we
can know God only as a thought in our own mind, and
every thought is only a form – a mental image.

Though we can imagine God to be formless, that
imagination is still only a thought, which is a form that we
have created in our own mind, so by imagining him thus
we cannot experience his true formless nature. We can
experience his formless reality only by turning our mind
inwards and drowning it in the absolute clarity of our own
self-conscious being, which alone is his formless reality. As
Sri Bhagavan says in verse 8 of Ulladu Narpadu:

Whoever worships [the absolute reality or God]
in whatever form giving [it] whatever name, that
is a path [or means] to see that [nameless and
formless] reality in [that] name and form.
However, becoming one [with that reality],
having carefully scrutinised [or known] one’s
own truth [essence or ‘am’-ness] and having
[thereby] subsided [or dissolved] in the truth
[essence or ‘am’-ness] of that true reality, is alone
seeing [it] in truth. Know [thus].

Until we know our own formless reality, we cannot
experience the formless reality of God, and therefore we
can know him only as a form. All forms of dualistic
devotion are directed to God as a form of one sort or
another. But since God exists as an image in our mind, is
it not sufficient for us to direct our feelings of dualistic
devotion towards our own mental image or concept of
God? Why did Sri Bhagavan choose to exemplify the
practice of dualistic devotion by praising and praying to
God in the physical form of Arunachala?

If we prefer, directing our feelings of dualistic
devotion towards our own mental image of God is
sufficient. However, the aim of all forms of devotional
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practice, whether performed by mind, speech or body, is to
focus our love upon the one absolute reality that we call
‘God’. Since our love is usually dissipated as innumerable
desires for external objects or experiences, it is easier for
us to withdraw it from all other external things by
focusing it upon a definite name or form that we identify
as God, rather than by trying to focus it upon a less
definite concept of God.

Knowing that it is easier for an habitually extroverted
human mind to focus its love upon a definite name and
form rather than upon a vague mental concept, Sri
Bhagavan exemplified the practice of dualistic devotion by
praising and praying to God in the name and form of
Arunachala. Though God is omnipresent, we cannot
actually experience him as such so long as we see this
world of manifold objects and mistake it to be real.
Everything is a form of God, because he is the one real
substance that appears as all this multiplicity, but thinking
thus will tend to dissipate our mind rather than to focus
it upon one point. Therefore many of us will find that, to
prevent our mind from being dissipated by this illusion of
multiplicity, it is helpful to focus our love and attention
upon one name and form of God that particularly attracts
us.

It is true that worshipping God in the form of a
mountain may not appeal to all people, but that does not
matter. In whatever form we wish to worship God,
whether by mind, speech or body, if the aim of our worship
is to gain the true love for our natural state of absolutely
peaceful and therefore infinitely happy being, we can learn
much to help us and guide us in our spiritual practice by
meditating deeply upon the meaning of these verses.

Because Sri Bhagavan composed these hymns in
Tamil, appreciating the depth and richness of the meaning
of these verses is not easy. Even many devotees whose
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mother tongue is Tamil need help in order to be able to
appreciate the many different shades of meaning that are
contained in these verses. Whereas we can clearly define
the meaning of many of Sri Bhagavan’s philosophical
verses, such as the verses of Ulladu Narpadu and Upadesa
Undiyar, no one can define the meaning of many of his
devotional verses, because the meaning we see in them at
any time is a reflection of our then state of mind.

Sri Sadhu Om, whose translations are published in
this book, was perfectly qualified to interpret the many
meanings contained in these verses, though he never
claimed to have expressed all the possible meanings. In
fact, he sometimes used to tell us that a new meaning for
a certain verse had suddenly struck his mind, so this book
probably does not contain all the meanings that he ever
saw in any particular verse.

The reason why Sri Sadhu Om was so well qualified
to interpret these verses was not only that he was a great
Tamil poet himself, nor that he had enjoyed many years of
close literary association with Sri Muruganar, but was
primarily because of the depth of his own devotion and
the true spiritual experience that had been bestowed upon
him by his sadguru, Bhagavan Sri Ramana.

Before 1976, when I first met Sri Sadhu Om and came
to be closely associated with him, he had already
translated all the verses of Sri Arunachala Stuti Panchakam
into English for the benefit of other friends. However,
because I often asked him about the various meanings
that he had explained for these verses, I was able to help
him to improve the expression of these meanings in
English,  and I was able to note down certain fresh
meanings that he explained to me.

Almost every day I heard from Sri Sadhu Om a great
wealth of profound explanations and insights into the
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teachings of Sri Bhagavan, so I was able to note down only
a fraction of what he explained to me. Unfortunately,
therefore, I did not make a note of all the meanings of Sri
Arunachala Stuti Panchakam that he explained to me, but
the insights that I gained by listening to him often come
back to me, and when I think about them I am now able
to understand what he told me with fresh clarity.

Some of the explanations that I heard from Sri Sadhu
Om were incorporated in a Tamil commentary on the first
forty-four verses of Sri Arunachala Aksharamanamalai, which
I helped one of my Tamil friends to compile from various
sources that recorded his explanations. I hope that one day
I may be able to complete compiling this commentary on
the remaining verses, and that it may be published in both
Tamil and English.

During the lifetime of Sri Sadhu Om I compiled with
his help and guidance a commentary in English containing
many of the explanations that I had heard from him about
Sri Arunachala Pancharatnam, and this was published in
five issues of The Mountain Path from September 2003 to
September 2004. A copy of this commentary is currently
available on David Godman’s website, and it may
sometime be published as a small book.

Though this present book does not contain detailed
commentaries on the verses of Sri Arunachala Stuti
Panchakam, it does contain word-for-word meanings for
each verse, which will help reader to reflect more deeply
over these words of Sri Bhagavan. If we think deeply and
repeatedly about the meaning of his writings, we will each
not only be able to understand his teachings with
increasing clarity, but will also be able to cultivate and
reinforce our love to practise his teachings. This is the true
fruit of manana or musing upon the teachings of our
sadguru, Bhagavan Sri Ramana.

Michael James
23rd March 2007
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{÷©õ £PÁ÷u ÿ A¸t\» ©t¯

ÿ ©n \ØS¸ v¯õÚ®

(Contemplation upon Satguru Sri Ramana)

AÖ^º Â¸zu®

A¸Ä  ̧Áø©¢x bõÚ

Á¸Î  ̧{¯Ú ÷©¢v¨

ö£õ¸öÍx öÁÚ¨÷£õ¢ uõºUS¨

¦UPP ©õQ ¯ß£º

©¸Ð¸ ©¯UP(®) }US®

©Põ  S¸  ©n �ºzvz

v¸Ái Pso ö»õØÔa

]¢øu°Ø Ô¯õÚg ö\´Áõ® & ÿ \õx K®

£uÄø

A¸ Aru the formless

E¸ uru a (human) form

Aø©¢x amaindu who assumed

bõÚ Jnana Jnana
A¸Ò Arul grace

C¸ iru two

{¯Ú® nayanam as (His) eyes

H¢v Éndi with

ö£õ¸Ò  Gx porul edu what is the Reality ?

GÚ ena desiring to know

÷£õ¢uõºUS pondarkku to those who come

¦UPP® pukkagam a refuge

BQ agi being

Aß£º anbar of (His) devotees



©¸Ò EÖ® marul urum of ignorance

©¯UP® mayakkam the delusion

}US® neekkum who dispels

©Põ S¸ maha guru Maha Guru

©n  �ºzv Ramanamurti Ramanamurti

v¸Ái thiruvadi (His) Holy Feet

PsoÀ kannil on (our) eyes

JØÔ otri touching

]¢øu°À chindayil in the heart

v¯õÚ® ö\´Áõ® dhyanam seyvam let us meditate upon

Touching (His) Holy Feet on (our) eyes, let us
meditate in the heart upon Maha Guru Ramana murti, the
formless (Reality) who assumed a (human) form with
Jnana and Grace as (His) two eyes and who, being a
refuge to those who come to him desiring to know what
is the Reality, dispels the delusion of ignorance of (His)
devotees.

ÿ A¸t\» ìxv £g\P ©õs¦

Sri Arunachala Stuti Panchaga Manbu

(The Greatness of the five hymns to Sri Arunachala)

J¸{õßöPÝ ©øÓ¡ß¬i Än õ´SøÓ Âù»¯õ®

E»÷Põº¦PÌ \xº÷¯õP¬ ¬n õ´SøÓ Âù»¯õ®

v¸©õÀ ]Á ö£¸©õß£o¢ vù»÷¯õSøÓ Âù»¯õ®

]øÁø¯[ P ß S© ßÖvz vù»÷¯õSøÓ Âù»¯õ®

P¸tP  ¬Û{õ¯P Ú¸t\» ©nß

PÛ÷Áõh¸m i¸Áõ´©»º Pv{õ¯P Á¬uõ®

A¸t\» ìxv£g\P ©ÚÚ®ö\¯ ÁÔ°ß

Ax÷£õxªß Óx÷£õx} ¯xÁõ©Ô ÄÓ÷Á.

                    – ÿ \õx K®

£uÄø

J¸ {õßS GÝ® oru nangu enum peerless four

©øÓ¡À marai nool of the Vedas
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¬iÄ mudivu the final import

En õ´ unarai you have not

understood ?

SøÓÄ Cù»¯õ® kuraivu ilaiyam it does not matter

E»÷Põº ulagor by the people of

the world

¦PÌ pugazh glorified

\xº ÷¯õP¬® chatur yogamum any of the four Yogas

En õ´ unarai you have not

understood ?

SøÓÄ Cù»¯õ® kuvaivu ilaiyam it does not matter

v¸©õÀ Tirumal Tirumal (Lord Vishnu)

]Áö£¸©õß Siva Peruman Siva Peruman

(Lord Siva)

£o¢x Cù»÷¯õ panindu ilaio you have not

worshipped ?

SøÓÄ Cù»¯õ® kuraivu ilaiyam it does not matter

]øÁ Sivai Devi

I[P ß Aingaran The five - armed

one (Ganapati)

S© ß Kumaran Kumaran (Subramanya)

xvzx Cù»÷¯õ tudithu ilaiyo you have not praised ?

SøÓÄ Cù»¯õ® kuraivu ilayam it does not matter

P¸tP karunagara the embodiment of

grace

¬Û {õ¯Pß muni nayagan the lord of Munis

A¸t\» ©nß Arunchala Sri Arunachala Ramanan

Ramanan

PÛÄ Kk kanivu odu with heart melting love

A¸Ò v¸Áõ´ Arul thiruvai which was

©»º malar graciously sung by
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Pv {õ¯P gati nayaga the foremost path
(of upasana)

A¬x amudu the ambrsia of
immortality

B® Åm which is

A¸t\» ìxv Arunachala stuti Arunachala Stuti

£g\P® Panchakam Panchakam

©ÚÚ® ö\¯ mananam seya to recite (or reflect
upon the meaning of)

AÔ°ß ariyin if you are able

Ax adhu that is

÷£õx® podum sufficient

CßÖ indru now

Ax adhu that is

÷£õx® podum sufficient

} Ax B® nee adhu Åm ‘You are That’

AÔÄ arivu the knowledge

EÓ÷Á urave to attain

It does not matter if you have not understood the fi-
nal import of the peerless four Vedas; it does not matter if
you have not practised any of the four Yogas glorified by
the people of the world; it does not matter if you have not
worshipped Lord Vishnu or Lord Siva ; it does not matter
if you have not praised Devi, Ganapati or Subramanya. If
you are able to recite (or to reflect upon the meaning of)
Sri Arunachala Stuti Panchakam, which is the foremost path
of Upasana and the ambrosia of immortality, and which
was graciously sung with heart-melting love by
Sri Arunachalaramana, the embodiment of Grace and the
Lord of Munis, that alone is sufficient, that alone is now
sufficient to enable you to attain the knowledge,  ‘You are
That’ (Tat-Tvam-Asi).

D
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ÿA¸t\»  ]Á v¯õÚ®

Sri Arunachala Siva Dhyanam

 P¸tº nÁ©õ´U P¸uU Pv{À

P¸t \»]Á« uõ®.      – ÿ £PÁõß

KaruœÅr œavamÅyk karudak gati-nalgum

AruœÅchala Sivam ≠dÅm.

P¸ùn karunai of grace

BºnÁ® Årnavam the ocean

B´ Åyk being

P¸uU karudak when thought of

Pv gati Liberation

{ÀS nalgu who bestows

A¸t\» ]Á® AruœÅchala Sivam Arunachala Siva

Dx ≠du this

B® Åm is

This is Arunachala Siva, who, being the ocean of
Grace, bestows Liberation when thought of.

Note : This verse is a Dhyana - Sloka  (verse of
contemplation) upon "Arunachala Siva" which was
composed by Sri Bhagavan in the year 1932, and is printed
under the picture of the Holy Hill Arunachala in Sri
Ramana Nultirattu (The above picture of the Hill was
drawn by Sri Bhagavan with this verse written
underneath).

£uÄø

D
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Sri Arunachala Tattuvam

(The significance of Arunachala)

ÿ A¸t\» uzxÁ®

¦zv¯P[ Põ ® ¦»®ö£´u ÷Áõ[S

©zv°u ¯¢uõß ©øÓ¯ÁÝ ©õ¾

{zuÁÔ ¯õx {»[Sù»¯ Áßàº

©zvö¯õÎ st ©ù»°Úx ö©´÷¯.      & ÿ¬¸Pàº

Sri Arunachala Tattuvam

Buddhi ahaÙ-kÅram pulam-beida vángum

Maddhi idayan-tÅn maraiya-vanum mÅlum

Natta-variyÅdu nalaÙ-kulaia annÅr

Maddhi-yo¿ir aœœÅmalai yinadu meyyÉ.        & Sri Muruganar

£uÄø

¦zv buddhi the intellect (buddhi)

AP[Põ ® ahaÙ-kÅram the ego (ahankara)

¦»®¦ G´u pulam-beida when they lament

K[S® ángum which shines forth

©zv maddhi the centre

Cu¯®uõß idayan-tÅn only the Heart (Self)

©øÓ¯ÁÝ® maraiya-vanum Brahma and

©õ¾® mÅlum Vishnu

{zu natta to reach

AÔ¯õx ariyÅdu (they were) unable

{»® nalaÚ (their) pride

Sù»¯ kulaia order to subdue

Aßàº annÅr them

©zv maddhi between

JÎº o¿ir which shone forth

Ast©ù»°Úx AœœÅmalai yinadu of Annamalai

ö©´÷¯ meyyÉ the true significance
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The true significance of Annamalai (Arunachala),
which shone forth between Brahma and Vishnu in order
to subdue their pride (by making them realize that) they
were unable to reach (the top and bottom of it respec-
tively), is only the Heart (the real self), the centre (of all),
which shinesforth when the intellect (buddhi) and ego
(ahankara) lament and subside, (having realized their in-
ability to know It as it is).

Note : On the day of Deepa - Darsana (the day in
November - December when a sacred light is lit on the top
of Arunachala) on 24-11-1931 Sri Muruganar composed the
above verse and gave it to Sri Bhagavan entreating him to
compose another verse explaining the significance of
seeing the light (Deepa darsana). Sri Bhagavan then
graciously composed the following verse in the same
metre.

Deepa Darsana Tattuvam

(The significance of seeing the light)

w£uº\Ú uzxÁ®

      CzuÝ÷Á {õà ö©Ý©vø¯ }zu¨

¦zv°u ¯z÷u ö£õ¸¢v¯P ÷{õUPõ

»zxÂu ©õö©´ ¯Pa_hºPõs øP§

©zvö¯Ý ©st ©ù»a_hºPõs ö©´÷¯.

– ÿ £PÁõß

Deepa Darsana Tattuvam

IttanuvÉ nÅnÅm enu-madiyai n≠ttap

Buddhi idayattÉ porundi-yaha nákkÅl

Adduvita mÅmei ahac-chuØar-kÅœ gaibhâ

Maddhi-yenum aœœÅ malaic-chuØar-kÅœ meyyÉ.

- Sri Bhagavan
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£uÄø

Cz uÝ÷Á ittanuvÉ this body alone

{õß nÅn 'I'

B® Åm is

GÝ® ©vø¯ enun madiyai the sense

}zxA¨ n≠ttap having given up

¦zv buddhi mind

Cu¯z÷u idayattÉ in the heart

ö£õ̧ ¢v porundi by giving

AP aha attention to the 'I'

÷{õUS nákku (self-attention)

BÀ Ål through

AzxÂu® B® adduvitam Åm non-dual

ö©´ mey real

AP aha 'I'

_hº chuØar the light

PõsøP kÅœgai is seeing

§ bhâ of the world

©zv maddhi the centre

GÝ® yenum which is

Ast©ù» AœœÅmalai on Annamalai

_hº chuØar the light (deepam)

Põs kÅœ of seeing

ö©´÷¯ meyyÉ the true significance

The true significance of seeing the light (flame) on
Annamalai, which is the centre of the world, is seeing the
light of the non-dual Real 'I' having given up the sense,
this body alone is ‘I’, by fixing the mind in the Heart
through the attention to 'I'.
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Note : In this verse, while revealing the true
significance of seeing the light (Deepa darsana),
Sri Bhagavan shows that the goal of spiritual life is to give
up the feeling 'I am this body' and to realize the non-dual
real Self, and that the path to attain this goal is to fix the
mind in the Heart by means of self attention. Thus this
verse is a concise and beautiful synopsis of Sri Bhagavan’s
teachings.

{õß CÆÄh÷» GßÖ A¤©õÛUS® ÷uPõz© ¦zv

¬ØÔ¾® AÈÄÓ¨ö£ØÖ "{õß {õ÷Ú' GßÖ Cu¯zvÀ

¤ Põ]US® E£õvUP»¨£ØÓ AÔöÁõÎ¯õQ¯ C shØÓ

ö©´¨ö£õ¸ùÍz u¶]¨£÷u A¸t\» ]P  Ea]°À

w£u¶\Úzvß Esø©U Põm]¯õS®.

D
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ÿ A¸t\» ©õPõzª¯®

The Glory of Arunachala

{¢v ÁõUS

1. Ax÷Áu» ©¸t\»¢ u»®¯õÂÝ ©vP

©x§ª° Ûu¯®©Ô ¯x÷Á]Á Ûu¯¨

£v¯õö©õ¸ ©¸©zu»® £v¯õ©Á Úv÷»

ÁvÁõöàÎ ©ù»¯õ|u ©¸t\» ö©Ú÷Á.

Nandi Vakku

1. AduvÉ talam AruœÅ-chalam talam-yÅvi-num adikam

Adu-bhâmi-yin idayam-aŸi aduvÉ-Siva nidayap

PadiyÅ-moru marumat-talam padiyÅ-mavan adilÉ

Vadi-vÅno¿i malai-yÅ-nidam AruœÅ-chalam enavÉ.

£uÄø

Ax÷Á aduvÉ That (Arunachala)
is verily

u»® talam the holy place (sthala)

A¸t\»® AruœÅchalam Arunachala

u»® talam holy places

¯õÂÝ® yÅvinum of all

AvP® adikam is the foremost

Ax adu it is

§ª°ß bhâmiyin of the world

Cu¯® idayam the heart

AÔ aŸi know that

Ax÷Á aduvÉ it is verily

]Áß Sivan Shiva

Cu¯¨ £v¯õ® idayap padiyÅm Heart-abode

J¸ oru a

©¸©z marumat secret
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u»® talam sthala
£v¯õ® padiyÅm the Lord

AÁß avan He

Av÷» adilÉ in that place

ÁvÁõß vadivÅn abide

JÎ o¿i of light

©ù»¯õ malaiyÅ as the Hill

|u® nidam ever

A¸t\»® AruœÅ-chalam Arunachala

GÚ÷Á enavÉ named

That (Arunachala) is verily the holy place (sthala).
Of all holy places, Arunachala is the foremost. Know
that it is the heart of the world. It is verily Siva. It is
(His) heart-abode, a secret Sthala. In that place He, the
Lord, ever abides as the Hill of Light named Arunachala.

Note : This verse was composed by Sri Bhagavan on
Wednesday 2nd February 1927.

2. Bv¯¸ t\»¨÷£ Ø¦u¼[ Pzx¸UöPõ

Íõv{õs ©õºPÈ° »õvø ¯a—÷\õvö¯Ê

«\ùÚ©õß ¬ßÚ©  ÷ zvÁÈ £mh{õs

©õ]]Á õzv¶¯õ ©ØÖ.

2. Ädi-AruœÅ chalap-pÉr aŸbhuta-liÙgat turuk-ko¿

ÄdinÅ¿ mÅrgazhi-yil Ådirai-yaj játi-yezhum

Ö±anai-mÅl munna-marar Étti-vazhi paÊÊa-nÅ¿

MÅsi-siva rÅt-tiriyÅ maÊÊŸu.

£uÄø

Bv Ädi original

A¸t\» AruœÅchala Arunachala

÷£º pÉr great

AØ¦u aŸbhuta wonderful

¼[Pzx liÙgattu of the lingam
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E¸ uru the form

öPõÒ ko¿ he assumed

Bv adi ancient

{õÒ nÅ¿ day

©õºPÈ°À mÅrgazhiyil in 'Margazhi'
Bvø Ådirai Adirai
Aa ach that

÷\õv játi light

GÊ® yezhum who had risen

D\ùÚ Ö±anai the Lord

©õÀ MÅl Vishnu

¬ß mun beginning with

A© º amarar the Gods

Hzv Étti praised

ÁÈ£mh vazhi paÊÊa worshipped

{õÒ nÅ¿ the day

©õ] MÅsi (month of) 'Masi'
]Á õzv¶ SivarÅttiri Sivaratri
B® ©ØÖ yÅªm maÊÊŸu was

The ancient day, on which He (Lord Siva) assumed
the form of Arunachala, the original, great and wonderful
Lingam (which first rose as a column of Light), was Adirai
in Margazhi (the day when the moon is in conjunction with
constellation aridra or Orion in the Tamil month Margazhi
(December-January). The day on which Vishnu and other
Gods praised and worshipped the Lord, who had risen as
That Light, was Masi-Sivaratri (the night of the thirteenth
waning moon in the Tamil month Masi, February - March).

Note : This verse was composed by Sri Bhagavan on
Sivarathri day, the 24th February 1941. It is interesting to
note here that Sri Bhagavan was born on Tiruvadirai,
the sacred day of Aridra in the month of Margazhi
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(December - January), which was the very day on which
in ancient times Lord Siva, the Supreme Reality
first manifested Himself in the form of Arunachala, the
original Lingam.

        – ]Á Á\Ú® –

3. A[Q²¸ Áõ²ö©õÎ ©[SQ¶ ¯õPz

u[P»¸ Íõ¾»P¢ uõ[SÁuØ PßÔ

°[SøÓÁß ]zuöÚÚ öÁßÖö©Ú xÒ÷Í

ö£õ[Qö¯õÎ ¸[SøP£À ÷£õPö©õöhß ÖÒ÷Í.

– Siva Vachanam –
3. Aœgi-yuru vÅyu-mo¿i maÙgu giri-yÅgat

TaÙgal-aru-¿al ulagam tÅÙgu-vadaŸ kanØŸi

IÙguŸai-van siddhan-ena yenØŸu-mena du¿¿É

PoÙgi-yo¿irum guhai-pal bhága-moØen ØŸu¿¿É.

£uÄø

A[Q E¸ aœgi uru in the form of fire

B²® Åyum though (I was)

JÎ ©[S o¿i maÙgu of subdued Light

Q¶ giri Hill

BP Åga as

u[PÀ taÙgal (my) remaining (now)

A¸Ò BÀ aru¿ al due to (my) grace

E»P® ulagam the world

uõ[SÁuØS tÅÙguvadaŸku in order to protect

AßÔ anØŸi moreover

C[S iÙgu here

EøÓÁß uŸaivan I abide

]zuß GÚ siddhan ena as a siddha
GßÖ® enØŸum ever

GÚx EÒ÷Í enadu u¿¿É within me
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ö£õ[Q poÙgi surging

JÎ¸® o¿irum shine

SøP guhai caves

£À pal many

÷£õP® bhágam enjoyments (bhogas)

Jk oØu with

GßÖ EÒ÷Í enØŸu u¿¿É know that

Siva said : -
''Though I was (originally) in the form of fire, my

remaining (now) as a Hill of subdued Light is due to my
grace in order to protect the world. Moreover, I ever abide
here as a Siddha (a sage named Arunagiri Yogi). Know
that within me shine caves surging with many
enjoyments (Bhogas)".

Note : This verse was composed on Monday, 14th

March 1927.

4. GÀ»õ Ä»S¢ uøP¯Æ Â¯»õØ

ö£õÀ»õ ÂùÚPÒ ¸n©õ® ¦P½

vÀ»õ uxÁõ ö©xPs qÓ»õ

ö»À»õ ¸t \»©õ ªx÷Á.

4. EllÅ ulagun tagai-yav viyalÅl

PollÅ vinaiga¿ ruœa-mÅm puhal≠du

IllÅ dadu-vÅm edukaœ œuŸalÅl

EllÅr AruœÅ chala-mÅm iduve.

£uÄø

GÀ»õ ellÅ all

E»S® ulagum the worlds

uøP tagai to bind

AÆ C¯À av viyal their nature

BÀ Ål since

ö£õÀ»õ pollÅ vicious
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ÂùÚPÒ vinaiga¿ actions (karmas)

¸n©õ® ruœa-mÅm are bondage
(runam)

¦PÀ puhal the refuge

Dx ≠du they (the karmas)

CÀ»õx Ax B® IllÅ dadu-vÅm become non-
existent

Gx edu which

Ps EÓÀ kaœ  œuŸal seeing

BÀ Ål by

GÀ Bº el lÅr is  effulgent

A¸t\»©õ® AruœÅchala-mÅm Arunachala

Cx÷Á iduvÉ this indeed!

Since their (karma) nature is to bind all the worlds, the
vicious actions (karmas) are bondage (runa). This (Hill)
indeed is the effulgent Arunachala (the hill that destroys
bondage), the refuge, by seeing which, they (the karmas)
become non-existent.

Note : In a footnote to this Tamil verse Sri Bhagavan
explains that the word ‘runa’ here means bondage.

Here the word actions (Vinaigal) denotes all actions of
the body, speech and mind, including the root-action
(Mula-Vinai) the rising of the ego. Since the rising of the ego
is the root of bondage, and since this Hill roots out the ego
of those who see it or think of it, it is called 'A' ‘runa’
'achalam' the Hill (achala) that makes bondage (runa) non-
existent and it is the refuge for all those who seek freedom
from the bondage of action which is caused by the rising of
the ego.

This verse was composed on Monday, 14th June 1926.

Since it removes the cruel heap of sins from all the
worlds, and since bondage becomes non-existent when
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one sees it, it is (named) Arunachala (the Hill that
destroys bondage)!.

öPõi¯ ÂùÚPÒ GÀ»õ E»P[PùÍ²® Pmk¨£kzx®

ußø©¯õu»õÀ, (ãÁºPÐUS) AøÁ £¢u (Põ n) ©õS®. BàÀ

Gøu u¶]¨£uõÀ A¢u ÂùÚPöÍÀ»õ® CÀ»õ©Ø ÷£õS÷©õ,

Ax ãÁºPÐUS¨ ¦P¼h©õQ¯ C¢u JÎ ö£õ¸¢v¯

A¸t\»÷© ¯õS®.

5. E¸zöu¶ ö¯Àù» ²ØÖPs qØÙØ

P¸zvàØ y U P¸và ¾®÷©

Á¸zu ¬Ùx Á õu÷Á uõ¢u

Á¸zuÂg bõÚ ©õºUS¬s hõ÷©.

5. Urut-teri yellai uÊÊŸu kaœœuÊ-ÊŸal

Karut-tinÅ¿ Øârak karudi-nÅl ummÉ

Varutta muŸÅdu varÅda vÉdÅnta

Arutta vijñ-jñÅnam Årkkum uœØÅmÉ.

£uÄø

E¸ uru the form

öu¶ teri of visibility

GÀù» yellai within the limit

EØÖ uÊÊŸu being

Ps EØÖ BÀ kaœœ uÊÊŸu al if they see

P¸zvß BÀ karuttin al by mind

y Øâra from afar

P¸vß B¾®÷© karudin ÅlummÉ even if they think

Á¸zu® varuttam great difficulty

EÙx uŸÅdu without undergoing

Á õu varÅda which cannot be
attained

÷Áuõ¢u vÉdÅnta of vedanta

A¸zu arutta the import

ÂgbõÚ® vijñ-jñÅnam the supreme knowledge
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BºUS® Årkkum by anyone

Eshõ÷© uœØÅmÉ will be attained

The Supreme Knowledge (self-knowledge), the import
of Vedanta, which cannot be attained without undergoing
great difficulty, will be (easily) attained by anyone if they
see the form (of this Hill) from wherever It is visible or
even if they think (of it) by mind from afar.

Note : This verse was composed by Sri Bhagavan on
Tuesday 13th July 1926.

6. ÷¯õ\ùÚ �ßÙ ªzu» Áõ\ºU

Põ\Ö wUøP ¯õv°ß Ô²ö©ß

£õ\ªÀ \õ²a ]¯®£¯U S®÷©

±\à ö©ßÓ àùn° à÷Ú.

6. Yája-nai mânØ-ŸÅm ittala vÅsarku

Äsaru d≠k„hai yÅdiyin ØŸiyu-men

PÅsa-mil sÅyuj-jiyam payak-kummÉ

Ösa-nÅm enØŸan Åœaiyi-nÅnÉ.

£uÄø

÷¯õ\ ù Ú  �ßÖ yájanai mânØŸu three yojanas
(around this Hill)

B® Åm which extends for

Czu» ittala this holy place (sthala)

Áõ\ºUS vÅsarku upon those who
reside in

B_ Åsu defects

AÖ aru which remove

wUøP d≠k„hai initiation

Bv Ådi and so on

CßÔ²® in ØŸiyum even without

Gß en my

£õ\® CÀ pÅsam il which is devoid
of attachment
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\õ²a]¯® SÅyujjiyam Sayujya (the state of
non-dual union
with me)

£¯US® ÷© payakkummÉ truly bestow

D\ß B® Ösa-nÅm the Lord

GßÓß Bùn°ß enØŸan Åœaiyi-n by my ordinance

B÷Ú ÅnÉ 'I'

By my ordinance, "I, the Lord, truly bestow my
Sayujya (the state of non-dual union with Me), which is
devoid of attachment, upon those who reside in this Holy
place (sthala), which extends for three yojanas (around
this Hill), even without (their receiving) initiation and so
on, which remove defects."

Note : Three yojanas is a distance of about twenty-seven
miles or forty four kilometres.

The words 'dikshai adi' (initiation and so on) denote
initiation (Diksha), instruction (Upadesa) and other means
by which the Guru in human form removes the defects
of the disciple in order to make him fit to attain Self-
Knowledge. Since Arunachala is itself the Sadguru in the
form of a Hill, for those who live in the vicinity of
Arunachala there is no need to receive diksha or upadesa
from a human Guru; by the power of Its silent presence,
Arunachala will itself remove their defects and bestow
upon them the state of Self-Knowledge, which is the state
of non-dual union with God.

This verse was composed by Sri Bhagavan on Tuesday
13th July 1926.

– ÷uÂ²ø  –

7. GßÖ÷© ¯Ó÷Áõ ß£ºU

Q¸¨¤h ªzu »¢uõß

ö£õßÖÁõº ¤ÓºUQß àÄß

¦ßø©¯º £ß÷à´ xßÛ
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ö¯õßÖÙ öuõÈ²¢ w÷¯õ

¸ öà¸ Pnzv[ P[QU

SßÖ¸ Á¸ùn ±\ß

÷Põ£öÁ¢ uÇÀÂ Çõ÷u.

- Deviurai -

7. EnØŸumÉ aŸavár anbark kirup-piØam ittalan-tÅn

PonØŸu-vÅr piŸarkkin nÅvun pun-maiyar pannáy tunni

OnØŸuŸa dozhi-yun t≠yár uran-oru ganattiÙ gaÙgik

KunØ-Ÿuru aruœai ≠±an kápa-ven tazhal vizhÅdÉ.

£uÄø

GßÖ÷© enØŸumÉ ever

AÓ÷Áõº Aß£ºUS aŸavár anbark for righteous people
and devotees

C¸¨¦ Ch® iruppiØam the abode

Cz it this

u»® talam holy place

uõß tÅn alone

ö£õßÖÁõº ponØŸuvÅr will perish

¤ÓºUS piŸarkk to others

Cßà innÅ harm

Eß un who intend

¦ßø©¯º punmaiyar base people

£À pal many

÷{õ´ náy diseases

xßÛ tunni being afflicted with

JßÖ EÙx onØŸu uŸadu without leaving a trace

JÈ²® ozhiyun will be lost

w÷¯õº t≠yár of the wicked

E ß uran the power

J¸ Pnzx oru ganattu in a second
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C[S iÙgu here

A[Q aÙgi of fire

SßÖ KunØŸu a Hill

E¸ uru whose form is

A¸ùn D\ß Aruœai ≠±an Lord Arunachala

÷Põ£ kápa the anger

öÁ® ven fierce

 uÇÀ tazhal fire

ÂÇõ÷u vizhÅdÉ do not fall into

Devi Said : -

This Holy place alone is ever the abode for righteous
people and devotees. Here base people who intend harm
to others will perish by being afflicted with many diseases,
and the power of the wicked will be lost in a second
without leaving a trace. (Therefore) Do not fall into the
fierce fire of the anger of Lord Arunachala, whose form is
a Hill of Fire.

Note : This verse was composed by Bhagavan on 18th

March 1938.

Explanatory note : This verse embodies the warning
that Devi (Goddess Parvati) sent to the demon
Mahishasura when he was preparing to wage war against
Her in Tiruvannamalai.

Gives an abhaya - vak or assurance of protection for
righteous people and devotees.

D
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Sri Arunachala Mahathmyam

ÿ

1. A¸t\» Añ ©n©õù»

(The Bridal Garland of Letters in praise of

Sri Arunachala)

£õ° ®

Â¸zu®

u¸t ¸n©o Q t Á¼|Pº

u¸© ñ ©n ©QÌ©õù»

öu¸t i¯v¸ Ái¯õº öu¸© À

öuÎ¯¨ £ ÄuÀ ö£õ¸ÍõP

P¸t P ¬Û ©t ¶¯ÝÁ

øP°àØ ö\õ¼¯x Pv¯õP

A¸t \»ö©Ú ÁP÷© ¯ÔöÁõk

©õÌÁõº ]ÁÝ» PõÒÁõ÷ .            & ÿ ¬¸Pàº

TaruœÅ ruœa-maœi kiraœÅ vali-nigar

taruma k„hara-maœa magizh-mÅlai

 TeruœÅ Øiya-tiru vaØiyÅr teru-maral

te¿iyap para-vudal poru-¿Åga

KaruœÅ kara-muni RamaœÅ riya-nuva

gaiyi-nÅl soliyadu gati-yÅga

AruœÅ chala-mena ahamÉ yaŸi-voØum

ÅzhvÅr Siva-nula gÅ¿-vÅrÉ.           - Sri Murganar

£uÄø

u¸n taruœÅ rising (young)

A¸n©o aruœa-maœi sun

Q n kiraœÅ rays

BÁ¼ Åvali series

|Pº u¸® nigar tarum which is like

Añ ak„hara letters

©n maœa bridal

©QÌ magizh joyful
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©õù» mÅlai garland

öu¸Ò terul enlightenment

{õi¯ œÅØiya who seek

v¸ tiru good

Ai¯õº aØiyÅr devotees

öu¸© À terumaral ignorance

öuÎ¯ te¿iyap to dispel
£ ÄuÀ ö£õ¸ÍõP paravudal as a prayer

poru¿Åga
P¸n BP karuœÅkara the embodiment

of grace

¬Û muni muni

©n RamaœÅ Ramana

B¶¯ß Åriyan Guru

EÁøP°àÀ uvagaiyinÅl in (divine) ecstacy

ö\õ¼¯x soliyadu sung

Pv gati refuge

BP yÅga as a means

A¸t\»® GÚ AruœÅchalamena "Arunachalam"

AP÷© ahamÉ in the heart

AÔÄ aŸivu awareness

Jk® oØum with

BÌÁõº ÅzhvÅr those who sink

]ÁÝ»S sivanulagu Siva-loka

BÒÁõº H Å¿vÅr É will rule

Those who sink into the Heart with the thought
‘Arunachala' - taking as a means this joyful Akshara - mana
- malai (the bridal garland of letters), which is like a series
of golden rays of the rising sun and which was sung
in divine ecstasy by our Guru, Muni Ramana, the
Embodiment of Grace, as a refuge, as a prayer to dispel
the ignorance of good devotees who seek enlightenment -
will rule Siva-Loka (that is, they will become one with Lord
Siva Himself).
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ÿ

A¸t\» Añ  ©n©õù»

Põ¨¦

 A¸t\» Á Ø÷PØÓ Áñ ©n ©õù»\õØÓU

      P¸tP  Pn£v÷¯ P ©¸ÎU Põ¨£õ÷¯.

AruœÅchala varaŸ-kÉÊÊŸa akshara maœa-mÅlai sÅÊÊŸa

     KaruœÅ-kara Gaœa-patiyÉ kara-maru¿ik kÅppÅyÉ.

£uÄø

A¸t\» AruœÅchala Arunachala

Á ØS varaŸ the bridegroom

HØÓ kÉÊÊŸa worthy of

Añ akshara letters

©n maœa bridal

©õù» mÅlai garland

\õØÓU sÅÊÊŸa so that I may offer

P¸t karuœÅ of grace

P kara the bestower

Pn£v÷¯ GaœapatiyÉ O Ganapati

P ® karam hands

A¸Î aru¿i by giving

Põ¨£õ÷¯ kÅppÅyÉ protect

O Ganapati, the bestower of grace, protect me by
giving Your helping hands so that I may make and offer
a Bridal Garland of Letters worthy of the bridegroom,
Arunachala.

A¸t \»]Á A¸t \»]Á

    A¸t \»]Á A¸t \»õ!

A¸t \»]Á A¸t \»]Á

    A¸t \»]Á A¸t \»õ!
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– ¡À –

1. A¸t \»ö©Ú ÁP÷© |ùÚ¨£Á

Pzøu÷Á Ö¨£õ ¯¸t\»õ.

1. AruœÅ chalamena ahamÉ ninaip-pavar

Ahat-taivÉ raŸup-pÅi AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

A¸t\»® GÚ AruœÅchalam ena 'Arunachalam'

AP÷© ahamÉ in the heart

|ùÚ¨£Áº ninaippavar those who think

APzøu ahattai the ego

÷Áº AÖ¨£õ´ vÉr aŸuppÅi You root out

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, You root out the ego of those who
think 'Arunachalam' in the heart.

2. AÇS_¢ u ®÷£õ »P¬® }²¬Ø

Ó¤ßÚ©õ °¸¨÷£õ ©¸t\»õ.

2. Azhagu-sundaram-pál ahamum n≠yumuÊ

ÂŸabin-namÅ yirup-pám AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

AÇS Azhagu Azhahu

_¢u ® Sundaram Sundaram

÷£õÀ pál like

AP¬® ahamum I

}²® n≠yum and You

EØÖ uÊru unite

A¤ßÚ® B´ abinnamÅy non-different

C¸¨÷£õ® yiruppám may (we) be

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala
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O Arunachala, may ‘I’ and ‘You’, like Azhahu and
Sundaram, unite and be non-different.

3. AP®¦S¢ wºzxß ÚPSøP ]øÓ¯õ

¯©ºÂzu öußöPõ »¸t\»õ.

3. Aham-pugun d≠rt-tun aha-guhai siŸai-yÅi

Amar-vitta denkol AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

AP® Aham (my) heart

¦S¢x pugundu having entered

Dºzx ≠rttu having drawn

Eß un Your

AP aha heart

SøP guhai cave

]øÓ siŸai prisoner

B´ yÅi as

A©ºÂzux amarvittadu You have kept

GßöPõÀ enkol what (a wonder this is)

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, having entered my heart and having
drawn me (towards You), You have kept me as a prisoner
in the cave of Your heart. What (a wonder is this Grace of
Yours)!

4. B¸U PõöÁùÚ ¯õshùÚ ¯PØÔi

»Q»® £Èzvk ©¸t\»õ.

4. Äruk kÅvenai yÅœ-Øanai yagaÊ-ÊŸiØil

Akilam pazhit-tiØum AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

B¸US B ÅrukkÅ for whose sake

GùÚ enai me

BshùÚ ÅœØanai did You take as
Your own?
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APØÔiÀ agaÊ-ÊŸiØil if you forsake (me)

AQ»® akilam the world

£Èzvk® pazhit-tiØum will blame (You)

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala !

O Arunachala, for whose sake did You take me as
Your own ? If You now reject forsaking me, the world will
blame You.

Note : Arunachala has taken possession of the
devotee not because of the recommendation of anyone
else, but only because of His own uncaused grace. After
such a spontaneous act of grace, if Arunachala now
forsakes the devotee, the whole world will blame Him.

5. C¨£È u¨¦ùÚ ÷¯ÛùÚ¨ ¤zuõ

°Û¯õº ÂkÁõ ¸t\»õ.

5. Ippazhi tap-punai yÉninaip pit-tÅi

IniyÅr viØu-vÅr AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

C¨ ipp this

£È pazhi blame

u¨¦ tappu escape

EùÚ unai You

Hß yÉn why

|ùÚ¨¤zuõ´ ninaippittÅi did You make
(me) think of

CÛ ini now

¯õº yÅr who

ÂkÁõº viØuvÅr can leave

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, escape this blame. Why did You make
me think of You? Now who can leave (the bond which You
have thus created between us) ?
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Note : Having made the devotee think of Him, Lord
Arunachala has created a bond from which neither He nor
the devotee can escape. Therefore, to escape the blame of
the world, Lord Arunachala must now complete His work
by destroying totally the ego of the devotee.

6. DßÔk ©ßùÚ°Ø ö£¶u¸Ò ¦¶÷Áõ

°x÷Áõ ÄÚu¸ Í¸t\»õ.

6. ÖnØŸi-Øum annayil peri-daru¿ puri-vái

Iduvá unad-aru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

DßÔk® AßùÚ ≠nØŸiØum annay one's own mother

CÀ il than

ö£¶x peridu far more

A¸Ò ¦¶÷Áõ´ aru¿ purivái You, who are
gracious

Cx÷Áõ iduvá is this

EÚx unadu Your

A¸Ò aru¿ Grace

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, who is far more gracious than one’s
own mother, (if You now forsake me) is this Your grace?

7. EùÚ÷¯ ©õØÔ ÷¯õhõ xÍzvß÷©

¾Öv¯õ °¸¨£õ ¯¸t\»õ.

7. UnaiyÉ mÅÊÊŸi áØÅ du¿at-tinmÉl

UŸudiyÅ yirup-pÅi AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

EùÚ unai You

H©õØÔ ÉmÅÊÊŸi cheat

Khõx áØÅdu so that it may not run
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EÍzvßfl ÷©À u¿attin mÉl upon (my) mind

EÖv B´ uŸudi Åy firmly

C¸¨£õ´ iruppÅi be (seated)

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, be seated firmly upon my mind so that
it may not cheat You and run away (due to desire for the
outside world)

8. Fº_Ø ÖÍ®Âhõ xùÚUPs hh[Qh

ÄßÚÇ øPUPõm h¸t\»õ.

8. àrsuÊ ÊŸu¿am-viØÅ dunaik-kaœ ØaØaÙ-giØa

Unnazha gaik-kÅÊ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

Fº àr the world

_ØÖ suÊÊŸu which wanders about

EÍ® u¿am (my) mind

Âhõx viØÅdu uninterruptedly

EùÚ unai You

Psk kaœØu by seeing

Ah[Qh aØaÙgiØa so that (it) may subside

Eß unn Your

AÇøP azhagai beauty

Põmk kÅÊu show

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, Show me your beauty so that, by
seeing you uninterruptedly, my mind, which (by nature)
wanders about the world, may subside (in You, the real
Self, and never leaving you).

Note : The word “vidadu” may be taken to mean ei-
ther uninterruptedly or not leaving. In this translation both
meanings are incorporated, the former without brackets
and the latter within brackets.
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9. GùÚ¯Èz v¨÷£õ öuùÚUP» ÁõÂi

¼x÷Áõ Áõsø© ¯¸t\»õ.

9. Enai-yazhit tippá denaik-kala vÅviØil

Iduvá Åœmai AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

GùÚ enai me

AÈzx azhittu destroying

C¨÷£õx ippádu now

GùÚU enaik me

P»Áõ ÂiÀ kalavÅ viØil if You do not unite
with

Cx÷Áõ iduvá is this

Bsø© Åœmai manliness?

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala!

O Arunachala, is this manliness, if You do not now
unite with me, destroying me (my ego or the sense of
individuality)?

10. HÛ¢u ÄÓUP ö©ùÚ¨¤Ó ¶ÊUP

ÂxÄÚU PÇ÷Põ Á¸t\»õ.

10. Çninda uŸak-kam enai-piŸa rizhukka

Idu-vunak kazhagá AruÙÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

Hß Én why

C¢u inda this

EÓUP® uŸakkam sleep

GùÚ enai me

¤Óº piŸar others

CÊUP izhukka when (they) are
dragging away

Cx idu this
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EÚUS unaku You

AÇ÷Põ azhagá does (it) befit

A¸t\»õ AruÙÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, when others are dragging me away,
why this (seeming) sleep? Does this befit You?

Explanatory Note : O Arunachala, when the desires
for external objects are dragging me away from You, the
real Self, why do You pretend to sleep as if You do not
know what is happening? Since I rightfully belong only
to You, does this indifference on Your part befit You?

11. I®¦»U PÒÁ PzvÛØ ¦S®÷£õ

uPzvÜ °ù»÷¯õ Á¸t\»õ.

11. Iymbulak ka¿var ahatti-nil puhumbá

Daha-tin≠ ilaiyá AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

I® ¦» iym bula the five senses

PÒÁº ka¿var the thieves

APzvÛÀ ahattinil (my) heart

¦S® puhum entered

÷£õx bádu when

APzvÀ ahatil in (my) heart

} Cù»÷¯õ n≠ ilaiyá were You not?

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, when the thieves, (the desires for the
objects known through) the five senses, entered my heart,
were You not in my heart ? (already)

12. J¸Áà ¬ßùÚ ö¯õÎzöuÁº Á¸Áõ

¸ß` ÷u°x Á¸t\»õ.

12. Oru-vanÅ mun-nai o¿it-tevar varu-vÅr

    Unsâ dÉyidu AruœÅchalÅÅ.
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£uÄø

J¸Áß oruvan the One

B® Åm who, are

EßùÚ unnai You

JÎzx o¿ittu unknown to

GÁº evar who

Á¸Áõº varuvÅr can come

Eß un Your

`x sâdu trick

H É only

Cx idu it was

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, unknown to You, who are the One
(who alone truly exist), who can come (into my heart) ?
Therefore, (when those thieves entered my heart) it was
only Your trick.

13. K[Põ ¨ö£õ¸ öÍõ¨¦¯º ÂÀ÷»õ

²ùÚ¯õ ÔÁõ ¸t\»õ.

13. ÜÙkÅrap poru¿ oppu-yar villái

UnaiyÅr aŸivÅr AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

K[Põ ÜÙkÅra the sound 'Om'

ö£õ¸Ò poru¿ the import of

J¨¦ oppu equal

E¯ºÄ uyarvu superior

CÀ÷»õ´ illái O You who are without

EßùÚ unai You

¯õº yÅr who

AÔÁõº aŸivÅr can know

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala
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O Arunachala, import of the sound ‘Om’, unequalled
and unsurpassed, who can know You (as You are)?

14. JÍøÁ÷£õ ö»ÚUSß Ú¸ùÍz u¢öuùÚ

¯õÐÁ xßPh Ú¸t\»õ.

14. Auvai-pál enak-kun aru¿ait tan-denai

Ä¿uva dun-kaØan AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

JÍøÁ auvai mother

÷£õÀ pál like

GÚUS enakku upon me

Eß un Your

A¸ùÍ aru¿ai grace

u¢x tandu to bestow

GùÚ enai me

BÐÁx Ä¿uvadu to take as Your own

Eß un Your

Phß kaØan duty

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, like a mother (who is spontaneously
kind to her own child), it is Your duty to bestow Your
grace upon me and to take me as Your own.

15. PsqUSU Pst´U PsoßÔU PõqùÚ

PõqÁ öuÁº£õ ¸t\»õ.

15. Kaœœukku kaœœai kaœ-œinØŸik kÅœunaik

KÅœuva devar-pÅr AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

PsqUS kaœœukku to the eye

Ps B´ kaœai being the eye

Ps kaœ eye
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CßÔ inØŸi without

Põs kÅœ who sees

EùÚ unai You

PõqÁx kÅœuvadu can see

GÁº? evar who

£õº pÅr see

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, who can see You, who, being the eye
to the eye, sees without eyes? (Therefore) See me (by
turning the glance of Your grace upon me).

Note : The Tamil word ‘kan’ literally means eye, but is
also used figuratively to mean consciousness. Arunachala
is the eye to the eye, that is, it is the consciousness which
illumines the mind, which sees through the physical eyes.
Since the very nature of the mind is to see only second and
third person objects through the eyes and other senses,
how and by what eye can it see Arunachala, which is the
reality of itself, the first person?

By itself, the mind is insentient, like a reflection in a
mirror. If we wish the eyes of our reflection to see us, we
must see them, must we not? likewise, since the mind is
only a reflection of Arunachala, the real Self, it can see
Arunachala only when Arunachala graciously sees it.
Therefore in this verse the devotee prays to Arunachala to
see him by turning the glance of Its grace upon him.

If we wish the eyes of our reflection in a mirror to
look at us, we should look at them, should we not ? our
reflection seeing us is nothing but our seeing it. They are
not two separate actions. The cause that makes that
reflection see us, is our seeing it, is it not? likewise, ‘we’,
the unreal Jiva, are only a reflection of the Sadguru, who
is Self, the Supreme Reality. If we wish to see our Self or
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Guru, we cannot do so unless He, by His grace, turns His
gracious look upon us. That is why this prayer for His
gracious look is made.

16. Põ¢u ª¸®¦÷£õØ PÁº¢öuùÚ Âhõ©Ø

P»¢öu÷à i¸¨£õ ¯¸t\»õ.

16. KÅntam irumbu-pál kavarn-denai viØÅ-mal

Kalan-dená Øirup-pÅi AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

Põ¢u® kÅntam magnet

C¸®¦ irumbu iron

÷£õÀ pál as (like)

PÁº¢x kavarndu attracting

GùÚ enai me

Âhõ©À viØÅ-mal without leaving

P»¢x kalandu united

Gß en me

Kk áØu with

C¸¨£õ´ iruppÅi be

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala attracting me as a magnet attracts iron,
be united with me and never leave me.

17. Q¶²¸ ÁõQ¯ Q¸ø£U Ph÷»

Q¸ø£Tº¢ u¸ÐÁõ ¯¸t\»õ.

17. Giri-yuru vÅgiya kirupaik kaØalÉ

Kirupai-kârn daru¿u-vÅi AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

Q¶ giri a Hill

E¸ BQ¯ uru Ågiya in the form of
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Q¸ø£ kirupai grace

Ph÷» kaØalÉ ocean of

Q¸ø£ kirupai grace

Tº¢x kârndu intensely (gracious)

A¸ÐÁõ´ aru¿uvÅi bestow grace

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, Ocean of grace in the form of a Hill,
being intensely gracious, bestow grace upon me.

18. RÌ÷© ö»[S[ QÍö õÎ ©oö¯ß

RÌø©ø¯¨ £õÌö\´ ¯¸t\»õ.

18. K≠zhmÉ leÙguÙ ki¿a-ro¿i maœi-yen

K≠zh-maiyaip pÅzh-sei AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

RÌ k≠zh low

÷©À mÉl high

G[S® eÙguÙ every where

QÍº ki¿ar which shines

JÎ o¿i of light

©o maœi gem

Gß yen my

RÌø©ø¯ k≠zh-maiyai lowness

£õÌ ö\´ pÅzh sei destroy

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, Gem of light which shines everywhere,
both in the low and in the high, destroy my lowness (my
base and impure nature).

Explanatory Note : O Arunachala, You are the pure
and precious light of consciousness which shines in me as
‘I am’ in all places and at all times, both when my mind
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is in a low and impure state, and when it is in a highly
mature and pure state. Since You are therefore unaffected
and undefiled either by my purity or by my impurity,
reveal to me your true nature and thereby destroy my
baseness.

19. SØÓ¬Ø ÓÖzöuùÚU Sn©õ´¨ £ozuõÒ

S¸Ä¸ Áõö¯õÎ ¸t\»õ.

19. KuÊÊŸa-muÊ ÊŸaŸut-tenai guœa-mÅip paœit-tÅ¿

Guru-vuru vÅyo¿ir AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

SØÓ® kuÊÊŸam defects

¬ØÖ muÊÊŸu entirely

AÖzx aŸuttu having destroyed

GùÚ enai me

Sn® B´ guœam Åi with good qualities

£ozx paœitu having endowed it

BÒ Å¿ enslave me

S¸ E¸ guru uru the form Guru

B´ Åy as

JÎº o¿ir who shine

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, who shine as the form of Guru, enslave
me, destroying my defects entirely (along with their root,
the ego) and endowing me with good qualities.

20. TºÁõm Pso¯º öPõkø©°Ø £hõu¸Ò

Tº¢öuùÚa ÷\º¢u  ̧Í¸t\»õ.

20. KârvÅt kaœœi-yar koØu-maiyiŸ paØa-daru¿

    Kârnd-enai chÉrnd-aru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.
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£uÄø

Tº kâr sharp (those who have
sharp sword-eyed ones)

ÁõÒ vÅt sword

Pso¯º kaœœiyar women

öPõkø© CÀ koØumaiyil in the cruelty

£hõx paØadu so that I may not
be ensnared

A¸Ò aru¿ graciously

Tº¢x kârndu intensely

GùÚ enai me

÷\º¢x chÉrndu join with

A¸Ò aru¿ graciously

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, being intensely gracious join with me
(to protect me) so that I may not be ensnared in the allur-
ing (delusive) cruelty of sharp sword eyed (women)
people.

This also indicates jealous eyed people.

21. öPg]²® Ág]¯õ´U öPõg\¬ ª [Qù»

¯g\ö»ß ÷Ó¯¸ Í¸t\»õ.

21. Keñji-yum vañji-yÅik koñja-mum iraÙ-gilai

Añjalen ØŸÉy-aru¿ AruÙÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

öPg] E® keñjiyum though I humbly
entreat (You)

Ág] B´ vañji Åi like a cheat

öPõg\® E® koñjam um even the least

C [Qù» iraÙgilai you do not show pity

Ag\À añjal 'fear not'
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Gß÷Ó enØŸÉy saying

A¸Ò aru¿ bestow grace

A¸t\»õ AruÙÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, though I humbly entreat You, like a
cheat You do not show even the least pity. (Now at least)
bestow Your grace (and give me refuge) saying, ‘fear not’.

22. ÷PÍõ uÎUS¬ß ÷PiÀ ¦PøÇU

÷Pkö\´ ¯õu¸ Í¸t\»õ.

22. KÉ¿Å da¿ikku-mun kÉØil puga-zhaik

KÉØu-sei yÅd-aru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

÷PÍõx kÉ¿Ådu unasked

AÎUS® a¿ikkum of giving

Eß un your

÷Pk CÀ kÉØu il blemishless

¦PøÇ pugazhai fame

÷Pk ö\´¯õx kÉØu seiyÅdu instead of blemishing
A¸Ò aru¿ bestow (your) grace

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, instead of blemishing your blemishless
fame of giving unasked, bestow your grace upon me.

Note : Arunachala has attained blemishless fame by
His knowing and answering the needs of His devotees
even before they pray to Him. Therefore, if He does not
bestow His grace even after the devotee has humbly en-
treated Him so much His fame will surely be blemished.

23. øP°ÛØ PÛ²ß ö©´ \[ öPõskÁ

øPöÁÔ öPõÍÁ¸ Í¸t\»õ.

23. Kaiyi-nir kani-yun meyrasaÙ koœØuva

Gai-veŸi ko¿a-varu¿ AruœÅchalÅ
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£uÄø

øP CÛÀ kai yinil in (my) hand

PÛ kani fruit

Eß un your

ö©´ mey reality

\® rasam juice

öPõsk koœØu by drinking

EÁøP uvagai blissfully

öÁÔ öPõÍ veŸi ko¿a so that I may be
intoxicated

A¸Ò aru¿ bestow grace

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, the fruit in my hand, bestow Your
grace so that I may be blissfully intoxicated by drinking
your juice, the Reality (that is, by experiencing the
real Self).

24. öPõi°m hi¯ø U öPõÀ¾ùÚU PmiU

öPõsöhVß ÁõÌ÷Á Ú¸t\»õ.

24. KoØi-yiÊ ÊaØi-yaraik kollu-naik kaÊÊik

koœØeÙgan vÅzh-vÉn AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

öPõi koØi a flag

Cmk iÊÊu having hoisted

Ai¯ø aØiyarai devotees

öPõÀ koll to kill

EùÚ unai You

PmiUöPõsk kaÊÊikoœØu having embraced

G[Vß eÙgan how

ÁõÌ÷Áß vÅzh-vÉn can I survive

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala
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O Arunachala, how can I survive after embracing You,
who has hoisted a flag (to announce your vow) to kill your
devotees?

25. ÷Põ£ªÀ Snz÷uõ´ SÔ¯õ ö¯ùÚUöPõÍU

SøÓö¯ß ö\´÷u Ú¸t\»õ.

25. Kápa-mil guœat-tái kuŸiyÅ yenaik-ko¿ak

KuŸai-yen seidÉn AruÙÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

÷Põ£® CÀ kápam il angerless

Snz÷uõ´ guœat-tái one of (such) nature

SÔ kuŸi target

B´ Åi as

GùÚ enai me

öPõÍ ko¿a that You have taken

SøÓ kuŸai wrong

Gß en what

ö\´÷uß seidÉn I have done

A¸t\»õ AruÙÅchalÅ O Arunachala !

O Arunachala, who are of angerless nature, what
wrong have I done that You have taken me as the target
(of your anger)?

Note : A praise in the form of a seeming reproach.
That is, the devotee is here praising by asking indirectly
Arunachala, ‘What qualification do I have that You have
selected me out of all the countless souls in the world and
have decided by Your uncaused grace to destroy my ego?'

26. öPÍu©º ÷£õØÖ[ P¸ùn©õ ©ù»÷¯

PøhUPoz uõÒÁõ ¯¸t\»õ.

26. Gau-tamar páÊ-ÊŸum karu-œaimÅ malaiyÉ
KaØaik kaœit tÅ¿vÅi AruœÅchalÅ
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£uÄø

öPÍu©º Gautamar by Gautama

÷£õØÖ® páÊ-ÊŸum praised

P¸ùn karu-œai of grace

©õ mÅ great

©ù»÷¯ malaiyÉ Hill

PøhU Pozx kaØaik kaœittu by bestowing (Your
gracious glance)

BÒÁõ´ Å¿vÅi make (me) Your own

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala!

O Arunachala, great Hill of Grace praised by
Gautama, make me Your own by bestowing Your gracious
glance (kataksha) upon me.

27. \P»¬® ÂÊ[S[ Pvö õÎ °Ú©Ú

\»\ ©»ºzv° h¸t\»õ.

27. Sakala-mum vizhuÙ-guÙ kadiro¿i yina-mana

Jalaja-malart-tiyi ØaruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

\P»¬® sakalamum everything

ÂÊ[S® vizhuÙguÙ which swallow

Pvº kadir rays

JÎ o¿i bright

CÚ yina sun

©Ú mana ` mind

\»\® Jalajam lotus

A»ºzv°k alarttiyiØu make (it) blossom

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, sun of bright rays who swallow
everything (the entire world-picture), make my mind lotus
blossom.
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Just as a closed lotus-bud cannot blossom unless the
light of the sun falls upon it, so the bud like mind cannot
blossom with Self knowledge unless the gracious light of
Arunachala falls upon it. When Arunachala is such a
powerful sun, that it can swallow the whole universe, will
it not be easy for It to mature the mind-lotus and make it
blossom?

The words 'Sakalamum Vizhungum' (which swallow
everything) may also be taken to mean 'which swallow
all my defects'.

Note: If a cinema show is going on in a tent in day-
time, the pictures can be seen on the screen only because
of the limited light of the projector and because of the
background of artificial darkness caused by the tent. If a
powerful wind were to blow away the tent, the bright
sunlight would flood in, the darkness would vanish and
thus all the pictures on the screen would be swallowed up.
Similarly, the entire picture of the world, soul and God can
be seen only because of the limited light of the mind
(which is a reflection of the original light of Arunachala,
the real Self), and because of the background of the
darkness of ignorance caused by forgetfulness of Self.
When Self-Knowledge (the bright light of Arunachala)
dawns, the background darkness of ignorance or Maya
will vanish and thus the whole picture of the World, Soul
and God will be swallowed up and disappear.

28. \õ¨£õ kßùÚa \õº¢xn Áõ¯õß

\õ¢u©õ´¨ ÷£õÁ Ú¸t\»õ.

28. SÅppÅ Øun-nai chÅrn-duœa vÅyÅn
SÅnta-mÅip pávan AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

\õ¨£õk sÅppÅØu food

EßùÚ unnai You
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\õº¢x chÅrndu by depending upon

EnÁõ uœavÅ was it (merely) to eat

¯õß yÅn I

\õ¢u® sÅntam a sadhu (religious
mendicant)

B´ Åi as

÷£õÁß pávan came

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, was it merely to eat food by depending
upon You that I came to You as a Sadhu (a religious
mendicant)? (Did I not come to You in order to satisfy my
spiritual hunger by attaining union with You?)

29. ]zu[ SÎ UPv zu®øÁz u¬uÁõ

ø¯zvÓ Á¸s©v ¯¸t\»õ.

29. SittaÙ ku¿irak-kadi rastam-vait tamu-davÅ

Yait-tiŸa aru¿-madi AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

]zu® sittam mind

SÎ ku¿ira in order to cool

Pvº kadir rays

Azu® astam hands (hasta)

øÁzx vait by placing

A¬u amuda immortality

Áõø¯z vayait gate

vÓ tiŸa open

A¸Ò aru¿ grace

©v madi moon

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, Moon of Grace, in order to cool my
mind (which is being burnt by the fire of wordly desires),
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open the gate of immortality by placing upon me Your
hands, the rays (of Your grace).

Note : The words amuta vay, which literally mean the
mouth of amrita (ambrosia or immortality) are taken by
some translators to mean ‘the ambrosial orifice’, which is
suggestive of the imagery used in Raja Yoga. However,
since Sri Bhagawan generally did not use such imagery,
the words amuta vay are here taken in their simpler
sense to mean the gate of immortatity; that is, the gate
of liberation, which is the state of bodilessness and death-
lessness.

30. ^ø  ¯Èzx|º Áõn©õa ö\´u¸m

^ø  ¯Îzu¸ Í¸t\»õ.

30. S≠rai-yazhittu-nir vÅœamÅc cheid-aru¿

S≠raiya¿it-taru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

^ø s≠rai glory

AÈzx azhittu destroying

|ºÁõn® B´ nirvÅœam Åy in nirvana

ö\´x cheidu establishing

A¸Ò aru¿ grace

^ø s≠rai glory

AÎzx A¸Ò a¿it-taru¿ graciously bestow

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, graciously bestow upon me the glory
of Your grace, destroying my (worldly) glory and establish-
ing me in Nirvana (the natural state of Self).

Note : The word Sirai means both ‘glory’ and
‘covering’ while the word nirvanam means both the
natural state of self and unveiled. Thus a parallel meaning
for     the words sirai azhittu nirvanama seydu (destroying
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my  glory and establishing me in Nirvana) is ‘destroying
my  coverings (the five sheaths) and making me unveiled
(devoid of all adjuncts or upadhis)’.

31. _PUPhÀ ö£õ[Pa ö\õÀ¾nº Áh[Pa

_®©õ ö£õ¸¢vh[ P¸t\»õ.

31. Sugak-kadal poÙga solluœar vaØaœga

÷ummÅ porun-diØaÙ garuœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

_PU PhÀ sugak kadal ocean of Bliss

ö£õ[P poÙga so that (it) may
surge up

ö\õÀ soll speech

EnºÄ uœarvu mind

Ah[P aØaœga so that (they)
may subside

_®©õ ÷ummÅ quietly

ö£õ̧ ¢vk porundiØu be united

A[S aÙgu there

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, be quietly united with me there (in my
heart), so that the ocean of Bliss may surge forth (within
me) and so that my speech and mind may subside.

32. `xö\´ öußùÚa ÷\õv¯õ vÛ²ß

÷\õv ²¸UPõm h¸t\»õ.

32. Sâdu-sei dennaic chádiya dini-yun

Játi yuruk-kÅÊ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

`x sâdu tricks

ö\´x seidu by playing

GßùÚ ennai me
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÷\õv¯õx chádiyadu without testing

CÛ ini hereafter

Eß un Your

÷\õv játi light

E¸ uru form

Põmk kÅÊu show

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, without testing me hereafter by
playing tricks, show me Your form of light (Your true form
of pure self consciousness).

33. ö\¨£i ÂzøuPØ Ô¨£i ©¯USÂm

k¸¨£k ÂzøuPõm h¸t\»õ.

33. Sep-paØi viddai-kaÊ Ÿip-paØi mayak-kuviÊ

Âurup-paØu viddai-kÅÊ AruœÅchalÅ

£uÄø

ö\¨£i Âzøu SeppaØi viddai the art of deception

PØÖ kaÊŸu of learning

C¨£i ©¯US ippaØi mayakku this world delusion

Âmk viÊu having made me give up

E¸ £k urup paØu self-abidance

Âzøu viddai the art

Põmk kÅÊÊu reveal

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, having made me give up this worldly
delusion of learning the arts of deception, reveal to me the
art of self-abidance.

Note : The arts of deception (seppadi-viddhai) are arts
such as displaying siddhis and performing other kinds of
jugglery. This also includes 64 arts.
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The word uru, which literally means ‘form’, here
means ‘self’ or ‘swarupa’, one’s own real nature. Hence,
though in colloquial usage uruppadu means to be formed
or reformed, in this context uruppadu-viddhai is taken to
mean the art of becoming self or the art of self abidance.

34. ÷\ õ ö¯Ûßö©´ } õ ²¸QUPs

p õØ ÓÈ÷Á Ú¸t\»õ.

34. SÉrÅ yenin-mei n≠rÅ yuruhik-kaœ

Œ≠rÅÊ ÊŸazhi-vÉn AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

÷\ õ´ sÉrÅ You do not unite

GÛÀ yenil if

ö©´ mei body

} õ´ n≠rÅy into water

E¸Q yuruhi will melt

Pspº kaœœ≠r tears

BØÖ ÅÊÊŸu river

AÈ÷Áß azhivÉn I shall drown

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, if You do not unite with me, my body
will melt into water (due to the fire of my intense longing
for You) and I shall drown in a river of tears.

35. ø\ö¯Úz uÒÎØ ö\´ÂùÚ _k©»õ

¾´ÁøP ÷¯xø  ¯¸t\»õ.

35. Saiye-nat ta¿¿iŸ sei-vinai suØu-malÅl

 Uyvagai yÉdu-rai AruœÅchala.

£uÄø

ø\ sai 'chai'

GÚ ena saying
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uÒÎÀ ta¿¿il if You reject

ö\´ÂùÚ seivinai karmas done

_k® suØum will burn

A»õÀ alÅl instead

E´ uy to be saved

ÁøP vagai the way

Hx Édu what is

Eø urai tell

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchala O Arunachala

O Arunachala, if You reject me saying, chai, (the fruit
of) the karmas done (by me in the past, present and
future) will surely burn me, and what will be the way for
me to be saved? Tell me.

36. ö\õÀ»õx ö\õ¼} ö\õÀ»Ó |Àö»ßÖ

_®©õ Â¸¢uõ ¯¸t\»õ.

36. SollÅdu solin≠ sollaŸa nillenØŸu

SummÅ virun-dÅi AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

ö\õÀ»õx sollÅdu without saying

ö\õ¼ soli saying

} n≠ You

ö\õÀ soll speech

AÓ aŸa without

|À GßÖ nill enØŸu be

_®©õ summÅ still

C¸¢uṍ irundÅi (You) remained

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, saying without saying, ‘Be without
speech’, You remained still.

Explanatory paraphrase : O Arunachala, through
silence You instructed me, 'Be Still', without the least action
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of mind, speech or body’, and You also remained still in
such a fashion.

37. ÷\õ®¤¯õ´a _®©õ _P¬s kÓ[QiØ

ö\õÀ÷Á öÓßPv ¯¸t\»õ.

37. Sámbi-yÅic summÅ suka-muœ duŸaÙ-giØil

SolvÉ Ÿen-gati AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

÷\õ®¤ sámbi idler

B´ Åi like

_®©õ summÅ merely

_P® sukam bliss

Esk uœdu enjoying

EÓ[QiÀ uŸaÙgiØil if you sleep

ö\õÀ sol tell

÷ÁÖ vÉŸu then

Gß en what

Pv gati condition

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, tell me, if you merely sleep (in this
manner) enjoying the bliss (of self) like an idler, then what
will be my condition?

38. ö\Í¶¯[ PõmiùÚ \ÇUPØÓ öuß÷Ó

\¼¯õ v¸¢uõ ¯¸t\»õ.

38. Sauri-yaÙ kÅÊ-Êinaic chazhak-kaÊÊŸa denØŸe

SaliyÅ dirun-dÅi AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

ö\Í¶¯® sauriyam valour

PõmiùÚ kÅÊÊinai did You show

\ÇUS chazhaku defects
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AØÓx aÊÊŸadu destroying

Gß÷Ó enØŸe when

\¼¯õx saliyÅdu without moving

C¸¢uṍ irundÅi You remain

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, when did You show Your valour and
destroy my defects ? (Yet) You remain without moving.

Explanatory Note : O Arunachala, when did You show
the valour of Your Grace, thereby destroying all the
defects in me? You have not yet done so, but still You
remain unmoved like this, without showing the least
concern for me.

39. b©¼°Ø ÷Phõ {õöÚß ÝÖv¯õ

ài|ß ÝÖ÷Á Ú¸t\»õ.

39. Jñamali-yiŸ kÉØÅ nÅnen nuŸu-diyÅl

NÅØi-nin nuŸu-vÉn AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

b©¼ jñamali a dog

CÀ il than

÷Phõ(®) kÉØÅm who am worse

{õß nÅn I

Gß en what

EÖv uŸudi strength

BÀ Ål by

{õi nÅØi seek

|ß nin You

EÖ÷Áß uŸuvÉn can (I) attain

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, (without the all powerful help of your
grace) by what strength can I, who am worse than a dog,
seek and attain You ?
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40. bõÚªÀ »õxß àø\¯õØ ÓÍºÁÓ

bõÚ¢ öu¶zu¸ Í¸t\»õ.

40. JñÅna millÅ-dun Åsai-yÅÊ ÊŸa¿ar-vaŸa

JñÅnan terit-taru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

bõÚ® jñÅnam knowledge

CÀ»õx illÅdu without

Eß un for You

Bø\ Åsai desire

BÀ Ål due to

uÍºÄ Êa¿arvu the weary suffering

AÓ aŸa to put an end to

bõÚ® JñÅnam knowledge

öu¶zx A¸Ò terittu aru¿ graciously bestow

A¸t\»õ! AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, graciously bestow Jnana upon me in
order to put an end to the weary suffering (which I am
undergoing) due to desire for You without Jnana.

Explanatory Note : O Arunachala, though I am
longing for You intensely, I am devoid of Jnana, the true
knowledge of your real nature, and thus I am undergoing
great suffering. In order to remove this weary suffering of
mine graciously bestow upon me the knowledge of Your
real nature (non duality) where no longing of separation is
experienced.

41. cªÖ÷£õ Ü² ©»º¢vù» ö¯ß÷Ó

÷{º|ß ÓùÚö¯ß Ú¸t\»õ.

41. Jñimi-Ÿupá n≠yum malarn-dilai yenØŸe

NÉrnin ØŸanai-yen AruœÅchalÅ.
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£uÄø

cªÖ JñimiŸu bee

÷£õÀ pál like

}²® n≠yum even You

©»º¢vù» malarndilai You have not
blossomed

Gß÷Ó yenØŸe saying

÷{º nÉr in front

|ßÓùÚ ninØŸanai stand

Gß en why

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, "like a bee (hovering in front of an
unblossomed bud), why should even You stand in front of
me saying, You have not blossmed (that is, You have not
yet attained spiritual maturity)”?

Note : A bee hovering in front of an unblossomed bud
must wait patiently until the sun makes that bud blossom.
But why should Arunachala hover like a bee in front of the
immature devotee’s heart to blossom with spiritual
maturity ? Since Arunachala is ‘the Sun to the sun’, as said
in verse-1 of Sri Arunachala Patikam, it is He alone who
must make the devotee’s heart blossom.

42. uzxÁ¢ öu¶¯õ uzuùÚ ²ØÙ´

uzxÁ ªxöÁß Ú¸t\»õ.

42. Tattu-vam teriyÅ dat-tanai yuÊÊŸÅi

Tattu-vam iduven AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

uzxÁ® tattuvam principles

öu¶¯õx teriyÅ who did not know

uzuùÚ dattanai blemishful wretch

EØÙ´ yuÊÊŸÅi You have taken
   possession of myself
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uzxÁ® tattuvam principle

Cx idu this

Gß en what

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, (by your causeless grace) You have
taken possession of a blemishful wretch (myself) who did
not know any principle (tattva) what a (gracious) principle
this is!

43. uõ÷Ú uõ÷Ú uzxÁ ªuùÚz

uõ÷Ú PõmkÁõ ¯¸t\»õ.

43. TÅnÉ tÅnÉ tattu-vam ida-nait

TÅnÉ kÅÊ-ÊuvÅi AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

uõ÷Ú tÅnÉ Self

uõ÷Ú tÅnÉ itself

uzxÁ® tattuvam Reality

CuùÚ idanai this

uõ÷Ú tÅnÉ yourself

PõmkÁõ´ kÅÊÊuvÅi reveal

A¸t\»õ O Arunachala AruœÅchalÅ

O Arunachala, Self (the consciousness, ‘I am’) itself is
the Reality. Reveal this to me Yourself.

44. v¸®¤ ¯P¢uùÚz vÚ©PU PsPõs

öh¶²ö©ß ÓùÚö¯ß Ú¸t\»õ.

44. Tirumbi yahan-danai dina-mahak kaœkÅœ

Âeriyu-men ØŸanai-yen AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

v¸®¤ tirumbi turning back

AP® uùÚ yahan danai the I
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vÚ® dinam daily

AP Ps aha kaœ the inner eye

Põs kÅœ see

öu¶²® Êeriyum it will be known

GßÓùÚ enØŸanai You said

Gß en my

A¸t\»õ! AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O my Arunachala, You said, ‘Turning back, daily see
the ‘I’  with the inner eye ; it will (then), be known’.

Explanatory Note : O Arunachala, my Real Self, you
taught me, “Turning away from external objects with
intense desirelessness or vairagya, persistently scrutinize
the feeling 'I' with an introverted attention; then only will
you realize the truth that Self itself is the Reality.”

45. w ª »PzvØ ÷Ói²¢ uùÚ¯õß

Ô¸®£ÄØ ÷ÓÚ¸ Í¸t\»õ.

45. D≠ramil ahatti¿ ÊÉØi-yun tanai-yÅn

Tirum-bavuÊ ÊŸÉn-aru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

w ® d≠ram courage

CÀ il devoid of

APzx CÀ ahatt i¿ with a mind

÷ui ÊÉØi having sought

EßÓùÚ untanai You

¯õß yÅn I

v¸®£ EØ÷Óß tirumba vuÊÊŸÉn have come back

A¸Ò aru¿ bestow grace

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, having sought You with a mind devoid
of courage I have come back (to You praying), bestow Your
grace upon me.
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Explanatory Note: O Arunachala, I sought you
inwardly as the real Self, but since my mind lacked the
necessary strength of desirelessness or vairagya, I failed to
attain you. Therefore I now come back to you and pray,
"Bestow your Grace upon me by giving me the strength
which is necessary to turn away from external objects and
realise you as my real self.

46. x¨£Ô ÂÀ»õ Â¨¤Ó¨ ö£ß£¯

öà¨¤h Áõ÷¯ Ú¸t\»õ.

46. TuppaŸi villÅ ippiŸap pen-payan

Oppida vÅyÉn AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

x¨¦ AÔÄ tuppu aŸivu vichara jnana

CÀ»õ illÅ without

C¨ ip this

¤Ó¨¦ piŸapu birth

Gß en what

£¯ß payan use

J¨¤h oppida to make worthy

Áõ ÷¯ß vÅyÉn come

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, of what use is this birth without
vichara-jnana (knowledge born of self-enquiry) ? (There-
fore) come to make it (my birth) worthy (by graciously en-
abling me to attain such knowledge).

47. y´©Ú ö©õÈ¯º ÷uõ²¬ß ö©´¯P¢

÷uõ¯÷Á ¯¸öÍß Ú¸t\»õ.

47. Tây-mana mozhi-yar táyu-mun meyya-han

TáyavÉ yaru-¿en AruœÅchalÅ.
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£uÄø

y´ tây those who are pure in

©Ú® manam mind

ö©õÈ¯º mozhiyar speech

÷uõ²® táyum in which (they) can
merge

Eß un Your

ö©´ mey reality

AP® aham self

÷uõ¯÷Á táyavÉ to make (me) merge

A¸Ò aru¿ bestow grace

Gß en my

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala !

O my Arunachala, bestow Your grace to make me to
merge in Self, Your Reality, in which only those who are
pure in mind and speech can merge.

48. öu´Áö©ß ÖßùÚa \õ ÷Á ö¯ßùÚa

÷\  öÁõÈzuõ ¯¸t\»õ.

48. Deiva-men ØŸun-naic chÅravÉ yennai

ChÉra vozhit-tÅi AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

öu´Á® deivam God

GßÖ enØŸu as

EßùÚ unnai you

\õ ÷Á chÅravÉ when I sought refuge

GßùÚ yennai me

÷\ chÉra completely

JÈzuõ´ vozhittÅi you annihilated

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala
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O Arunachala, when I sought refuge in You as God
(believing that you would protect me), You completely
annihilated me.

49. ÷uhõ xØÓ{Ø Ô¸Á¸ ov¯Pz

v¯UP¢ wºzu¸ Í¸t\»õ.

49. TÉØa duÊÊŸa-nal tiru-varu¿ œidi-yahat

Tiyak-kan t≠rt-taru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

÷uhõx tÉØadu without seeking

EØÓ uÊÊŸa found

{À nal supreme

v¸Á¸Ò tiru-varu¿ divine grace

|v œidi treasure

AP aha mental

v¯UP® tiyak-kam delusion

wºzx A¸Ò t≠rt-taru¿ graciously remove

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, Supreme treasure of Divine Grace
found without seeking, graciously remove my mental
delusion.

50. øu¶¯ ÷©õk¬ß ö©´¯P {õh¯õß

ÓmhÈ¢ ÷uÚ¸ Í¸t\»õ.

50. Dairiya máØu-mun mei-yaha nÅØa-yÅn

ÂaÊ-Êazhin dÉn-aru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

øu¶¯® dairiyam courage

Kk® áØum with

Eß un Your

ö©´ mei real

AP® aham self
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{õh nÅØa when sought

¯õß yÅn I

umk ÊaÊÊu wants

AÈ¢÷uß azhindÉn become bereft of

A¸Ò aru¿ grace

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, when I courageously sought and
attained Self, your Reality, I became bereft of wants. (such
is your) grace!

51. öuõmh¸m øPö©´ Pmihõ ö¯Û¼¯õ

Úmh©õ ÷ÁÚ¸ Í¸t\»õ.

51. ToÊ-Êaru¿ kai-mei kaÊ-ÊidÅ yenili-yÅn

Na„ÊamÅ vÉn-aru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

öuõmk toÊÊu touch

A¸Ò aru¿ grace

øP kai hands

ö©´ mei body

Pmihõ´ kaÊÊidÅy You do not embrace

GÛÀ enil if

¯õß yÅn I

{mh® na„Êam one who has lost

B÷Áß ÅvÉn shall be

A¸Ò aru¿ bestow grace

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunchala

O Arunachala, if You do not touch and embrace my
body with the hands of Your grace, I shall have lost (the
fruit of this human birth). (Therefore) bestow Your grace
upon me.

52. ÷uõhª Ü¯Pz ÷uõöhõßÔ ö¯ßÖg\¢

÷uõhö©õß ÔhÁ¸ Í¸t\»õ.
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52. TáØa-mil n≠ya-hat táØon-ØŸi yenØŸuñ-san

DáØa-mon ØŸiØa-varu¿ AruœÅchalÅ

£uÄø

÷uõh® CÀ táØam il who is devoid of
defects

} n≠ You

APz÷uõk yahat táØu with me

JßÔ onØŸi by becoming one

GßÖ® yenØŸun ever

\¢÷uõh® sandáØam bliss

JßÔh onØŸiØa so that we may become
united

A¸Ò aru¿ bestow grace

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, may You, who is devoid of defects,
bestow Your grace upon me by becoming one with me so
that we may ever be united in Bliss.

53. {øPUQh ªù»|ß ài¯ öÁùÚ¯¸

nøP°mk¨ £õº} ¯¸t\»õ.

53. Nagaik-kiØa milai-nin nÅØiya yenaiy-aru¿

Nagai-yiÊÊup pÅrn≠ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

{øPUS nagaikku for laughter

Ch® Cù» iØam ilai there is no room

|ß nin You

{õi¯ nÅØiya who have approached

GùÚ yenai me

A¸Ò aru¿ grace

{øP nagai smile

Cmk yiÊÊu bestowing

£õº } pÅr n≠ You should look at

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala!
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O Arunachala, there is no room for laughter. Bestow
upon me the smile of Your grace, You should look at me,
who has approached You (for refuge).

Explanatory Note : O Arunachala, when I have come
to take refuge in you, there is no room for You to laugh
and mock at me, seeing my immaturity. Instead of
laughing at me derisively, You should look at me,
bestowing upon me the compassionate smile of your
grace.

54. {õoù» {õih {õà ö¯õßÔ}

uõqÁõ |ßÓùÚ ¯¸t\»õ.

54. NÅœilai nÅØiØa nÅnÅ yonØ-Ÿin≠

StÅœu-vÅ ninØ-Ÿanai AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

{õs nÅœ shyness

Cù» ilai I did not have

{õih nÅØiØa to approach

{õà´ nÅnÅy as ‘I’
JßÔ onØri becoming one

} ni you

uõqÁõ stÅœuvÅ as a pillar

|ßÓùÚ ninØŸanai stood

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, I had no shyness to approach You of
my own accord. (Hence) becoming one (with me) as ‘I’,
you stood (motionless) like a pillar.

Explanatory Note : O Arunachala, without any
shyness I approached You of my own accord in order to
attain union with You. Hence you became one with me,
shining forth in me like a pillar as the motionless and
thought free consciousness ‘I’.
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Note : The word ‘nana’ may mean either of my own
accord or ‘as I’, and hence both meanings are included.

55. |ßöÚ¶ ö¯¶zöuùÚ }ÙU Qk¬ß

ÛßÚ¸s ©øÇö£õÈ ¯¸t\»õ.

55. Nin-neri yerit-tenai n≠ŸÅk kiØu-mun

Nin-naru¿ mazhai-pozhi AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

|ß nin of you

G¶ eri fire

G¶zx yeritu burns

GùÚ enai me

}Ö n≠Ÿu ashes

BUQk® ÅkkiØum reduces to

¬ß mun before

|ß nin Your

A¸Ò aru¿ grace

©øÇ mazhai rain

ö£õÈ pozhi shower

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala!

O Arunachala, before the fire (of my intense longing)
for You burns me and reduces me to ashes, shower upon
me the rain of Your grace (there by enabling me to attain
You).

Nin eri - Can also mean 'the fire of your Maya' in the
form of three desires which burn all the worlds.

56. }{õ ÚÓ¨¦¼ |u[PÎ ©¯©õ

|ßÔk |ù»¯¸ Í¸t\»õ.

56. N≠nÅ naŸap-puli nidaÙ-ka¿i mayamÅ

NinØ-riØu nilaiy-aru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.
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£uÄø

} n≠ You

{õß nÅn I

AÓ aŸa to destroy

¦¼ puli by uniting

|u® nidaÙ ever

PÎ ©¯©õ ka¿i mayamÅ blissful

|ßÔk® ninØriØum of remaining

|ù» nilaiy the state

A¸Ò aru¿ graciously bestow

A¸t\»õ! AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala !

O Arunachala, by uniting with me to destroy (the false
distinction) ‘You’ and ‘I’ graciously bestow upon me the
state of remaining ever blissful.

57. ~sq¸ ÄùÚ¯õß Âsq¸ {soh

öÁsnù» °Öö©ß Ó¸t\»õ.

57. Nuœ-œuru vunai-yÅn viœ-œuru naœ-œiØa

Eœ-œalai yiŸu-menØŸ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

~s nuœ extremely subtle

E¸ uru form

EùÚ unai You

¯õß yÅn I

Âs viœ of space

E¸ uru the form

{soh naœœiØa so that (I) may
unite with

Gs eœœ of thought

Aù» alai waves

CÖ® yiŸum cease

GßÖ enØŸu when

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala
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O Arunachala, when will the waves of thoughts in me
cease, so that I unite with You, the form of the extremely
subtle space (of self consciousness) ?

58. ¡»Ô ÁÔ¯õ¨ ÷£øu¯ öÚßÓß

©õ»Ô ÁÖzu¸ Í¸t\»õ.

58. NâlaŸi vaŸi-yÅp pÉdaiya nen-ØŸan

MÅlaŸi vaŸut-taru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

¡À AÔÄ nâl aŸivu scriptural knowledge

AÔ¯õ ariyÅ lacking

÷£øu¯ß pÉdaiyan an ignorant person

GßÓß enØŸan my

©õÀ AÔÄ mÅl aŸivu deluded knowledge

AÖzx A¸Ò aŸuttu aru¿ graciously dispel

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, graciously dispel the deluded
knowledge of me, who am an ignorant person lacking
scriptural knowledge.

Note : The words 'deluded knowledge' (mal-arivu)
mean the knowledge of the mind or ego, the deluded
feeling "I am this body".

59. ö{USö{U S¸Q¯õß ¦UQh ÄùÚ¨¦P

ÚUPà |ßÓùÚ ¯¸t\»õ.

59. Nekku-nek kurugi-yÅn puk-kiØa unaip-puha

Nak-kanÅ ninØ-Ÿanai AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

ö{US ö{US nekku nekku melting more and
  E¸Q   urugi    more

¯õß yÅn I

¦UQh pukkiØa when merged
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EùÚ unai You

¦PÀ puhal refuge

{UPß B nakkan Å unveiled

|ßÓùÚ ninØŸanai You stood

A¸t\»õ! AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, when, melting more and more (with
intense devotion), I merged in you as my refuge, you
stood unveiled (as the mere existence-consciousness-bliss,
devoid of the veiling adjuncts of name and form).

60. ÷{\ª ö»ÚUSß àø\ø¯U Põmi}

÷©õ\g ö\¯õu¸ Í¸t\»õ.

60. NÉsa-mil enak-kun Åsai-yaik kÅÊ-Êin≠

Másañ seiyÅd-aru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

÷{\® CÀ nÉsam il who was devoid
of love

GÚUS enakku in me

Eß Bø\ø¯ un Åsaiyai desire for you

Põmi kÅÊÊi having roused

} n≠ You should

÷©õ\® ö\¯õx másam seiyÅdu not cheating

A¸Ò aru¿ bestow grace

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, having roused desire for You in me,
who was devoid of love, You should bestow Your grace
upon me and should not cheat me (by failing to fulfil this
desire).

61. ø{¢uÈ PÛ¯õ Ú»Ûù» £uzv

ài²m öPõÒ{» ©¸t\»õ.

61. Nain-dazhi kaniyÅ nala-nilai padat-til

NÅØi-yuÊ ko¿-nalam AruœÅchalÅ
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£uÄø

ø{¢x naindu over ripe

AÈ azhi ruined

PÛ BÀ kani Ål for a fruit

{»ß Cù» nalan ilai there is no use

£uzvÀ padattil while in a ripe
condition

{õi nÅØi take

EmöPõÒ yuÊko¿ eat

{»® nalam good

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, there is no use for a fruit which is over
ripe and decayed. Take and eat it while it is in a ripe
condition, that will be good.

Explanatory Note : O Arunachala, if you allow me to
waste away and become disheartened due to the suffering
of longing for You without attaining You, I shall
be rendered worthless, like an over ripe and decayed
fruit. Therefore, before I waste away in such a manner,
graciously take me and feed upon me, destroying my ego.
That will be best for both of us.

62. ö{õ¢vhõ xßÓùÚz u¢öuùÚU öPõsiù»

¯¢uP Üö¯ÚU P¸t\»õ.

62. Non-diØÅ dunØ-Ÿanai tand-enaik koœ-Øilai

Andaga n≠ye-nak AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

ö{õ¢vhõx nondiØÅu not perishing

Eß uùÚ unØŸanai Yourself

u¢x tandu giving

GßùÚ enai me

öPõsiù» koœØilai if You do not take
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A¢uPß andagan death

} n≠ You will be

GÚUS yenaku to me

A¸t\»õ! AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, if you do not take me and give yourself
to me so that I do not perish with suffering (due to my
intense longing for you) You will be Antakan (the God of
Death) to me.

63. ÷{õUQ÷¯ P¸vö©´ uõUQ÷¯ £USÁ

©õUQ} ¯õsh¸ Í¸t\»õ.

63. NákkiyÉ karudi-mei tÅk-kiyÉ pakku-vam

Äkkin≠ Åœd-aru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

÷{õUQ÷¯ nákkiyÉ by seeing

P¸v karudi by thinking

ö©´ mei body

uõUQ÷¯ tÅkkiyÉ by touching

£USÁ® pakkuvam mature

BUQ Åkki having made

} Bsk A¸Ò n≠Åœdu aru¿ may You graciously
   take (me) as
   Your own

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, may You graciously take me as Your
own, having made me mature, by seeing me, thinking of
me and touching my body.

64. £ØÔ©õÀ Âh¢uù» ²ØÔÖ ¬Ú©¸Ò

£ØÔh Á¸Ò¦¶ ¯¸t\»õ.

64. PaÊÊŸi-mÅl viØan-talai uÊÊŸiŸu munam-aru¿

PaÊ-ÊŸida aru¿-puri AruœÅchalÅ.
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£uÄø

£ØÔ paÊÊŸi possesses

©õÀ mÅl of delusion

Âh® viØam the poison

uù» EØÖ talai uÊÊŸu reaches (my) head

CÖ iŸu kills

¬Ú® munam before

A¸Ò aru¿ grace

£ØÔh paÊÊŸida so that (it) may possess

A¸Ò¦¶ aru¿puri bestow grace

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, before the poison of delusion possesses
me, reaches my head and kills me, bestow Your grace so
that Your grace alone may possess me.

65. £õºzu¸s ©õ»Ó¨ £õºzvù» ö¯ÛÚ¸Ò

£õ¸ÚU Põºö\õÀÁ ¸t\»õ.

65. PÅrt-taru¿ mÅ1aŸap pÅrt-tilai yenin-aru¿

PÅrunak kÅr-solvar AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

£õºzx A¸Ò pÅrttu aru¿ graciously see

©õÀ mÅ1 delusion

AÓ aŸa to put an end to

£õºzvù» pÅrttilai you do not see

GÛß enin if

A¸Ò aru¿ graciously

£õº pÅr see

EÚUS unakku You

¯õº yÅr who

ö\õÀÁº solvar can tell

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala
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O Arunachala, graciously see me in order to put an
end to my delusion. If You do not graciously see me, see,
who can tell You (that is, who can intercede with You on
my behalf)?

66. ¤zxÂm kùÚ÷{º ¤zuàU QùÚ¯¸Ò

¤zu¢ öuÎ©¸¢ u¸t\»õ.

66. Pittu-viÊ Êunai-nÉr pittanÅk kinai-aru¿

Pittam te¿i-marun daruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

¤zx pittu madness

Âmk viÊÊu having removed

EùÚ unai you

÷{º nÉr like

¤zuß pittan madman

BUQùÚ Åkkinai you have made

A¸Ò aru¿ graciously grant

¤zu® pittam madness

öuÎ te¿i which will clear away

©̧ ¢x marundu the medicine

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, having removed my madness (for the
world), You have made me a madman like You. Graciously
grant me the medicine (of self knowledge) which will clear
away even this madness (of intense longing for you).

Note : Lord Siva came as a madman to claim Sri
Sundaramurthy as His Own. Just as the Lord is mad in
His gracious love to claim the devotee as His own, He
makes the devotee mad like Himself, that is, mad with
love for him, thereby removing the devotees madness for
the world. The medicine to cure this madness of devotion
is only Jnana (the non-duality).
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67. ¥v° ¾ùÚa\õº ¥v° ö»ùÚa÷\º

¥v²ß ÓÚU÷P Ú¸t\»õ.

67. B≠diyi lunaic-chÅr b≠diyi lenaic-chÉr

B≠diyun ØŸanak-kÉn AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

¥v b≠di fear

CÀ il devoid of

EùÚ unai You

\õº chÅr who came to

¥v b≠di fear

CÀ il in

GùÚ enai me

÷\º chÉr unite with

¥v b≠di fear

EßÓÚUS unØŸanakku for You

Hß Én why

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, unite with me who, in fear (of this
world-illusion), came to You, who is devoid of fear. Why
should You fear (to unite with me)?

68. ¦À»Ô ÷Áxø  {À»Ô ÷Áxø

¦À¼h ÷Á¯¸ Í¸t\»õ.

68. PullaŸi vÉdu-rai nallaŸi vÉdu-rai

PulliØa vÉy-aru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

¦À pull base (impure)

AÔÄ aŸivu mind

Hx Édu where

Eø urai tell

{À nall good (pure)
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AÔÄ aŸivu mind

Hx Édu where

Eø urai tell

¦À¼h÷Á pulliØavÉy when (it) possesses

A¸Ò aru¿ grace

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, when Your grace possesses me, tell me,
where is base mind and where is good mind?

Note : At night-time people say that moonlight is
good light and the star light is poor light. But when the
sun rises, where and of what importance is this good light
or poor light? Similarly, when Arunachala’s grace possesses
a devotee, where and of what importance are his purity or
impurity of mind? That is, the devotee’s base or impure
mind will be no hindrance and his good or pure mind will
be no advantage, for both will dissolve in the bright light of
self knowledge, which is the fullness of grace.

69. §©n ©õ©Ú® § n ©n[öPõÍ¨

§ n ©n©¸ Í¸t\»õ.

69. Bâmaœa mÅ-manam pâraœa maœaÙ-go¿ap

Pâraœa maœam-aru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

§ bâ worldly

©n® maœam tendencies

B® Åm which is

©Ú® manam mind

§ n pâraœa for perfection

©n® maœam tendencies

öPõÍ ko¿a so that (it) may acquire

§ n pâraœa complete

©n® maœam union
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A¸Ò aru¿ graciously bestow

A¸t\»õ! AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, graciously bestow upon me complete
union with you, so that my mind, which is (a bundle of)
worldly tendencies, may acquire the tendency for
perfection.

Note : The tendency for perfection means the
tendency to 'be' (sat vasana), that is, the tendency to abide
as Self without rising as an individual soul or ego.

70. ö£¯º|ùÚz vh÷Á ¤izvÊz uùÚ²ß

ö£¸ø©¯õ ÔÁõ ¸t\»õ.

70. Peiar-ninait tiØavÉ piØit-tizhut tanai-yun

Perumai-yÅr aŸivÅr AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

ö£¯º peiar name

|ùÚzvh÷Á ninait tiØavÉ as soon as I thought of

¤izx piØittu caught

CÊzuùÚ izhut tanai You drew

Eß un Your

ö£¸ø© perumai greatness

¯õº yÅr who

AÔÁõº? aŸivÅr can understand

A¸t\»õ! AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, as soon as I thought of Your name, You
caught me and drew me to Yourself. Who can  understand
Your greatness?

71. ÷£´zuÚ® ÂhÂhõ¨ ÷£¯õ¨ ¤izöuùÚ

÷£¯àU QùÚö¯ß Ú¸t\»õ.

71. PÉit-tanam viØa-viØÅp pÉiÅp piØit-tenaip

PÉia-nÅk kinai-yen AruœÅchalÅ.
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£uÄø

÷£´ pÉi demon

uÚ® tanam nature

Âh viØa so that (it) may leave

Âhõ viØÅ unleaving

÷£´ pÉi demon

B´ Åy as

¤izx piØittu possessing

GùÚ enai me

÷£¯ß pÉian demoniac

BUQùÚ Åkkinai You made

Gß yen what (a wonder this is)

A¸t\»õ! AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, having possessed me as an
unexorcisable demon in order to exorcise my demon-
nature (the ego), you made me a demoniac (one possessed
by the demon of Your Grace). What a wonder this is!

72. ø£[öPõi ¯õ{õß £ØÔßÔ Áõhõ©Ø

£ØÖU÷Põ hõ´UPõ Á¸t\»õ.

72. PaiÙ-koØi yÅnÅn paÊÊŸi-nØŸi vÅØÅmal

PaÊ-ÊŸukká ØÅykkÅ varuœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

ø£® paiÙ tender

öPõi koØi creeper

B yÅ like

{õß nÅn I

£ØÖ paÊÊŸu to cling to

CßÔ inØŸi without

Áõhõ©À vÅØÅmal so that (I) may not
droop down

£ØÖU÷Põk paÊÊŸukkáØu a support to cling to
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B´ Åy being

Põ kkÅ protect

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala !

O Arunachala, protect me, being a support for me to
cling to, so that I may not droop down like a tender
creeper without anything to cling to.

73. ö£õi¯õß ©¯UQö¯ß ÷£õuzøu¨ £Ôzxß

÷£õuzøuU PõmiùÚ ¯¸t\»õ.

73. PoØiyÅn mayak-kiyen bádat-taip paŸit-tun

Bádat-taik kÅÊ-Êinai AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

ö£õi poØi magic powder

BÀ yÅl with

©¯UQ mayakki having enchanted

Gß en my

÷£õuzøu bádattai bodha

£Ôzx paŸittu having robbed

Eß un Your

÷£õuzøu bádattai bodha

PõmiùÚ kÅÊÊinai You revealed

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala!

O Arunachala, having enchanted me with the magic
powder (of your grace) and having (there by) robbed me
of my bodha, you revealed to me your bodha.

Explanatory note : The words my bodha denote the jiva
bodha or unreal sense of individuality, while the words
Your bodha denote the atma bodha or Real Knowledge of
Self.

74. ÷£õUS® Á ÄªÀ ö£õxöÁÎ °Û»¸m

÷£õ õm h[Põm h¸t\»õ.
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74. Pákkum varavu-mil podu-ve¿i yinil-aru¿

PárÅÊ ÊaÙkÅÊ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

÷£õUS® pákkum going

Á Ä® varavum and coming

CÀ il which is devoid of

ö£õx öÁÎ°ÛÀ podu ve¿iyinil in the common space

A¸Ò aru¿ grace

÷£õ õmh® párÅÊÊan war-play

Põmk kÅÊu show

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, show me the war-play of grace in the
common space which is devoid of going and coming.

Explanatory note : The common space which is
devoid of going and coming is the unlimited and all
pervading space of Self or Atma-akasa, which is devoid of
all changes such as coming (creation or birth) and
going (destruction or death).

Even in the midst of seeming changes such as the
creation, sustenance and destruction of this universe,
Arunachala exists and shines as the common space of self,
which is completely unaffected by such seeming changes.
In other words, Arunachala is the natural state of self,
which is in truth ever ajata or devoid of change. This
skilful play of this existing and shining without change
even in the midst of so many seeming changes, is the play
of grace, when this play of grace is seen or experienced,
all the seeming changes will cease to exist and the play of
grace alone will remain shining victoriously as the
sole reality. Since the play of grace thus conquers and
destroys all the seeming changes of coming and going,
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Sri Bhagavan describes it as the war play of grace (arul-
porattam). Thus the prayer "show me the war play of
grace" means bestow upon me the experience of the ever
unchanging state of Self. The same experience is also
prayed for in the next verse, where Sri Bhagavan uses the
words "your splendour" to denote the ever unchanging
state of Self.

75. ö£ÍvP ©õ¬hØ £ØÓØÖ {õÐ¬ß

£Â_Ps kÓÁ¸ Í¸t\»õ.

75. Bhau-dika mÅmuØal paÊÊŸaÊ-ÊŸu nÅ¿u-mun

Bavisu-kaœ ØuŸav-aru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

ö£ÍvP® B® bhaudikam Åm physical

EhÀ uØal the body

£ØÖ paÊÊŸu the attachment to

AØÖ aÊÊŸu having given up

{õÐ® nÅ¿um for ever

Eß un Your

£Â_ bavisu splendour

PskÓ kaœØuŸa see so that I may be
united with

A¸Ò aru¿  bestow grace

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, bestow your grace so that I may see
and be united with your splendour for ever, having given
up the attachment to the physical body (as ‘I’ and ‘mine’).

76. ©ù»©¸¢ vh} ©ù»zvh ÷ÁõÁ¸s

©ù»©¸¢ uõö¯õÎ ¸t\»õ.

76. Malai-marun diØan≠ malait-tiØa váv-aru¿

    Malai-marun dÅi-o¿ir AruœÅchalÅ.
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£uÄø

©ù» malai confusion

©̧ ¢x marundu medicine

Ch iØa to give

} n≠ You

©ù»zvh÷Áõ? malaittiØavá need (you) hesitate?

A¸Ò aru¿ grace

©ù» malai Hill

©̧ ¢x marundu medicine

B´ Åi as

JÎº o¿ir who shine

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, who shine as the Hill of the medicine
of Grace, need You hesitate to give the medicine for
confusion (the medicine to remove the confusion of
identifying the body as 'I') ?

Note : In this verse Sri Bhagavan praises Arunachala
as malai marundu (the Hill of medicine), which is one of
the names of Arunachala mentioned in verse 160 of
Sri Arunachala Puranam, where it is said (this Hill) is the
excellent medicine which puts an end to death and
birth; (hence) malai marundu is one name for It.”

77. ©õÚ[öPõs kÖ£Áº ©õÚzøu ¯Èzu¤

©õÚªÀ »õöuõÎ ¸t\»õ.

77. MÅnaÙ-koœ ØuŸu-bavar mÅnat-tai yazhit-tabi

 MÅna-mil lÅd-o¿ir AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

©õÚ® mÅnam attachment

öPõsk koœØu with

EÖ£Áº uŸu-bavar of those who come

©õÚzøu mÅnat-tai the attachment
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AÈzx azhittu destroying

A¤©õÚ® abimÅnam attachment (abhimana)
CÀ»õx illÅdu devoid of

JÎº o¿ir who shine

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, who shine devoid of attachment
(abhimana), destroying the attachment of those who
come to you with attachment, (graciously destroy my
dehabhimana or attachment to the body as 'I').

78. ªg]iØ öPg]k[ öPõg\ ÁÔÁÛ¯õß

Ág]¯õ u¸öÍùÚ ¯¸t\»õ.

78. Miñji-Øil keñiji-ØuÙ koñja vaŸivani-yÅn

Vañ-jiyÅ daru¿-enai AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

ªg]iÀ miñjiØil if over whelmed

öPg]k® keñijiØum who prays

öPõg\ AÔÁß koñja vaŸivan a person of little
intelligence

¯õß yÅn I am

Ág]¯õx vañjiyÅdu without cheating

A¸Ò aru¿ bestow grace

GùÚ enai on me

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, I am a person of little intelligence
who prays to You whenever overwhelmed (by sufferings).
Therefore, bestow Your grace upon me without
cheating me.

79. «Põ© ÛÀ»õ©ß ©õPõØ Óù»P»

©õPõØ Põzu¸ Í¸t\»õ.

79. M≠kÅma nillÅ-man mÅkÅÊ ÊŸalai-kalam

ÄgÅmal kÅt-taru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.
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£uÄø

«Põ©ß m≠kÅman helmsman

CÀ»õ©À illÅmal without

©õ mÅ great

PõØÖ kÅÊÊŸu storm

Aù» alai tossing

P»® kalam ship

BPõ©À ÄgÅmal so that I may not be

Põzu¸Ò kÅttaru¿ graciously protect

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, graciously protect me (and be the
helmsman of my life), so that I may not be (like) a ship
tossing in a great storm without a helmsman.

Note : The great storm mentioned in this verse is the
storm of thoughts and worldly desires which toss the
mind. Without the protecting and guiding Grace of the
Guru, the mind will be overwhelmed and carried away by
this great storm, and will never be able to reach the safe
harbour of Liberation.

80. ¬i¯i Põt ¬iÂkz uùÚ÷{º

¬iÂhU PhÛù» ¯¸t\»õ.

80.  MuØi-yaØi kÅœÅ muØi-viØut tanai-nÉr

MuØi-viØak kaØa-nilai AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

¬i muØi end

Ai aØi beginning

Põt kÅœÅ which are not known

¬i muØi knot

Âkzx viØuttu having untied

AùÚ anai mother

÷{º nÉr like
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¬iÄ muØivu final goal

Ch viØa to place

Phß kaØan duty

Cù» ilai is it not?

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, like a mother, is it not your duty to
place me in the final goal (the state of Self), having untied
the knot (the ‘I am the body’-identification), the beginning
and end of which are not known ?

Note : The knot mentioned in this verse is the chit
jada-granthi, the knot between the conscious self and the
insentient body. Refer to verse 24 of Ulladu Narpadu, where
Sri Bhagavan defines the exact nature of the knot.

81. �UQ»ß ¬ßPõmk ¬S ©õ PõöuùÚz

yUQ ¯ùn¢u¸ Í¸t\»õ.

81. Mâk-kilan mun-kÅÊÊu muku-ramÅ gÅdenai

  Tâk-ki yaœaind-aru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

�U S  C»ß mâkku ilan a noseless man

¬ß mun in front of

Põmk® kÅÊÊum held

¬S ® mukuram a mirror

BPõx ÅgÅdu instead of being

GùÚ enai me

yUQ tâkki lift

Aùn¢x aœaindu embrace

A¸Ò aru¿ graciously

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, instead of being (like) a mirror held
before a noseless man, graciously lift and embrace me.
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Note : A mirror can only show the ugliness of a
noseless man, but cannot improve his appearance and
make him beautiful. Therefore Arunachala should not
merely be like a mirror and expose the devotee’s defects;
He should uplift the devotee by removing his defects and
should make him One with Himself.

82. ö©´¯Pz vß©Ú ö©ß©» ùn°à

ö©´P»¢ vhÁ¸ Í¸t\»õ.

82. Mei-yagat tin-mana men-mala raœaiyil-nÅm

Mei-kalan diØav-aru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

ö©´ mei body

APzvÀ yagattil in the house

ö©À mel soft

©Ú mana mind

©»º malar flower

Aùn°À aœaiyil on the bed

{õ® nÅm we

ö©´ mei reality

P»¢vh kalandiØa so that (we) may unite

A¸Ò aru¿ bestow grace

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, bestow Your grace so that we may
unite as the Reality on the soft floral bed of the (pure)
mind in the house of the body.

83. ÷©ß÷©Ø ÙÌ¢vk ö©À¼¯ºa ÷\º¢x}

÷©ßø©²Ø ÓùÚö¯ß Ú¸t\»õ.

83. MÉnmÉl tÅzhn-diØu melli-yar sÉrn-duÙ≠

      MÉnmai-yuÊ ÊŸanai-yen AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

÷©À÷©À mÉnmÉl more and more
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uõÌ¢vk® tÅzhndiØum who are humble

ö©À¼¯º melliyar tender natural devotees

÷\º¢x sÉrndu by uniting

} Ù≠ you

÷©ßø© mÉnmai greatness

EØÓùÚ yuÊÊŸanai have attained

Gß en what (a wonder this is)

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, by uniting with tender-natured
devotees who are more and more humble, You have
attained exaltation. What a wonder this is!

Note : Arunachala does not unite with those who are
proud of their worldly greatness. His greatness is such that
by his immense compassion He unites only with those
who are pure and humble in heart due to the complete
subsidence of their ego.

84. ø©©¯ Üzu¸s ø©°à ¾Úxs

ø©Á\ ©õUQùÚ ¯¸t\»õ.

84. Mai-maya n≠t-taru¿ maiyinÅ luna-duœ

  Mai-vasa mÅk-kinai AruœÅchala.

£uÄø

ø© mai dense

©¯À mayal delusion

}zx n≠ttu removing

A¸Ò aru¿ of grace

ø©°àÀ maiyinÅl with the magic paste

EÚx unadu Your

Esø© uœmai Reality

Á\® BUQùÚ vasam Åkkinai You have brought (me)
under the sway of

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchala O Arunachala
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O Arunachala, removing my dense delusion with the
magic paste of Your grace, You have brought me under
sway of Your Reality.

Note : The clause, “You have brought me under the
sway of Your Reality”, (unadu unmai vasamakkinai), means,
You have established me so firmly in Self, Your
Reality, that I can never again turn to attend to any second
or third person object.

85. ö©õmøh ¯izöuùÚ öÁmh öÁÎ°Ü

{mh©õ iùÚö¯ß Ú¸t\»õ.

85. MoÊ-Êai yaØiitte-nai veÊÊa ve¿iyiln≠

NaÊ-ÊamÅ Øinai-yen AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

ö©õmøh Aizx moÊÊai aØiitu having shaved

GùÚ enai me

öÁmh öÁÎ°À veÊÊa ve¿iyil in the open space

} n≠ You

{mh® naÊÊam the dance

BiùÚ ÅØinai danced

Gß en what

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala !

O Arunachala, having shaved me (of all my deeply
rooted tendencies or vasanas), you danced your dance    (as
‘I-I’) in the open space (of self). What a wonder this is!

86. ÷©õP¢ uÂºzxß ÷©õP©õ øÁzxö©ß

÷©õP¢w õö¯ß Ú¸t\»õ.

86. Máhan tavirt-tun máhamÅ vaittu-men

Máhan-t≠rÅyen AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

÷©õP® máhaªªm desire
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uÂºzx tavirttu dispel

Eß un of You

÷©õP® B máham Å desirous

øÁzx® vaittu and make

Gß en of mine

÷©õP® máham desire

w õ´ t≠rÅy fulfil

Gß en my

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O my Arunachala, fulfil my desire, dispelling my
desire (for the body and world) and making me desirous
of You.

Explanatory Note: O Arunachala, my real Self, fulfil
these two desires of mine : remove my delusion of
attachment to the body and world and grant me ever
increasing love for You.

87. ö©ÍÛ¯õ´U PØ÷£õß ©» õ v¸¢uõÀ

ö©ÍÚª uõ÷©õ Á¸t\»õ.

87. Mouni-yÅyk kaŸpál malarÅ dirun-dÅl

Mauna-mi dÅmá AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

ö©ÍÛ B´ mouni Åy silent

PÀ kaŸ stone

÷£õÀ pál like

©» õx malarÅdu without responding

C¸¢uõÀ irundÅl if (You) remain

ö©ÍÚ® maunam silence

Cx idu this

B÷©õ Åmá will (it) befit

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala
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O Arunachala, if You remain silent like a stone
without responding (in spite of my having entreated You
so much), will this silence befit You?

88. ¯ÁöÚß Áõ°ß ©soùÚ ¯mi

ö¯ß¤øÇ¨ ö£õÈzu u¸t\»õ.

88. Yava-nen vÅyin maœ-œinai yaÊÊi

Yen-pizhaip pozhitta díAruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

¯Áß yavan who

Gß Áõ°À en vÅyil in my mouth

©soùÚ maœœinai mud

Ami aÊÊi by putting

Gß en my

¤øÇ¨¦ pizhaipu living

JÈzux ozhittadu ruined

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, who (was it but You that) ruined my
living by putting mud in my mouth ?

Note : Putting mud in one’s mouth is a Tamil idiom
meaning to deprive one of one’s means of livelihood. Since
the five senses are the mouth through which the mind or
ego feeds upon sense objects, putting mud in my mouth
here means preventing the mind from feeding upon sense
objects, second and third persons that the mind lives.
When the Grace of Arunachala prevents the mind from
feeding upon sense objects, the mind loses its means of
livelihood and dies.

89. ¯õ¸©Ô ¯õöuß ©v°ùÚ ©¸mi

ö¯ÁºöPõùÍ öPõsh u¸t\»õ.

89. YÅrumaŸi yÅden madiyi-nai maruÊÊi

Yevar-ko¿ai koœØa daruœÅchalÅ
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£uÄø

¯õ¸® yÅrum anyone

AÔ¯õx aŸi yÅdu unknown to

Gß en my

©v°ùÚ madiyinai mind

©¸mi maruÊÊi having enchanted

GÁº yevar who

öPõùÍ öPõshx ko¿ai koœØadu stole away

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, who (was it but You that), unknown to
anyone, enchanted and stole away my mind?

90 ©nöÚß Öø z÷uß ÷ õ\[ öPõÍõöuùÚ

ªzvha ö\¯Áõ Á¸t\»õ.

90. Ramana-nen ØŸurait-tÉn rásaÙ ko¿Åde-nai

Ramit-tiØac cheyavÅ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

©nß GßÖ Ramanan endru 'Ramanan'

Eø z÷uß uraittÉn I said

÷ õ\® öPõÍõx rásam ko¿Ådu without taking offence

GùÚ enai me

ªzvh ö\¯ ramittiØa cheya to make happy

Áõ vÅ come

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, I declared ‘Ramana’, without taking
offence, come to make me happy.

Note : The word ‘Ramana’ means ‘Lord’, ‘husband’
’beloved one’ or ’bestower of happiness ’. The meaning
implied by the words ‘Ramanan endru uraitten’ (I declared
‘Ramana’) is, I declared that it was only you, my Lord or
Ramana, who ruined my living and stole away my mind’.
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91. õ¨£P ¼À»õ öÁÖöÁÎ ÃmiÀ

ªzvk ÷Áõ®Áõ Á¸t\»õ.

91. RÅppaha lillÅ veŸu-ve¿i v≠ttil

Ramit-tiØu vámvÅ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

õ rÅ night

£PÀ pahal day

CÀ»õ illÅ which is devoid of

öÁÖ veŸu empty

öÁÎ ve¿i space

ÃmiÀ v≠ttil in the house

ªzvk÷Áõ® ramittiØuvám let us enjoy

Áõ vÅ come

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala! come, let us enjoy (the supreme Bliss)
in the house of empty space (the pure space of self), which
is devoid of night and day (that is, which is devoid of the
limitations of time and space).

O Arunachala, come, let us be happy in the house of
empty space, which is devoid of night and day.

Explanatory Note : O Arunachala, come, let us enjoy
the supreme bliss in the pure and empty space of self,
which is devoid of the limitations of time and space.

92. »m]¯® øÁzu¸ Íìv ® ÂmöhùÚ¨

£m]zuõ´ ¤ õn÷à h¸t\»õ.

92. Lakshi-yam vait-taru¿ astiram v≠Ê-Êenai

Bakshit-tÅi prÅœaná daruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

»m]¯® lakshiyam target
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øÁzx vaittu taking as

A¸Ò aru¿ grace

Aìv ® astiram arrow

Âmk v≠ÊÊu releasing

GùÚ enai me

£m]zuõ´ bakshittÅi You devoured

¤ õn÷àk prÅœanádu along with breath

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala! Taking (me) as (Your) target and
releasing the arrow of (Your) Grace, You devoured me (the
ego) along with (my) breath (prana).

Note : When the ego is destroyed in the state of Self
absorption (samadhi), the breath or prana also subsides.

93. »õ£} °P£  »õ£ª ö»ùÚ²ØÖ

»õ£ö©ß ÝØÓùÚ ¯¸t\»õ.

93. LÅban≠ yiha-para lÅbami lenai-yuÊÊŸu

LÅba-men nuÊ-ÊŸanai AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

»õ£® lÅbam gain

} n≠ You are

CP yiha here

£ para hereafter

»õ£® lÅbam gain

CÀ il who has no

GùÚ enai me

EØÖ yuÊÊŸu by obtaining

»õ£® lÅbam gain

Gß en what

EØÓùÚ uÊÊŸanai did You obtain

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala
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O Arunachala! You are the (supreme) gain. (when it
is so) what gain did You obtain by obtaining me, who has
no gain here or hereafter.

94. Á¸®£i ö\õ¼ù» Á¢öuß £i¯Í

Á¸¢vkß Óù»Âv ¯¸t\»õ.

94. Varum-baØi solilai vanden paØi-ya¿a

Varun-diØun talai-vidi AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

Á¸®£i varumbaØi to come

ö\õ¼ù» solilai did You not tell

Á¢x vandu having come

Gß en my

£i paØi measure

AÍ a¿a to give

Á¸¢vk varundiØu suffer

Eß un Your

uù»Âv talaividi fate

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala! Did You not tell (me) to come (to
You)? (Therefore, now that I have come to You) come and
give (me) my measure (all that I need). Suffer (thus for
me). (This is) Your fate.

Note : Having once called the devotee to Him, it is the
duty and fate of the Lord to suffer for him by providing
all his needs, both spiritually and materially.

95. ÁõöÁß ÓP®¦USß ÁõÌÁ¸ Íß÷Óö¯ß

ÁõÌÂÇ¢ ÷uÚ¸ Í¸t\»õ.

95.  VÅven ØŸaham-pukkun vÅzh-varu¿ anØŸÉyen

 VÅzh-vizhan dÉn-aru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.
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£uÄø

Áõ GßÖ vÅ enØŸu saying come

AP® aham heart

¦US pukku enter

Eß un your

ÁõÌÄ vÅzhvu life

A¸Ò aru¿ (You) bestow

Aß÷Ó anØŸÉ the very moment

Gß en my

ÁõÌÄ vÅzhvu life

CÇ¢÷uß izhandÉn I have lost

A¸Ò aru¿ bestow grace

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala! The very moment that, (selecting me
by) saying ‘come’, (You) enter (my) heart and bestow
(upon me) Your life (Your state of Self), I have lost my life
(my  individuality). Therefore bestow (Your) grace (upon
me in this manner).

Note : This verse may also be taken to be an
expression of attainment: O Arunachala! The very moment
that, saying come, (You) entered (my) heart and bestowed
(upon me) Your life, I lost my life. (such is Your) grace!

96. ÂmiiØ Pmh©õ® Âmihõ xùÚ²°º

Âmih Á¸Ò¦¶ ¯¸t\»õ.

96. ViÊÊiØil ka„hÊa-mÅm viÊÊ≠Øa dunai-yuyir

V≠ÊÊiØa aru¿-puri AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

ÂmiiÀ viÊÊiØil if (You) leave

Pmh® B® ka„hÊam Åm it will be an affliction
Âmihõx viÊÊ≠Øadu without leaving

EùÚ unai You
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E°º uyir life

Âmih v≠ÊÊiØa so that (it) may leave

A¸Ò ¦¶ aru¿ puri bestow grace

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala! if (You) leave (me), it will be a (terrible)
affliction (for me). (Therefore) bestow (Your) grace (upon
me) so that (my) life may leave (the body) without (my)
leaving you.

97. ÃkÂm jºzxÍ Ãk¦US¨ ø£¯Äß

ÃkPõm iùÚ¯¸ Í¸t\»õ.

97. V≠ØuviÊ Ê≠rt-tu¿a v≠Øu-pukkup paiya-vun

     V≠ØukÅÊ Êinai-yaru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

Ãk v≠Øu home

Âmk Dºzx viÊÊu ≠rttu dragging (me) out of
EÍ u¿a heart

Ãk v≠Øu abode

¦US pukku entering

ø£¯ paiya stealthily

Eß un Your

Ãk v≠Øu home

PõmiùÚ kÅÊÊinai You revealed

A¸Ò aru¿ grace

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala! Entering (my) heart abode stealthily
(unknown to anyone) and dragging (me) out of
(my) home, You revealed Your (true) home (the state of
liberation). (Such is your) grace.

Note : The Tamil word veedu which is used three times
in this verse can mean house, home, abode or
Liberation.
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98. öÁÎÂm÷h Ýßö\¯À öÁÖzvhõ xßÚ¸Ò

öÁÎÂm öhùÚUPõ Á¸t\»õ.

98. Ve¿i-viÊÊÉn unseyal veŸut-tiØÅ dun-naru¿

     Ve¿i-viÊ Êenaik-kÅ AruœÅchalÅ

£uÄø

öÁÎ Âm÷hß ve¿i viÊÊÉn I have openly disclosed

Eß un Your

ö\¯À seyal act

öÁÖzvhõx veŸuttiØÅdu without resenting

Eß un Your

A¸Ò aru¿ grace

öÁÎ ve¿i openly

Âmk viÊÊu shower

GùÚ enai me

Põ kÅ save

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala! I have thus openly disclosed Your
(secret) act (of grace). Without resenting (me for having
done so), openly shower Your grace and save me.

99. ÷Áuõ¢ uz÷u ÷ÁÓÓ ÂÍ[S®

÷Áu¨ ö£õ¸Í¸ Í¸t\»õ.

99. VÉdÅn tattÉ vÉŸaŸa vi¿aÙgum

     VÉdap poru¿-aru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

÷Áuõ¢uz÷u vÉdÅntattÉ in Vedanta

÷ÁÖ vÉŸu another

AÓ aŸa without

ÂÍ[S® vi¿aÙgum which shines

÷Áu ö£õ¸Ò vÉda poru¿ the reality of the Vedas
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A¸Ò aru¿ graciously bestow

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala! Graciously bestow (upon me the
experience of) the reality of the Vedas, which shines (as
one) without another in Vedanta.

Note : In this verse Sri Bhagavan reveals that the Veda
porul (the reality, import or essence of the Vedas) is only
that which shines as one without another in Vedanta (the
conclusion or end of the Vedas). In other words, the
essential import of the Vedas is only the non dual supreme
reality, which is revealed in Vedanta to be the real
Self, which shines one without another as the one and
only truth.

100. øÁuù» ÁõÌzuõ øÁzu¸m Si¯õ

øÁzöuùÚ Âhõu¸ Í¸t\»õ.

100. Vaidalai vÅzhttÅ vait-taru¿ kuØiyÅ

Vait-tenai viØÅ-daru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

øÁuù» vaidalai abuse

ÁõÌzuõ vÅzhttÅ as praise

øÁzx vaittu taking

A¸m aru¿ grace

Si¯õ kuØiyÅ as a subject

øÁzx vaittu taking

GùÚ enai me

Âhõx A¸Ò viØÅdu aru¿ graciously do not
forsake

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala! Taking (all my words of) abuse as
praise, and taking (me) as a subject (of Your kingdom of)
grace, graciously do not (ever) forsake me.
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101. A®¦Â »õ¼÷£õ »ß¦¸ ÄÛö»ùÚ

¯ß£õU Pø zu¸ Í¸t\»õ.

101. Ambuvil Ålipál anburu vunil-enai

AnbÅk karait-taru¿ AruÙÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

A®¦ CÀ ambu il in water

B¼ Åli ice

÷£õÀ pál like

Aß¦ anbu of love

E¸ uru the form

EÛÀ unil in You

GùÚ enai me

Aß£õ anbÅ as love

Pø zx A¸Ò karaittu aru¿ graciously melt

A¸t\»õ AruÙÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala! like ice in water, graciously melt me as
love in You, the form of love.

Note : The solid form of a piece of ice is merely an
unreal adjunct or upadhi, for its reality or substance is
nothing but water ; likewise, the mind or individuality of
the devotee is merely an unreal adjunct, for his reality is
nothing but Arunachala, the self, which is the unlimited
form of love. When ice melts in water, it loses all
individuality or separateness and becomes one with the
water; likewise, when the mind merges in Self it loses its
individuality and becomes one with the Self. Thus in this
verse the devotee prays directly for the state of non dual
union with Self, the Reality.
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102. A¸ùnö¯ß öÓsn¯õ Ú¸mPso £m÷hÝß

Ú¸ÒÁù» u¨¦÷©õ Á¸t\»õ.

102. Aruœaiyen ØŸeœœa yÅn aru¿-kaœœi paÊÊÉnun

Aru¿-valai tap-pumá AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

A¸ùn GßÖ aruœai yenØŸ¯¯¯u of arunai

Gsn eœœa as soon as I thought

¯õß yÅn I

A¸Ò aru¿ grace

Pso kaœœi trap

£m÷hß paÊÊÉn (I) was caught

Eß un your

A¸Ò aru¿ grace

Áù» valai net

u¨¦÷©õ tappumá can (it) fail

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala! As soon as I thought of Arunai (the
holy place Arunachala), I was caught in the trap of (Your)
grace. Can the net of Your grace (ever) fail ?

103. ]¢vz u¸m£ha ]»¢v÷£õØ Pmia

]øÓ°m kshùÚ A¸t\»õ.

103. Cindit taru¿ paØac cilan-dipá¿ kaÊÊi

CiŸai-yiÊ ÊuœØ-anai AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

]¢vzx cinditu having decided

A¸Ò aru¿ grace

£h paØa that I should be trapped

]»¢v cilandi a spider
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÷£õÀ pá¿ like

Pmi kaÊÊi entwined

]øÓ°mk ciŸaiyiÊtu imprisoned

EshùÚ uœØanai You fed

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala! Like a spider (which spins a web,
catches its prey and feeds upon it), having (once) decided
that I should be trapped in (the web of Your) grace, You
entwined (me), imprisoned (me) and fed (upon me).

104. Aßö£õkß à©[÷P Íß£ºu ©ß£¸U

Pß£à °hÁ¸ Í¸t\»õ.

104. AnboØun nÅmaÙkÉ¿ anbar-dam anbaruk

Kan-banÅ yiØa-varu¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

Aß¦ anbu love

Jk oØu with

Eß un Your

{õ©® nÅmaÙ name

÷PÒ kÉ¿ who hear

Aß£ºu® anbardam of the devotees

Aß£¸US anbaruku of the devotees

Aß£ß anban a devotee

B°h ÅyiØa so that I may become

A¸Ò aru¿ bestow grace

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala! Bestow (Your) grace so that I may
graciously become a devotee of the devotees who hear
Your name with love.

105. Gß÷£õ¾¢ wÚø  °ß¦ÓU Põzx}

ö¯¢{õÐ® ÁõÌ¢u  ̧Í¸t\»õ.
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105. Enpálun d≠narai yinbuŸak kÅttun≠

EnnÅ¿um vÅzhn-daru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

Gß en me

÷£õ¾® pálum who are like

wÚø d≠narai helpless devotees

Cß¦ yinbu bliss

EÓ uŸa to (so that they) obtain

Põzx kÅttu protecting

} n≠ You

G¢{õÐ® ennÅ¿um for ever

ÁõÌ¢u¸Ò vÅzhndaru¿ graciously live

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala! Graciously live for ever protecting
helpless devotees like me (in such a way) that they attain
Bliss.

106. Gß¦¸ Pß£ºu ªßö\õØöPõÒ ö\Â²ö©ß

¦ßö©õÈ öPõÍÁ¸ Í¸t\»õ.

106. Enburu kanbar-tam insoŸ-ko¿ seviyumen

Pun-mozhi ko¿a varu¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

Gß¦ enbu bones

E¸S uruku melt

Aß£º u® anbar tam of devotee

Cß in sweet

ö\õØöPõÒ soŸko¿ words which have
received

ö\Â²® seviyum even (your) ears

Gß en my

¦ßö©õÈ punmozhi poor words
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öPõÍ A¸Ò ko¿a aru¿ may (they) graciously
accept

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala! May even (Your) ears, which have
received (with joy) the sweet words of (Your true) devotees
whose bones melted (due to their intense love for You),
graciously accept (even) my poor (unworthy) words.

107. ö£õÖø©¯õ® §u  ¦ßö\õù» {ßö\õ»õ¨

ö£õÖzu¸ Îèh®¤ß Ú¸t\»õ.

107. PoŸu-maiyÅm bhâdara pun-solai nan-solÅp

PoŸut-taru ¿i„hÊam-pin AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

ö£õÖø© poŸumai forbearance

¯õ® yÅm which is

§u bhâdara Hill

¦ß pun poor

ö\õù» solai words

{ß nan good

ö\õ»õ solÅ as praises

ö£õÖzx poŸuttu forbearing with

A¸Ò aru¿ graciously bestow

Cèh® i„hÊam wish (whatever
you wish)

¤ß pin hereafter

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachala, Hill of forbearance, forbearing with my
poor words as good praises, hereafter graciously bestow
upon me whatever You wish.

Explanatory Note : O Arunachala, the very
embodiment of patience and forbearance in the form of a
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Hill, bear with my unworthy prayers, regarding them as
worthy praises, and then bestow Your grace upon me in
whatever way You wish.

108. ©õù» ¯Îzu¸ t\» ©nöÁß

©õù» ¯o¢u¸ Í¸t\»õ.

108. MÅlai ya¿it-taru œÅchala Ramaœa-ven

MÅlai yaœin-daru¿ AruœÅchalÅ.

£uÄø

©õù» mÅlai garland

AÎzx ya¿ittu having bestowed

A¸t\» ©n AruœÅchalaRamaœa Arunachalaramana

Gß en my

©õù» mÅlai garland

Ao¢x A¸Ò aœindu aru¿ graciously wear

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala

O Arunachalaramana, having bestowed upon me the
garland (of your grace), graciously wear my garland (this
Bridal Garland of Letters), O Arunachala.

A¸t \»]Á A¸t \»]Á

A¸t \»]Á A¸t \»õ!

A¸t \»]Á A¸t \»]Á

A¸t \»]Á A¸t \»õ!

AruœÅ chala Siva AruœÅ chala Siva

AruœÅ chala Siva AruœÅ chalÅ!

AruœÅ chala Siva AruœÅ chala Siva

AruœÅ chala Siva AruœÅ chalÅ!

ÁõÌzx

A¸t \»®ÁõÈ ¯ß£ºPÐ® ÁõÈ

Añ  ©n©õù» ÁõÈ.
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AruœÅ chalam vÅzhi

Anbar ga¿um vÅzhi

Ak„hara maœa mÅlai vÅzhi.

£uÄø

A¸t\»® AruœÅchalam Arunachala

ÁõÈ vÅzhi Glory to

Aß£ºPÐ® anbarga¿um Devotees

ÁõÈ vÅzhi Glory to

Añ ak„hara Letter

©n maœa Bridal

©õù» mÅlai Garland

ÁõÈ vÅzhi Glory to

Glory to Arunachala! Glory to (His) devotees! Glory to
(this) Bridal Garland of Letters (Aksharamana Malai)

¤ õõºzuùÚ

(öÁs£õ)

£UvU Ph¼Ø £i¢x vùÍzuÁ¸m

]zvU Ph»õÚ ^ ©nß x´zu£

©õÝ£Á® ö£õ[P ÁÎzu©n ©õù»]Á

bõÚ_P® {ÀP {©US.

& ÿ ¬¸Pàº

£uÄø

£Uv bakthi love

PhÀ kadal ocean

CÀ il in

£i¢x padindu immersed

vùÍzu tilaitta who was rejoicing

A¸Ò arul grace
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]zv siddi attainment

PhÀ kadal ocean

BÚ Åna who is

^ ©nß Sri Ramanan Sri Ramana

x´zu tuyita enjoyed

£ © parama supreme

AÝ£Á® amubanam experience

ö£õ[P ponga due to the surging up

AÎzu alitta which was composed

©n mana bridal

©õù» malai garland

]ÁbõÚ _P® siva jnana sukam the Bliss of Absolute

Knowledge

(siva-jnana-sukha)

{ÀP nalga may (it) bestow

{©US Namakku upon us

May (this) Bridal Garland (mana-malai), which, due to
the surging up of the supreme experience enjoyed (by Him),
was composed by Sri Ramana, who is the ocean of the
attainment of grace (arul-siddhi) and who was immersed
and rejoicing in the ocean of love (bhakti), bestow upon us
the Bliss of Absolute knowledge (Siva Jnana Sukha).

Note : In his footnote to this verse Sri Muruganar
explains that the word bhakti here means the supreme
love (para-bhakti), which is the form of true knowledge
(jnana).

D
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2.  A¸t\» {Á©o ©õù»

(The Garland of Nine Gems in praise of Sri Arunachala)

1. A\»÷Ú ¯õ°Ý ©a\øÁ ußÛ

»\ù»¯õ ©®ø©ö¯v õk—©\»

Ä¸Â»a \zv ö¯õk[Qh ÷Áõ[S

©¸t \»ö©ß ÓÔ.

1. AchalanÉ yÅyi-num accha-vai tan-nil

Achalai-yÅm ammai-yedi rÅØum – achala

Uru-vilach sakti oØuÙ-giØa váÙ-gum

AruœÅ chala-men ØŸaŸ≠.

£uÄø

A\»÷Ú AchalanÉ truly achalan (the
motionless one)

B°Ý® Åyinum though

Aa ach that

\øÁ cha-vai assembly

ußÛÀ tannil in

A\ù» Achalai the consort of Achalan

B® yÅm who is

A®ø© ammai the mother

Gvº yedir in front of

Bk® ÅØum (He) dances

A\» achala motionless

E¸ÂÀ uruvil in (His) form

Aa ach that

\zv sakti Sakti

Jk[Qh oØuÙgiØa having subsided

K[S® áÙgum (He) rises high
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A¸t\»® AruœÅchalam Arunachala

GßÖ enØŸu that

AÔ aŸ≠ know

Though (Lord Siva is) truly Achalan (the motionless
one), in that assembly, (at Chidambaram) He dances in
front of the Mother, (Sakti Devi), who is Achalai (The
consort of Achalan), (in order to bring her dance to an end).
(But) know that when that Sakti subsides in His motionless
form (here in Tiruvannamalai), He shines exalted as
Arunachala.

Note : The word Achalan means the motionless one
and is a name of Lord Siva which is used to denote the
fact that He is the immutable, Supreme Reality. The word
Achalai means the consort of Achalan and is a name of
Sakti, the Divine Mother.

Though He is motionless by nature, in Chidambaram
Lord Siva had to dance in front of Sakti in order to bring
Her frenzied dance to an end. But in the form of
Arunachala Lord Siva remains ever motionless, and thus
by the power of His mere stillness Sakti was irresistably
attracted to Him and with great love she subsided in Him
and became one with Him. Hence of all the forms of Lord
Siva, Arunachala shines as the most exalted.

The words ‘ongum Arunachalam’ means ‘rises high’ or
rises above others, and hence the words ‘ongum
Arunachalam endru ari’ (know that He shines exalted as
Arunachala) may also be taken to mean, know that
Arunachala is superior (to Chidambaram)!

2. \zv¯ ]Ø_P ©ßÔ¨ £ Ä°º \õ °UP

©ºzuÁz uzÁ ©]¯¸ n¨ö£õ¸ Íõ©\»z

uºzu[ PÚ©x ÁõSgö\Æ ÁõhP Áõö õÎ¯õ

¬zv |ùÚUP Á¸Í¸ t\» ¬ßÛh÷Á.
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2. Sattiya chit-sukam anØŸip para-vuyir sÅrayik-kam

Artta-vat tatva masi-aruœap poru¿Åm achalattu

ArtaÙ gana-madu Åguñ-sev vÅdaka Åro¿i-yÅm

Mukti ninaikka aru¿-AruœÅ chala munni-ØavÉ.

£uÄø

\zv¯ sattiya existence

]z chit consciousness

_P® sukam Bliss

AßÔ anØŸi not only but also

£ para one supreme

E°º vuyir one soul

\õº A°UP® sÅr ayikkam the oneness

Aºzu artta which denotes

Az at that

uz tat That

zÁ® tvam thou

A] asi art

A¸n Aruœa A-ru-na

ö£õ¸Ò poru¿ meaning of

B® Åm is

A\»zx achalattu of Achala

Aºzu® artam the meaning

PÚ® Ax ganam adu abundance

BS® Ågum is

ö\Æ sev red

BhP Ådaka gold

Bº JÎ¯õ® Åro¿iyÅm which is lustrous

¬zv mukti liberation

|ùÚUP ninaikka when thought of
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A¸Ò aru¿ which bestows

A¸t\»® AruœÅchalam Arunachala

EßÛh÷Á unni-ØavÉ On considering

On considering (the import of the name) Arunachala,
which bestows Liberation (Mukti) when (merely) thought
of and which is lustrous (like) red gold, (it is revealed that)
the meaning of (the three syllables) ‘A-ru-na’ is not only
Existence - Consciousness - Bliss (Satya - Chit - Sukha) but
also that (great vedic revelation) ‘That Thou Art’ (Tat-Tvam-
Asi), which denotes the oneness of the Supreme and the
Soul (Parajiva Aikya), and that the meaning of Achala is
ghana (firmness, fullness, abundance or greatness).

Note : When a Guru formally gives a mantra to His
disciple, He explains to him the meaning and significance
of each syllable of the mantra and tells him the fruit to be
gained by meditating upon that mantra. In the same
manner, in this verse Sri Bhagavan has explained the
meaning of each syllable in the name ‘Arunachala’ and has
revealed that mere thought of this name, will bestow
liberation. Therefore the name Arunachala is the mantra
which Sri Bhagavan has openly given to the whole world,
so if any of His devotees wish to have a mantra they can
confidently regard this name to be the mantra given to them
by Him.

SÔ¨¦ : \ØS¸ J¸Áº uß ^hÝUS J¸ ©¢v zøu

E£÷u]US® ÷£õx, A® ©¢v zvß JÆöÁõ¸ Añ ® AÀ»x

zÁÛUS® Emö£õ¸Ò JßøÓ AÔÂzx A®©¢v zøu

Ea\¶¨£uàÀ AÀ»x v¯õÛ¨£uõÀ Aøh²® £»ùÚ²®

TÔ¯¸ÒÁx © ¦. Cx Kº \ØS¸Âh® ©¢v÷ õ£÷u\® ö£Ö®

¬øÓ. C[VÚ® E»P ©PõS¸ÁõQ¯ £PÁõß ÿ ©nº

uÚui¯õºPÒ AùÚÁºUS® ö©´¯õP÷Á, \¶¯õP÷Á J¸

©¢v zøu E£÷u]zxÒÍÚ õ GßÖ ÷{õUS[PõÀ, "" B®, Ax

""A¸t\»®''  GßÓ £g\õñ  ©¢v÷ õ£÷u\÷© GÚ {õ®

PsköPõÒÍ ¬i²®.
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HöÚÛÀ, C¨£õh¼ß �»® £PÁõß A, ¸, n A\»®

GßÓ \¨u[PÐUS Emö£õ¸Ò TÔ°¸¨£÷uõk C®©¢v z

v¯õÚzuõÀ {õ® Aøh²® £»ß ""¬Uv''  GßÖ®

ÂÍUQ¯¸ÒQßÙº. GÚ÷Á, E»QÀ EÒÍ G¢u ©n £Uu¸®

""A¸t\»®'' GßÓ ©¢v zøu÷¯ ÿ ©n £PÁõÛh® ö£Ö®

E£÷u\©õPU öPõÒÍ»õ® Gß£vØ Óøh°Àù». J¸ uÛ¨£mh

^hÝUöPßöÓÀ»õ©À ußùÚ¯kzu AùÚÁºUS® ÿ ©n

£PÁõß AÎzu E£÷u\® Cx÷Á.

3. A¸t \»zv¾Ö P¸t P ¨£ ©

Ú¸t  Â¢u £u÷©

ö£õ¸tk _ØÓö©õk Á¸tv £ØÔ²Í

©¸th »ØÖ |u¬¢

öu¸t kÍzvÛÚ »¸ti |ØS©Á

¶¸t\ ¬ØÖ ¦Â÷©Ø

Ó¸t ¸nUPv¶ Ú¸tÐ ¬ØÖ_P

Á¸t» ¯zv ¼ÈÁõº.

3. AruœÅ chalat-tiluŸu karuœÅ karap para-man

aruœÅra vinda padamÉ

Poru¿ œÅØu suÊŸa-moØu varu-œÅdi paÊÊŸi-yu¿a

maru-œÅØa laÊÊŸu nidamun

Teru¿œÅ Øulat-tini-nal arul-œÅØi niŸku-mavar

irul-œÅsa muÊÊŸu bhuvimÉl

ÂaruœÅ ruœak-kadi-rin arulœÅ¿u muÊÊŸu-suka

varu-œÅla yattil izhivÅr.

£uÄø

A¸t\»zx CÀ AruœÅchalattil in Arunachala

EÖ uŸu who abides

P¸t karuœÅ of grace

BP akara the embodiment

£ ©ß paraman the Supreme Lord

A¸n aruœa red

AÂ¢u Åravinda Lotus
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£u÷© padamÉ Feet

ö£õ¸Ò poru¿ wealth

{õk œÅØu country

_ØÓ® suÊŸam relatives

Jk oØu and

Á¸n varuœa caste

Bv Ådi and so on

£ØÔ paÊÊŸi being attached to

EÍ® u¿am the mind

©¸Ò marul delusion

{õhÀ œÅØal the liking

AØÖ aÊÊŸu having given up

|u¬® nidamum always

öu¸Ò teru¿ clarity

{õk œÅØu which seeks

EÍzvß CÀ ulat-tinil with a mind

{À nal divine

A¸Ò arul grace

{õi |ØS® œÅØi niŸkum who are longing for

AÁº avar those

C¸Ò irul ignorance

{õ\® EØÖ œÅsam uÊÊŸu having been destroyed

¦Â ÷©À bhuvi mÉl in the world

u¸n A¸n taruœÅ aruœa the rising sun

Pvº Cß kadi-rin like the rays of

A¸Ò arul grace

{õÐ® œÅ¿um for ever

EØÖ uÊÊŸu having attained

_P suka bliss

Á¸n B»¯zvÀ varuœÅ alyattil in the ocean

CÈÁõº izhivÅr they will drown
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Those (mature souls) who - with a mind which always
seeks the clarity (of true knowledge or Jnana), having given
up the liking for the mental delusion of being attached to
wealth, country, relatives, caste and so on-are longing for
the Divine grace of the red Lotus-Feet-of the Supreme Lord,
the embodiment of Grace, who abides in Arunachala, will
drown in the ocean of Bliss, having for ever attained (His)
grace, which is like the rays of the rising Sun, (their)
ignorance having been destroyed in (this very) world (that
is, in this very life time).

4. Ast ©ù»²ùÚ ö¯st öÚÚöÁùÚ

¯st¢ ÷u[Qh öÁst÷u

©st ©»Äh ö»st ÁPö©Ú

©st ©õ´¢vh öÁõst÷u

ust Îö\Ô Pst öhõ¸QÔ

£st öußÛ¸ PstÍõ

ö£st n¼²¸ {st öÁõÎ²¸

Ást ö»ßÚP {st÷¯.

4. AœœÅ malai-yunai eœœÅn ena-yenai aœœÅn dÉÙgiØa eœœÅdÉ

MaœœÅ mala vuØÅl eœœa aha-mena maœœÅ mÅin-diØa voœœÅdÉ

TaœœÅr a¿iseŸi kaœœÅ Øoru-kiŸi paœœa denniru kaœœÅ¿Å

PeœœÅœ ali yuru naœœÅ o¿i-yuru aœœÅ lennaga naœœÅyÉ.

£uÄø

Ast©ù» AœœÅmalai O Arunachala

EùÚ unai You

Gstß eœœÅn one who has not
thought of

GÚ ena like

GùÚ enai me

Ast¢x aœœÅndu looking upwards

H[Qh ÉÙgiØa of letting (me) pine
away
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Gst÷u eœœÅdÉ do not think

©s maœœ earth

B® Åm which is

©» mala impure (filthy)

EhÀ uØÅl body

Gst eœœa by thinking

AP® GÚ ahamena to be 'I'

©sB maœœÅ as earth

©ṍ ¢vh mÅindiØa to perish

Jst÷u voœœÅdÉ it is not proper (for you
to allow me)

us Bº taœœ År cool

AÎ a¿i compassion

ö\Ô seŸi which are full of

Ps kaœ eyes

{õk œÅØu look

J¸ oru any

Q¶ kiŸi trick

£stx paœœadu without playing

Gß C¸ Ps BÍõ enn iru kaœœÅ¿Å O Beloved (who are
dear) to my two eyes

ö£s peœœ female

Bs Åœ male

A¼ ali neuter

E¸ uru forms

{st naœœÅ which transcends

JÎ o¿i light

E¸ yuru form

AstÀ aœœÅl O Lord

Gß en my

AP® agam heart

{st´ H naœœÅy É abide
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O Annamalai (Arunachala) ! Do not think of letting
me pine away looking upwards (in despair) like one who
has not thought of you. It is not proper (for you to allow
me) to perish as earth by thinking the impure body, which
is (composed of) earth, to be ‘I’. O Beloved, (who are dear)
to my two eyes!. Without playing any trick (upon me),
look (at me) with (your) eyes, which are full of cool
(refreshing) compassion. O Lord, whose form is the light
(of consciousness), which transcends the forms of female,
male and neuter! (Graciously) abide (and shine forth) in
my heart (as the all transcending consciousness ‘I-I’).

5. ^ õÚ ÷\õnQ¶ ]ÓUP ÁõÊg

]Øö\õ¸£ àªøÓ÷¯ ]Ô¯ ÷ÚßÓß

÷£ õÚ ¤øÇö¯À»õ® ö£õÖzxU Põzx¨

¤ßÝªÁß £õÈuÛÀ ÃÇõ Ásn[

Põ õÚ P¸ùnÂÈ öPõk¨£õ °ß÷ÓØ

Pk®£Ázv ÛßÖPø  ÷¯Ó ©õm÷h

÷Ú õÚ xs÷hõuõ´ ]_ÄU PõØÖ

|P ØÓ {»ÝUS |PÌzx Áõ÷¯.

5. S≠rÅna sáœa-giri siŸakka vÅzhum

chiŸso-rupa nÅmiŸaiyÉ siŸiya nÉnØŸan

PÉrÅna pizhai-yellÅm poŸuttuk kÅttup

pinnu-mivan pÅzhi danil v≠zhÅ vaœœam

KÅrÅna karuœai-vizhi koØuppÅ yinØŸÉl

kaØum-bavatti ninØŸâ-karai yÉra mÅÊÊen

NÉrÅna duœØá-tÅi sisuvuk kÅÊÊŸum

niga-raÊÊŸa nala-nukku nigazhttu vÅyÉ.

£uÄø

^º BÚ s≠r Åna great

÷\õnQ¶ sáœa-giri Sonagiri

]ÓUP siŸakka gloriously

ÁõÊ® vÅzhum who shines
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]z chit consciousness

ö\õ¸£ß sorupan the form

B® Åm who is

CøÓ÷¯! iŸaiyÉ O Lord!

]Ô¯÷Úß uß siŸiya nÉn ØŸan of this insignificant
penson

÷£ õÚ pÉrÅna great

¤øÇ pizhai wrongs

GÀ»õ® ellÅm all

ö£õÖzx poŸuttu forgiving

Põzx kÅttu protecting

¤ßÝ® pinnum again

CÁß ivan this person (‘I’)
£õÌ pÅzh void

CußCÀ idanil into this

ÃÇõ v≠zhÅ that (I) do not fall

Ásn® vaœœam in such a way

Põ õÚ kÅrÅna cloud-like (showering)

P¸ùn karuœai of grace

ÂÈ vizhi glance

öPõk¨£õ´ koØuppÅy you bestow

Cß÷ÓÀ inØŸÉl if not

Pk® kaØum cruel

£Ázvß |ßÖ bavattin ninØŸâ from birth

Pø karai the shore

HÓ yÉra to reach

©õm÷hß mÅÊÊen I will be unable

÷{º nÉr equal

BÚx Ånadu that which is

Es÷hõ uœØá is there

uõ´ tÅi mother

]_ÄUS sisuvukku to (her) child

BØÖ® ÅÊÊŸum which (she) does
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|Pº AØÓ nigar aÊÊŸa unequalled

{»ÝUS nalanukku to the good

|PÌzxÁõ´ H nigazhttuvÅy É tell (me)

O Lord, who is the form of consciousness (Chit-
Swarupa) and who shines gloriously as the great Sonagiri
(Arunachala) ! Forgiving all the great wrongs of this
insignificiant person (myself) and protecting (me) in such
a way that I do not fall again into this void (of worldly
delusion or ignorance), bestow (upon me) the glance of
(Your) cloud-like (ever-showering) grace. If (You do) not
(do so), I will be unable to reach the shore (or to be freed)
from the cruel (ocean of) birth (and death). Tell (me), is
there anything equal to the unequalled good which a
mother does to (her) child ?

6. Põ©õ¶ ö¯ßÖ} ¯ß£ õ ö»ßÖ÷©

Pvzvh¨ £kQßÙ

¯õ©õö© ²ÚUQx Áõ©õöÁß øÓ²Ö

©¸t\ ÷»a_ ÷Ú

¯õ©õ° öÚ[VÚ¢ w ÷Ú ` ÷Ú

¯õ°Ý® ÁÀ»Ú[Pß

Põ©õ¶ ¯õS¬ß Põ» s \ s¦S

P¸zvÝm ¦PÁ»÷Ú.

6. KÅmÅri yenØŸun≠ anbarÅl enØŸumÉ gadit-tiØap paØu-ginØ-ŸÅi

ÄmÅme unak-kidu vÅmÅven ØŸai-yuŸum aruœÅ chales-waranÉ

ÄmÅyin eÙga-naœ d≠ranÉ sâranÉ yÅyi-num valla-naÙgan

KÅmÅri yÅgumun kÅlaraœ saraœ pugu karut-tinuÊ puga-valanÉ.

£uÄø

Põ©õ¶ KÅmÅri kamari (the destroyer
of lust)

GßÖ enØŸu as

} n≠ You

Aß£º anbar devotees
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BÀ Ål by

GßÖ÷© enØŸumÉ always

Pvzvh¨ gadittiØap (you) are praised
    £kQßÙ´ paØuginØŸÅi
B® am yes

B® Åm yes

ö©´ mey true

EÚUS unakk¯u to You

Cx idu this

B©õ GßÖ ÅmÅ enØŸu 'is (it) befitting'

I EÖ® ai yuŸum I doubt

A¸t\÷»a_ ÷Ú AruœÅchales- O Arunachaleswara
waranÉ

B® B°ß am Åyin if it is befitting

G[VÚ® eÙganam how?

w ÷Ú d≠ranÉ brave person

` ÷Ú sâranÉ valient person

B°Ý® Åyinum though

ÁÀ vall mighty

AÚ[Pß anaÙgan anangan (the bodiless
one, kama)

Põ©õ¶ kÅmÅri Kamari

BS® Ågum who are

Eß un Your (of You)

PõÀ kÅl Feet

A s araœ the fort

\ s ¦S saraœ pugu which takes refuge

P¸zvß EÒ karuttin uÊ in the mind

¦P Á»÷Ú puga valanÉ can enter

O Arunachaleswara! You are always praised by
(Your) devotees as Kamari (the destroyer of kama or lust).
Yes, yes, (this is) true. (yet) I doubt, is this (name) befitting
You ? If it is befitting, how can Anangan (the bodiless one,
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kama), though (he is) indeed a brave and valient person,
enter a mind which takes refuge in the fort of the Feet of
You, who is Kamari.

7. Ast ©ù»¯õ ¯i÷¯ùÚ

¯õsh Áß÷Ó ¯õÂ²hØ

öPõshõ ö¯ÚU÷Põº SøÓ²s÷hõ

SøÓ²[ Sn¬ }¯À»õ

ö»s÷n ÛÁØøÓ ö¯ßÝ°÷

ö¯sn ö©x÷Áõ Áxö\´Áõ´

Ps÷n ²ßÓß PÇ¼ùn°Ø

PõuØ ö£¸U÷P u¸Áõ÷¯.

7. AœœÅ malai-yÅi aØi-yÉnai ÅœØa vanØŸÉ Åvi-yuØal

KoœØÅi enakkár kuŸai-yuœØá kuŸaiyuÙ guœa-mum n≠yal-lÅl

EœœÉn ivaÊ-ÊŸÅi yennu-yirÉ eœœam eduvá adu-sei-vÅi

Kaœœe unØŸan kazhali-œaiyil kÅdal perukkÉ taru-vÅyÉ.

£uÄø

Ast©ù»¯õ´ AœœÅmalai O Annamalai

Ai÷¯ùÚ aØiyÉnai me

Bsh ÅœØa You took as Your own

Aß÷Ó anØŸÉ the very moment

BÂ Åvi soul

EhÀ uØal body

öPõshõ´ koœØÅi You took possession

GÚUS enakku for me

Kº ár any

SøÓ kuŸai shortcoming

Es÷hõ yuœØá is there

SøÓ²® kuŸaiyuÙ shortcomings

Sn¬® guœa-mum and virtues

} n≠ You

AÀ»õÀ yallÅl but only
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Gs÷nß eœœÉn I will not think of

CÁØøÓ ivaÊÊŸÅi them (my shortcomings
and virtues)

Gß en my

E°÷ uyirÉ life

Gsn® eœœam will

Gx÷Áõ eduvá whatever

Ax adu that

ö\´Áõ´ seivÅi do

Ps÷n kaœœe O beloved

EßÓß unØŸan Your

PÇÀ kazhal Feet

Cùn°À iœaiyil two

PõuÀ kÅdal love

ö£¸U÷P perukkÉ only ever increasing

u¸Áõ÷¯ taruvÅyÉ bestow

O Annamalai! The very moment you took me as Your
own, You took possession of (my) soul and body.
(Therefore) is there (now) any shortcoming (defect, want or
grievance) for me ? (Since my shortcomings and virtues
cannot exist apart from You) I will not think of them,
(my) shortcomings and virtues but only of You. O my life
(my Real Self), whatever be (Your) will, do that (alone).
O beloved, Bestow (upon me) only ever-increasing love for
Your two Feet.

8. ¦ÂUSm ö£õ[Qk® ¦Âaö\õØ ¦[PÁß

¦¶USm ¦so¯ß _ÈUSm _¢u ß

ÓÁØSa _¢u g \vUSØ £ßÚÚ¢

u»zvØ ¦ß¦»ß \ÇUQØ xß¦Ö¢

uÂUSz xg]k® £iUSz ußÝÍ¢

uøÇUPz uß£u ö©ÚUSz u¢uÚß

]ÁUPa ]ß©¯g ö\ÈUPz uß©¯g

ö\PzvØ ÖßÝö\® ö£õ¸¨¦a ö\®©÷».
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8. Buvik-kuÊ poÙgi-Øum buvic-chol puÙga-van

purik-kuÊ puœœi-yan suzhik-kuÊ sundaran

ÂavaŸ-kuc sundaram sadik-kuŸ panna-nan

talat-til pun-pulan chazhak-kil tun-buŸun

Tavik-kut tuñji-Øum paØik-kut tan-nu¿am

tazhaik-kat tan-padam enak-kut tanda-nan

Sivak-kac chin-mayam chezhik-kat tan-mayam

jegat-til Êunnu-sem porup-puch chemmalÉ.

£uÄø

¦ÂUS EÒ buvikku uÊ in the world

ö£õ[Qk® poÙgiØum surging

¦Â buvi place

ö\õÀ chol which is called

¦[PÁß puÙgavan of God

¦¶US EÒ purikku uÊ among the towns

¦so¯ß puœœiyan virtuous person

_ÈUS EÒ suzhikku ul in Tiruchuzi

_¢uß sundaran Sundaram

uÁØS ÂavaŸku to the tapasvi

_¢u ® sundaram Azhahammai

\vUS sadikku to (his) faithful wife

EØ£ßÚÚ® uŸpannanan I was born

u»zx CÀ talatu il in the world

¦ß ¦»ß pun pulan of the petty senses

\ÇUS CÀ chazhakil in the wickedness

xß¦ EÖ® tunbu uŸum miserable

uÂUS tavikku distress

xg]k® £iUS tuñjiØum paØikku in order that (it) would
come to an end

uß tan His

EÍ® u¿am heart
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uøÇUP tazhaikka with (it) overflowing
with joy

uß tan His own

£u® padam state

GÚUS enakku to me

u¢uÚß tandanan (He) gave

]ÁUP sivakka so that (it) will glow

]ß©¯® chinmayam consciousness

ö\ÈUP chezhikka so that (it) will flourish

uß©¯® tanmayam the reality

ö\Pzx CÀ jegat-til in the world

xßÝ Êunnu who stands

ö\® sem red

ö£õ¸¨¦ poruppu Hill

ö\®©÷» chemmalÉ the Lord

I was born to the virtuous tapasvi Sundaram
(Sundaramaiyar) and to (his) faithful wife Sundaram
(Azhahammai) in Tiruchuzhi, which among the towns of
God (Siva Kshetras) in the world is called Pongidum Bhuvi
(the surging place, that is, the place of the tank of surging
holy water). The Lord of the Red Hill (Arunachala), who
stands in the world so that consciousness will glow and so
that the reality will flourish (in other words, so that
Atma-vidya, the science of Self-Knowledge, will shine and
flourish on earth), gave me His own state (of Self-
abidance) with His heart overflowing with joy, in order
that the miserable distress (of my life) in the world (that
is, the miserable distress of being ensnared) in the
wickedness of the petty senses, would come to an end.

9. A®ø©² ©¨£Ý ©õö¯ùÚ¨ §ª° »õUQ¯Îz

u®©Q ©õø¯ö¯ àÌPhÀ ÃÌ¢x¯õ àÌ¢vk¬ß
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öÚß©Ú ©ßÛ °Êzxß £uzv ¼¸zvùÚ¯õÀ

]ß©¯ à©¸ t\» |ßÚ¸m ]z ö©ß÷Ú.

9. Amma-yum appa-num Åyen-aip bâmi-yil Åkki ya¿ittu

Ammahi mÅyai-yen ÅzhkaØal v≠zhndu-yÅn ÅzhndiØu-mun

Enmana manni yizhut-tun padat-til irutti-naiyÅl

Chinmaya nÅm-Aru œÅchala ninnaruÊ chitra mennÉ.

£uÄø

A®ø© Ammai mother

E® um and

A¨£ß appan father

E® um and

B´ Åy as (in the form of)

GùÚ en-ai me

§ª CÀ bâmi yil in the world

BUQ Åkki bearing

AÎzx a¿ittu having tended

A® am that

©Q mahi worldly

©õø¯ mÅyai illusion

Gß en of

BÌPhÀ ÅzhkaØal deep ocean

ÃÌ¢x v≠zhndu fell

¯õß yÅn I

BÌ¢vk® ÅzhndiØu-m drowned

¬ß mun before

Gß en my

©Ú® manam mind

©ßÛ manni entering

CÊzx Eß yizhuttu un having pulled

£uzx CÀ padattu il at your feet
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C¸zvùÚ BÀ iruttinai Ål you established

]ß©¯ß chinmayan of the nature of
consciousness

B® Åm who are

A¸t\» AruœÅchala O Arunachala

|ß A¸Ò nin arul of your grace

]z ® chitram wonder

Gß÷Ú ennÉ what!

Having borne and tended me in the world in the form
of (my) mother and father, before I fell and drown in the
deep ocean of that worldly illusion (Maha - Maya) You
entered my mind, pulled (me) and established (me) at
your Feet (or in Your state). O Arunachala, who is of the
nature of consciousness (chinmaya)! What a wonder of Your
Grace (this is)!

Note : To be a mother or a father and to bear and tend
a child is described here by Sri Bhagavan as ‘am mahi -
mayai’ (that worldly illusion or Maya). In this verse
Sri Bhagavan says that Arunachala Himself gave birth to
Him in the form of His mother and father, but that
Arunachala then saved Him from falling into the great
Maya of this giving birth to a child.

SÔ¨¦ : A® ©Q ©õø¯ :& uõß Kº A®ø©¯õP÷Áõ,

A¨£àP÷Áõ Kº ]_ÄUS Bu÷» ö£¸® BÌPh»õQ¯ ©íõ

©õø¯ ¯õS®. A¸t\»÷Ú, uß uõ´, u¢øu ÁiÂÀ ußùÚ¨

ö£ØöÓkzuuõPÄ®, BàÀ AÆÁõ÷Ó uõÝ® Kº SÇ¢øuUS¨

ö£Ø÷ÙàÁuõQ¯ ö£¸©õø¯°À ÂÇõu£i A¸t\»÷Ú

BmöPõshuõPÄ® TÖQÙº ÿ£PÁõß.

D
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ÿ £PÁõÚ¸Î¯ A¸t\» £vP®,

AèhP[PÎß Á »õØÖ¨ £õ° ®

(GÊ^º B]¶¯ Â¸zu®)

1. P¸ùn¯õ ¾°¶Ø P»¢uÁõ Ùsh

P¸zuà ©¸n©õ Q·\ß

P¸ùn¯õ ö»ßùÚU P¸ùn¯õ ö»ßùÚU

P¸ùn¯õ ö»ßùÚö¯ß ÷ÙÁõU

P¸ùn¯õ ¾ÒÍU P¸Áà´ ©vø¯U

PhõÁ»õØ ÓkUP»õØ Ùx

P¸ùn¯õ ö»ßùÚ ¯õsh} ö¯Ú÷Á

PshÚº £vP©m hP÷©.

& ÿ ¬¸Pàº

£uÄø

P¸ùn karunai Grace

BÀ al by

E°º CÀ uyir il in (His) soul

P»¢u BÖ kalanda Åru by uniting

Bsh Ånda who had taken (Him)
as His own

P¸zuß karuttan the doer (karta)
B® Åm who is

A¸n ©õ Q·\ß arunama girisan the great Arunagirisan

P¸ùn BÀ GßùÚ Karunai al ennai Karunaiyal ennai

P¸ùn BÀ GßùÚ karunai al ennai Karunaiyal ennai

P¸ùn BÀ GßùÚ Karunai al ennai Karunaiyal ennai

GßÖ enru thus

KÁõ áva unceasing

P¸ùn karunai grace

BÀ Ål by

EÒÍ ulla inner

P¸Áß karuvan cause

B´ Åy as
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©vø¯ madiyai mind

PhõÁÀ kadÅval impelled

BÀ Ål because

ukUP tadukka prevent

BØÙx Åtradu unable to

P¸ùn karunai grace

BÀ Ål by

GßùÚ ennai me

Bsh Ånda who have taken as
   your own

} GÚ÷Á ñee enave you

PshÚº kandanar he composed

£vP® Patikam Patikam

AmhP÷© Attakam Ashtakam

Because the great Arunagirisan (Lord Arunachala),
who is the doer (karta), who by (His) grace had taken (Sri
Bhagavan) as His own by uniting (with Him) in (His) soul,
as the inner cause impelled (Sri Bhagavan’s) mind by (His)
unceasing Grace (with the words) “Karunaiyal ennai,
Karunaiyal ennai, Karunaiyal ennai”, He (Sri Bhagavan)
composed  Patikam and Ashtakam (beginning with the
words) ”You, who by (Your) Grace have taken me as your
own” (Karunaiyal ennai anda ni).

2. Dsh÷Á ußùÚ °Ç¢uöu´ ÃP

©n©õ ¬ÛÁ  ¸Ízøu

¯õsh÷£ ¸t\»]Áz u¢øu

¯¸m£ õ \zv¯õ »¶zxz

ysh÷Á ÷©ß÷©Ø öÙh Á¢ uõvz

öuõøh°÷» ö¯õÆöÁõº£õ _ ©õU

Põsh»õ »¢uU Põm]ø¯ {©USU

PshÁõ ÂshÚº uõ÷©.

& ÿ ¬¸Pàº
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£uÄø

Dsh÷Á Éndave When he united

ußùÚ thannai the (individual) self

CÇ¢u izhanda who had lost

öu´ÃP deiveeka divine

©n Ramana Ramana

©õ mÅ great

¬ÛÁ º munivarar Muni

EÍzøu ulathai the mind

Bsh Ånda who had taken as his
own

÷£º per great

A¸t\» ]Á Arunachala Siva Arunachala Siva

u¢øu thandai father

A¸Ò Arul grace

£ õ ParÅ supreme

\Uv Sakthi power

BÀ Ål through

A¶zx arittu by prompting

ysh÷Á thßndave when (He) induced

÷©À mÉl more

÷©À mÉl more

öuõh thodara flowing in succession

A¢uõv antadi antadi

öuõøh thodai concatenation

C÷» ile in

JÆ÷Áõº ovvár one after another

£õ_ ® pasuram verse

B Å as

PõshÀ BÀ kandal Ål He composed

A¢uU antak that
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Põm]ø¯ katchiyai experience

{©US namakku to us

Psh kanda saw  as He saw it

B Å as

ÂshÚº vindanar he related

uõ÷© thame of His own accord

When (His) Father, the great Arunachala Siva, who
had taken as His own the great Muni, the divine Ramana,
who had lost the (individual) self (the ego) when He
united (with Him), induced (His) mind by prompting (it)
through the Supreme Power of Grace (Arul-Para-Sakti), He
composed one verse after another in antadi concatenation,
more and more (words) flowing in succession. Of His own
accord He related that experience to us as He saw it.

D
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ÿ

3. A¸t\» £vP®

1. P¸ùn¯õ ö»ßùÚ ¯õsh} ö¯ÚUSß

Põm]u¢ u¸Îù» ö¯ßÙ

¼¸n¼ ²»Q ÷»[Q÷¯ £øuzvÆ

ÄhÀÂi ö»ßPv ö¯ßà

©¸nùÚU Põt u»¸÷©õ P©»

©¸nÝU P¸nà ©ßÛ

¯¸nÛ _ ¢u[ P¸Â¯õ´¨ ö£¸S

©¸n©õ ©ù»ö¯Ý ©ß÷£.

Sri
3. Arunachala Padigam

1. Karuœai-yÅl ennai ÅœØan≠ yenakkun

kÅk~„hitand aru¿ilai yenØŸÅl

Iru¿nali ulagil ÉÙgiyÉ padaittiv

uØal-viØil engati ennÅm

Aruœa-naik kÅœÅ dalarumá kamalam

aŸuœa-nuk karuœa-nÅ manni

Aru¿-nani suran-daœg aruvi-yÅyp perugum

aruœamÅ malai-yenum anbÉ.

£uÄø

P¸ùn karuœai grace

BÀ Ål by

GßùÚ ennai me

Bsh ÅœØa who have taken as
your own

} n≠ You

GÚUS enakku to me

Eß un Your

Põm] kÅk~„hi vision
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u¢x A¸Îù» tandu aru¿ilai (You) do not
graciously bestow

GßÙÀ enØŸÅl if

C¸Ò iru¿ of darkness

{¼ nali miserable

E»QÀ ulagil in the world

H[Q÷¯ ÉÙgiyÉ longing

£øuzx padaitt having suffered
intensely

CÆ iv this

EhÀ uØal body

ÂiÀ viØil if  (it) leaves

Gß en my

Pv gati condition

Gß enn what

B® Åm will be

A¸nùÚ aruœa-nai the sun

Põtx kÅœÅdu without seeing

A»¸÷©õ alarumá can (it) blossom

P©»® kamalam lotus

A¸nÝUS aŸuœanukku to the sun

A¸nß B aruœan Å the sun

©ßÛ manni being

A¸Ò aru¿ grace

{Û nani abundantly

_ ¢x surandu springs forth

A[S aœgu where

A¸Â aruvi a torrent

B´ Åy as

ö£¸S® perugum gushes out

A¸n Aruœa Aruna
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©õ mÅ great

©ù» malai Hill

GÝ® yenum called

Aß÷£ anbÉ O Love!

If You, who by (Your) grace have taken me as Your
own, do not (now) graciously bestow upon me Your (true)
vision (the vision of Self or Atma-Darsana) what will be
my condition if this body leaves (me) after (my) suffering
intensely (like this) in the miserable world of darkness
(ignorance or mental delusion) longing (for Your true
vision) ? Can a lotus blossom without seeing the sun? O
(Embodiment of) love called Arunamamalai (the great
Aruna Hill), where grace springs forth in abundance and
gushes out as a torrent, (You) being the Sun to the sun
(the consciousness which illumines everything), can my
mind-lotus blossom without seeing Your True Vision?

2. Aß¦¸ Á¸t \»ÁÇß ö©ÊPõ

¯PzxùÚ |ùÚ¢xø{¢ x¸S

©ß¤¼ ö¯ÚUSß Úß¤ùÚ ¯¸Íõ

uõsöhùÚ ¯Èzvh »Ç÷Põ

Áß¤ÛÀ ÂùÍ² ªß£÷© ¯ß£

PzvÛ ¿Ö©õ ¬÷u

ö¯ß¦P ¼hÛß Ûmhö©ß Ûmh

ªß£uØ öPßÝ° ¶øÓ÷¯.

2. Anburu AruœÅ chala-vazhan mezhugÅi

agattunai ninain-dunain durugum

Anbili yenak-kun anbinai aru¿Å

dÅœØenai azhit-tiØal azhagá

Anbinil vi¿aiyum inbamÉ anbar

ahattinil âŸumÅr amudÉ

Enpuga liØa-nin ni„hÊa-men ni„hÊam

inbadeŸ kennuyir iŸaiyÉ.
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£uÄø

Aß¦¸ anburu of love, the form

A¸t\» AruœÅchala O Arunachala

AÇß azhan in fire

ö©ÊS mezhugu wax

B´ Åi like

APzx agattu in the heart

EùÚ unai You

|ùÚ¢x ninaindu think of

ø{¢x naindu soften

E¸S® urugum by which I would melt

Aß¦ anbu love

C¼ ili who am devoid of

GÚUS yenakku to me

Eß Aß¤ùÚ un anbinai love for You

A¸Íõx aru¿Ådu by not bestowing

Bsk ÅœØu having taken as
Your own

GùÚ enai me

AÈzvhÀ azhittiØal to ruin

AÇ÷Põ azhagá does it befit

Aß¤ÛÀ anbinil from love

ÂùÍ²® vi¿aiyum resulting

Cß£÷© inbamÉ O Bliss

Aß£º anbar of devotees

APzvß CÀ ahattinil in the heart

FÖ® âŸum welling up

Bº A¬÷u År amudÉ O unsatiating ambrosia

Gß en what

¦P¼h pugaliØa to say

|ß nin Your
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Cmh® i„hÊam will

Gß en my

Cmh® i„hÊam will

Cß¦ inbu happiness

Ax adu that

GØS eŸku for me

Gß E°º en nuyir of my life

CøÓ÷¯ iŸaiyÉ O Lord

O Arunachala, the form of love! Having taken (me) as
your own, does it befit (You now) to ruin me by not
bestowing love for You upon me, who am devoid of (such)
love by which I would think of You in the heart, soften
and melt like wax in fire? O Bliss resulting from love!
O unsatiating Ambrosia welling up in the heart of (Your)
devotees ! what (is there for me) to say ?  Your will is my
will; that (alone) is happiness for me, O Lord of my life!

3. CøÓ²ùÚ |ùÚ² ö©sn÷© {st

öÁùÚ²Ú u¸mP°Ø Ù½ºz

vøÓ²° ¶ßÔU öPõßÔh |ßÙ

ö¯ßSøÓ °¯ØÔÚ ÷ÚøÇ

°øÓ°ÛU SøÓö¯ß SØÖ° õUQ

ö¯ùÚÁøuz vhö»uØ Q[V

ÛøÓÁà ©¸t \»öÁn ¬iz÷u

÷¯Pà ÁõÈ} lÈ.

3. IŸai-yunai ninai-yum eœœamÉ naœœÅ

enai-yuna daru¿-kayiÊÊŸal ≠rttu

IŸai-yuyir inØŸik konØriØa ninØŸÅi

enkuŸai iyaÊ-ÊŸinan Ézhai

IŸai-yinik kuŸai-yen kuÊÊŸu-yir Åkki

enai-vadait tiØa-ledaŸ kiœœgan

IŸai-vanÅm AruœÅ chala-yeœa muØittÉ

ÉkanÅ vÅzhin≠ Øâzhi.
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£uÄø

CøÓ iŸai the Lord

EùÚ unai You

|ùÚ²® ninaiyum to think of

Gsn÷© eœœamÉ an idea

{st naœœÅ who did not have

GùÚ enai me

EÚx unadu Your

A¸Ò aru¿ grace

P°ØÖ kayiÊÊŸu¯ the rope

BÀ al by

Dºzx ≠rttu having drawn

CøÓ iŸai Lord

E°º uyir life

CßÔ inØŸi without

öPõßÔh konØriØa to kill

|ßÙ´ ninØŸÅi You stood

Gß en what

SøÓ kuŸai wrong

C¯ØÔÚß iyaÊÊŸinan have I done

HøÇ Ézhai poor wretch

CøÓ iŸai little

CÛ ini now

SøÓ kuŸai obstacle

Gß en what

SØÖ E°º kuÊÊŸuyir half-alive

BUQ Åkki keeping

GùÚ enai me

ÁøuzvhÀ vadaittiØal to torture

GuØS edaŸku why
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C[Vß iœœgan this

CøÓÁß B® iŸaivan Åm who are the lord

A¸t\» AruœÅchala O Arunachala

Gn® yeœam intention

¬iz÷u muØittÉ fulfilling

HPß Ékan one

B Å as

ÁõÈ vÅzhi may You live

}k n≠Øâ long

FÈ âzhi aeons

Having by the rope of Your grace drawn me, who did
not have (the least) idea to think of You, the Lord, You
stood (determined) to kill (me) without (leaving even) a
little life. What wrong have I, (this) poor wretch, done (to
you)? What little obstacle now (remains to prevent You
from destroying me completely) ? Why to torture me thus,
keeping (me) half-alive? O Arunachala, who are the Lord!
Fulfilling (Your) intention (to destroy me completely), may
You live for long aeons (for all eternity) as the (only
existing) one!

Note : The words ‘irai uyir indri kondrida’, which are
here translated as ‘to kill (me) without (leaving even) a
little life’, also means ‘to kill (me) without (leaving a trace
of the false distinction) God and soul’.

4. FÈ°À ÁõÊ ©õUPÎ ö»ß£õ

¿v¯® ¯õx} ö£ØÙ´

£õÈÛÀ ÃÇõ ÷uøÇø¯U Põzxß

£uzvÛ ¼¸zvøÁz uùÚ÷¯

¯õÈ¯õ[ P¸ùn ¯sn÷» ö¯sn

ÁPªP {õn{s ok©õÀ

ÁõÈ} ¯¸t \»ÄùÚ ÁÊzv

ÁõÌzvhz uõÌzxö©ß Óù»÷¯.
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4. àzhiyil vÅzhum mÅkka-¿il enpÅl

âdiyam yÅdun≠ peÊÊŸÅi

PÅzhi-nil v≠zhÅ dÉzhai-yaik kÅttun

padat-tinil irut-tivait tanaiyÉ

ÄzhiyÅÙ karuœai aœœalÉ yeœœa

ahamiga nÅœa-naœ œiØumÅ¿

VÅzhin≠ AruœÅ chala-unai vazhutti

vÅzht-tiØat tÅzht-tumen talayÉ.

£uÄø

FÈ CÀ àzhi yil in the world

ÁõÊ® vÅzhum living

©õUPÒ CÀ mÅkka¿ il from among
(all) the people

Gß £õÀ en pÅl from me

Fv¯® âdiyam profit

¯õx yÅdu what

} n≠ You

ö£ØÙ´ peÊÊŸÅi gain

£õÌ pÅzh void

CÛÀ inil into

ÃÇõx v≠zhÅdu not to fall (from
falling)

HøÇø¯ Ézhaiyai poor wretch

Põzx kÅttu having saved

Eß £uzvß CÀ un padattin il at your Feet

C¸zv øÁzuùÚ÷¯ irutti vaittanaiyÉ You kept fixed

BÈ  azhi ocean

B® Åm who are

P¸ùn karuœai grace

Asn÷» aœœalÉ O Lord

Gsn yeœœa when I think

AP® aham I
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ªP miga very great

{õn® nÅœa shame

{sok® BÀ naœœiØum Å¿ feel

ÁõÈ vÅzhi Glory to

} n≠ You

A¸t\» AruœÅchala O Arunachala

EùÚ unai You

ÁÊzv vazhutti praising

ÁõÌzvh vÅzhttiØa adorning

uõÌzx® tÅzhttum bows down

Gß en my

uù»÷¯ talayÉ head

What profit did You gain from me (by selecting me)
from among (all) the people living in (this) world?
Having saved (this) poor wretch (myself) from falling into
the void (of worldly delusion or Maya), You kept (me) fixed
at your Feet (or in your state). O Lord, who is  the ocean
of grace! When I think (of Your Supreme Grace and of my
extreme unworthiness) I feel very great shame. Glory to
You, O Arunachala ! My head bows down praising and
adoring You!

5. uù»Á} ö¯ßùÚU PÍÂÛØ öPõnº¢xß

ÙÎ¼¢ {õÒÁø  øÁzuõ´

uù»Á|ß Óßø© ö¯ßÚöÁß £õºUSz

uù»SÛ ]ù»ö¯Ú øÁzuõ´

uù»Á{õß Áù»©õß ÓùÚ|P õöuß

ÓÍºÂÝU PÈÄ{õ ikÁõ´

uù»Áà ©¸t \»ÄÍ ÷©÷uõ

uª¯àº uùÚ²nº uØ÷P.

5. Talai-van≠ ennaik ka¿a-vinir koœarn-dun

tÅ¿i-lin nÅ¿-varai vait-tÅi

Talai-vanin tanmai enna-yen bÅrk-kut

talai-guni silai-yena vaittÅi
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Talai-vanÅn valai-mÅn tanai niga rÅden

ta¿ar-vinuk kazhi-vunÅ ØiØu-vÅi

Talai-vanÅm AruœÅ chala-vu¿am Édá

tami-yanÅr tanai-yuœar daŸkÉ.

£uÄø £uÄø

uù»Á talaiva  O lord

} n≠ You

GßùÚ ennai me

PÍÂß CÀ ka¿avin il by stealth

öPõnº¢x koœarndu having brought

Eß un Your

uõÒ tÅ¿ Feet

CÀ il at

C¢ in this

{õÒ nÅ¿ day

Áø varai till

øÁzuõ´ vaittÅi (You) have kept

uù»Á talaiva O Lord

|ß nin Your

ußø© tanmai nature

GßÚ enna what (it) is

Gß£õºUS enbÅrkku to those who ask

uù» talai head

SÛ guni bent

]ù» silai a statue

GÚ yena like

øÁzuõ´ vaittÅi You have made

uù»Á talaiva O lord

{õß nÅn I

Áù» valai net

©õß uùÚ mÅn tanai deer
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|P õx niga rÅdu so that (I) may not
be like

Gß en my

uÍºÂÝUS ta¿arvinuk of my wearisome

AÈÄ azhivu destruction

{õikÁõ´ nÅØiØuvÅi bring about

uù»Áß talaivan the Lord

B® Åm who are

A¸t\» AruœÅchala O Arunachala

EÍ® u¿am will

H÷uõ Édá what (it) is

uª¯ß tamiyan poor person

Bº År who

uùÚ EnºuØ÷P tanai yuœardaŸkÉ to know

O Lord! Having brought me (to You) by stealth
(unknown to anyone), You have kept (me) till this day at
Your Feet. O Lord! (in reply) to those who ask (me) what
Your (real) nature is, You have made (me remain) like a
head-bent statue (because the nature of God cannot be
expressed in words, being beyond the range of the mind,
speech and body). O Lord! So that I may not be like a deer
(caught) in a net, bring about the destruction of my
wearisome suffering! O Arunachala, who are the Lord,
who is (this) poor person (myself) to know what (Your)
will is?

6. uØ£  {õÐ¢ uõÎÛØ Ó[Qz

ush»º ©skP ©õ÷Úß

]Ø£u {Ø÷Ó Ýs©» Î¯õa

ö\´vi ¾´v²s kßÓ

ÚØ£u¨ ÷£õv àÝ°º Âmhõ

Úmhy tS¬ß £È÷¯

öÁØ¦¸ Á¸n Â¶Pv ö õÎ÷¯

ÂsoÝ ~sn¸Ò öÁÎ÷¯.
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6. TaŸ-para nÅ¿um tÅ¿i-nil taÙgit

taœØa-lar maœØu-kam ÅnÉn

ChiŸpada naÊÊŸen uœmalar a¿iyÅ

chei-diØil uydi-yuœ Øun-ØŸan

NaŸpa-dap pádil nÅn-uyir viÊÊÅl

naÊÊa-tâœ Ågu-mun pazhiyÉ

VeŸ-puru Aruœa viri-kadir o¿iyÉ

viœœi-nu nuœœaru¿ ve¿iyÉ.

£uÄø ££

uØ£ taŸpara O supreme Reality

{õÐ® nÅ¿um always

uõÎß tÅ¿in Feet

CÀ il at

u[Q taÙgi though I have remained

usk taœØu the stem

A»º alar the lotus

©skP® maœØukam frog

B÷Úß ÅnÉn I am

]z chit of consciousness

£u pada state

{À ÷uß naÊÊŸen excellent honey

Es uœ which drinks

©»º malar flower

AÎ a¿i bee

B Å as

ö\´vk CÀ cheidiØu il if You make

E´v uydi salavation

Esk yuœØu there will be

EßÓß unØŸan Your

{À naŸ divine

£u pada Feet
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÷£õvÀ pádil in flower

{õß nÅn I

E°º uyir life

ÂmhõÀ viÊÊÅl if (I) leave

{mh naÊÊa standing

ys tâœ column

BS® Ågum it will be

Eß un for You

£È÷¯ pazhiyÉ blame

öÁØ¦ veŸpu Hill

E¸ uru in the form of

A¸n Aruœa red

Â¶ viri spreading

Pvº kadir of rays

JÎ÷¯ o¿iyÉ O light

Âs viœœ space

CÝ® inum more than

~s nuœœ subtler

A¸Ò arul of grace

öÁÎ÷¯ ve¿iyÉ O space

O Supreme Reality! Though I have always remained
at (Your) Feet, I am (still like) a frog (remaining) at the
stem of a lotus (that is, I am still unable to know your true
greatness). If (instead) You make (me) as a flower-bee
which drinks the excellent honey of the state of
consciousness (the state of true knowledge or Jnana), there
will be Salvation (that is, I will attain Salvation). O light of
spreading red rays in the form of a Hill ! O space of grace
(the space of self or Atmakasa) more subtle (even) than the
(physical) space! (If You let me remain like a frog and do
not make me like a flower - bee, and) if (in this condition)
I leave (my) life at your divine lotus-feet, it will be forever
a standing column of blame for you.
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7. öÁÎÁÎ w}º ©s£» Ä° õ

Â¶ÄÖ §uö£Í vP[PÒ

öÁÎö¯õÎ ²ßùÚ ¯ßÔ°ß öÓßÛß

÷ÁÖ¯õ à¸Íß Â©»õ

öÁÎ¯uõ ²Ízx ÷ÁÓÓ ÂÍ[Qß

÷ÁöÓÚ öÁÎÁ¸ ÷Áàº

öÁÎÁ õ ¯¸t \»ÁÁß Óù»°À

Â¶©»º¨ £uzvùÚ øÁz÷u.

7. Ve¿i-va¿i t≠n≠r maœpala uyirÅi

viri-vuŸu bhâta-bhau tikaÙga¿

Ve¿i-yo¿i unnai anØŸiyin ØŸennin

vÉruyÅn Åru¿an vimalÅ

Ve¿i-yadÅ yu¿attu vÉŸaŸa vi¿angin

vÉŸena ve¿i-varu vÉnaŸ

Ve¿i-varÅi AruœÅ chala-vavan talai-yil

viri-malarp padat-tinai vaittÉ.

£uÄø

öÁÎ ve¿i space

ÁÎ va¿i air

w t≠ fire

}º n≠r water

©s maœ earth

£» pala many

E° õ uyirÅ as living beings

Â¶Ä EÖ virivu uŸu which manifest

§u bhâta the elements

ö£ÍvP[PÒ bhautikaÙga¿ material objects

öÁÎ ve¿i the space

JÎ yo¿i of light (consciousness)

EßùÚ unnai You

AßÔ anØŸi other than

CßÖ yinØŸu (these) are not
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GßÛß ennin if

÷ÁÖ vÉru else

¯õß yÅn I

Bº År who

EÍß u¿an am

Â©»õ vimalÅ O blemishless one

öÁÎ Auõ´ ve¿i adÅy as space

EÍzx u¿attu in the heart

÷ÁÖ vÉŸu another

AÓ aŸa without

ÂÍ[Qß vi¿angin since You shine

÷ÁÖ vÉŸu another

GÚ ena as

öÁÎ ve¿i out

Á¸÷Áß varuvÉn I who came

Bº aŸ who

öÁÎ Á õ´ ve¿i varÅi come out

A¸t\» AruœÅchala O Arunachala

AÁß avan his

uù»°À talaiyil on the head

Â¶ viri vast

©»º malar Lotus

£uzvùÚ padattinai Feet

øÁz÷u vaittÉ placing

If the (five) elements - space, air, fire, water, earth and
(all) material objects, which manifest as the many living
beings, are not other than You, the space of light (the space
of consciousness or chitakasa), who else am I (but You)? O
Blemishless One! Since You shine without another in the
heart as the space (of consciousness), who am I who come
out as another (that is, who am I who rise as I am so-and-
so)? O Arunachala! placing (your) vast lotus-Feet on his
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head (on the head of this rising ‘I’, the ego), come
out(and manifest Yourself as the real ‘I’).

8. øÁzuùÚ ÁõÍõ øÁ¯Pz x´²®

ÁÈ¯Ô ©v¯Èz v[Vß

øÁzvi »õºUS ªß¤ù» xß÷£

ÁõÌÂvØ \õÁ÷u ©õs£õ®

ø£zv¯® £ØÔ¨ £¯ÚÖ ö©ÚUSß

£u¬Ö ©¸©¸¢ u¸ÒÁõ´

ø£zv¯ ©¸¢uõ¨ £õö õÎ ¸n

£¸¨£u Ä¸¨ö£Ö £ ÷Ú.

8. Vait-tanai vÅ¿Å vaiyahat tuyyum

vazhi-yaŸi mati-yazhit tiÙÙgan

Vait-tiØil Årkkum inbilai tunbÉ

vÅzh-vidil sÅvadÉ mÅœbam

Pait-tiyam paÊÊŸip payan-aŸum enak-kun

pada-muŸum arumarun daru¿-vÅi

Pait-tiya marundÅp pÅro¿ir Aruœa

parup-pada urup-peŸu paranÉ.

£uÄø

øÁzuùÚ vaittanai You have made

ÁõÍõ vÅ¿Å worthless

øÁ¯Pzx vaiyahattu in the world

E´²® uyyum of making a living

ÁÈ vazhi the way

AÔ aŸi to know

©v mati intelligence

AÈzx azhittu having destroyed

C[Vß iÙÙgan thus

øÁzviÀ vaittiØil if You keep

BºUS® Årkkum for anyone

Cß¦ inbu happiness

Cù» ilai it will not be
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xß÷£ tunbÉ but only misery

ÁõÌÄ CvÀ vÅzhvu idil than this life

\õÁ÷u sÅvadÉ death indeed

©õs£õ® mÅœbam better, greatness

ø£zv¯® paittiyam madness

£ØÔ paÊÊŸi being possessed by

£¯ß payan the fruit (of jnana)

AÖ® aŸum who am deprived

GÚUS enakku upon me

Eß un Your

£u® padam Feet (or state)

EÖ® uŸum which will unite with

A¸ aŸu rare

©̧ ¢x marundu medicine

A¸ÒÁõ´ aru¿vÅi graciously bestow

ø£zv¯ paittiya for madness

©̧ ¢x marundu the medicine

B Å as

£õº pÅr on earth

JÎº o¿ir which shines

A¸n £¸¨£u Aruœa paruppadaof Aruna hill

E¸ uru the form

ö£Ö peŸu who have taken

£ ÷Ú paranÉ O supreme

Having destroyed (in me) the intelligence to know the
way of making a living in the world, You have made (me)
worthless. If You keep (me) thus (in this condition), it will
not be happiness for anyone (for me, for You or for the
world) but only misery. Death indeed is better than this
(kind of) life. O supreme who have taken the form of
Aruna Hill, which shines on earth as the medicine for the
madness (of desire for the world) ! Graciously bestow
upon me who, (in spite of) being possessed by the mad-
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ness (of love for You), am deprived of the fruit (of Jnana),
the rare medicine (of your grace) which will unite (me)
with your Feet (that is, which will make me one with your
supreme state of Self).

9. £ ©|ß £õu® £ØÓÓ¨ £ØÖ®

£ ÁÔ ÁÔ¯¶Ø £ ©ß

£ ¬ÚU öPÚöÁß £o¯Ó¨ £o¯õ´

£¶zvk ¬ÚUöPx £õ ®

£ ©|Ø ¤¶¢vÆ Ä»QùÚz uù»°Ø

£ØÔ¯õß ö£ØÓx ÷£õx®

£ ©à ©¸t \»öÁùÚ °Û²ß

£uzvÛß öÙxUSÓ¨ £õ÷ À.

9. Para-manin pÅdam paÊÊŸa-Ÿap paÊ-ÊŸum

paravaŸi vaŸi-yaŸir paraman

Para-munak kena-ven paœi-yaŸap paœi-yÅi

bharit-tiØum unak-kedu bhÅram

Para-maniŸ pirin-div ula-ginait talai-yil

paÊÊŸi-yan peÊÊŸadu pádum

Para-manÅm AruœÅ chala-venai yini-yun

padat-tinin ØŸodukkuŸap pÅrÉl.

£uÄø

£ © parama O supreme

|ß nin Your

£õu® pÅdam Feet

£ØÖ paÊÊŸu attachment

AÓ aŸap without

£ØÖ® paÊÊŸum to cling

£  AÔ(Ä) para aŸivu the supreme wisdom

ÁÔ¯º vaŸiyaŸ those who do not
possess

CÀ il among
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£ ©ß paraman (I am) the supreme

£ ® param burden

EÚUS unak ku to you

GÚ ena as

Gß en my

£o paœi actions

AÓ aŸa to cease

£o¯õ´ paœiyÅi make

£¶zvk® bharittiØum who sustain

EÚUS unakku to You

Gx edu what

£õ ® bhÅram a burden

£ © parama O supreme

|ß nin of You

¤¶¢x pirindu having let go

CÆ iv this

E»QùÚ ulaginai world

uù» CÀ talaiy il on my head

£ØÔ paÊÊŸi by holding

¯õß yan I

ö£ØÓx peÊÊŸadu that which (I) have
gained

÷£õx® pádum enough

£ ©ß paraman the Supreme

B® Åm who are

A¸t\» AruœÅchala O Arunachala

GùÚ enai me

CÛ ini hereafter

Eß un Your

£uzvÀ padattil Feet (or state)

|ßÖ ninØŸu from

JxUS EÓ odukku uŸa of keeping away

£õ÷ À pÅrÉl do not think
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O Supreme! (I am) the supreme (foremost) among
those who do not possess the supreme wisdom to cling to
Your Feet without (having any other) attachment. Make
my actions cease, (taking them) as Your burden, (for) what
will be a burden to You, who sustain (the whole universe)!
O Supreme! what I have gained by holding this world on
my head (that is, by bearing the burden of samsara),
having let go of You, is (now) enough (for me). O
Arunachala, who are the Supreme! do not think hereafter
of keeping me away from Your Feet (or state).

10. £õºzuÚß ¦xø© ²°ºÁ¼ Põ¢u

£¸Áu ö©õ¸u  ªuùÚ

÷¯õºzvk ¬°¶ß ÷\møhø¯ ö¯õkUQ

ö¯õ¸uÚ u¤¬P ©õP

Ãºzuøuz uß÷£õ »\»©õa ö\´uÆ

ÂßÝ°º £¼öPõÐ ªLöuß

÷àºzx´ª Ý°ºPõ ÐÍ©v ö»õÎ¶Æ

Ä°ºUöPõ¼ ¯¸n©õ Q¶÷¯.

10. PÅrt-tanan pudu-mai uyir-vali kÅnta

paru-vadam oru-daram idanai

Ürt-tiØum uyi-rin sÉ„h-Êai-yai oØukki

oru-dana dabhi-muka mÅga

Örtta-dait tan-pál achalamÅc chei-dav

innuyir bali-ko¿um ihden

Ürttui-min uyirgÅ¿ u¿amadil o¿iriv

uyirk-koli Aruœa-mÅ giriyÉ.

£uÄø

£õºzuÚß pÅrttanan I have seen

¦xø© pudu-mai a wonder

E°º uyir the soul

Á¼ vali which forcibly attracts

Põ¢u kÅnta magnetic
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£¸Áu® paruvadam Hill

J¸u ® orudaram once (at one time)

CuùÚ idanai it

Kºzvk® ÜrttiØum who has thought of

E°¶ß uyirin of the soul

÷\møhø¯ sÉ„hÊaiyai mischievous activities

JkUQ oØukki having suppressed

J¸ oru the one

uÚx danadu of it

A¤¬P® abhi-mukam to face towards Itself

BP Åga as

Dºzx Örttu having drawn

Aøu adai it

uß÷£õÀ tanpál like Itself

A\»® B achalamÅ motionless (achala)

ö\´x cheidu having made

AÆ av that

Cß in sweet

E°º uyir soul

£¼ öPõÐ® bali ko¿um it feeds upon

CLx Gß ihd en what (a wonder) thisis!

Kºzx Ürttu by thinking of

E´ªß uymin be saved

E°ºPõÒ uyirgÅ¿ o souls

EÍ® AvÀ u¿am adil in the heart

JÎº o¿ir who shines

CÆ iv this

E°º uyir the soul

öPõ¼ koli the destroyer

A¸n©õ Q¶÷¯ AruœamÅ giriyÉ great Arunagiri
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I have seen a wonder, (this) magnetic Hill which
forcibly attracts the soul! Having suppressed the
mischievous (mental) activities of the soul who has
thought of It (even) once, having drawn (that soul) to face
towards Itself, the One, and having made it motionless
(achala) like Itself, It feeds upon that sweet (pure and
ripened) soul. What (a wonder) this is! O souls! Be saved
by thinking of this great Arunagiri, the destroyer of the
soul (the ego) who shines in the heart!

Note : In this verse Sri Bhagavan reveals how
Arunachala roots out the ego of those who think of It even
once. Having once been thought of, Arunachala works in
the mind in such a way as to make the mind’s mischie-
vous activities (cheshta) subside ; then It draws the mind in-
wards to face Self, the one Reality, and there by makes the
mind motionless like Itself. Knowing from His own personal
experience the wonderful power that Arunachala has to
make the mind’s activities subside, to draw its attention
towards self and thereby to destroy it, Sri Bhagavan
confidently declares in the last line of this verse, ‘O souls,
Be saved by thinking of this great Arunagiri, the destroyer
of the soul who shines in the heart’.

11. Q¶°x £ ©õU P¸v¯ öÁß÷£õØ

öPmhÁ ö zuùÚ öPõÀ÷»õ

Â¶x¯ õ¼¨ ¤øÇ¨¤ÛÀ ÂøÇÄ

ÂmkhÀ Âmih Â S

P¸v÷¯ v¶Ãº P¸zvÝ öÍõ¸PõØ

P¸vhU öPõ»õ©÷» öPõÀ¾

©¸©¸¢ öuõßÖs hÁÛ° »xuõ

Ú¸n©õ v ö©Ú ÁÔÃº.

11. Giri-yidu para-mÅk karu-diya enpo¿

keÊ-Êavar ettanai kollá

Viri-tuya ralip pizhaip-pinil vizhaivu

viÊÊuØal viÊÊida viragu
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Karu-diyÉ tiri-v≠r karut-tinu¿ orukÅl

karu-diØak kolÅ-malÉ kollum

Arumarun donØŸuœ Øava-niyil adu-tÅn

aruœa-mÅ tira-mena aŸiv≠r.

£uÄø

Q¶ Cx giri yidu this Hill

£ ©õ paramÅ to be the Supreme

P¸v¯ karudiya by thinking

Gß en me

÷£õÀ po¿ like

öPmhÁº keÊÊavar those who have been
destroyed

GzuùÚ öPõÀ K ettanai koll á how many Oh

Â¶ viri increasing

x¯º tuyar misery

BÀ al due to

C¨ ¤øÇ¨¤ß CÀ ip pizhaippin il on this life

ÂøÇÄ vizhaivu desire

Âmk viÊÊ̄ having given up

EhÀ uØal the body

Âmih viÊÊida to give up

Â S viragu a means

P¸v÷¯ KarudiyÉ thinking of

v¶Ãº tiriv≠r (O People) who are
wandering about

P¸zvß EÒ karuttin u¿ in the mind

J¸ PõÀ orukÅl once

P¸vh karudiØa when thought of

öPõ»õ©÷» kolÅmalÉ without killing

öPõÀ¾® kollum which will kill

A¸ aru rare
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©̧ ¢x marundu medicine

JßÖ onØŸu one

Esk uœØu there is

AÁÛ CÀ avani yil on earth

Axuõß adutÅn it is indeed

A¸n ©õv ® aruœa mÅtiram Aruna Hill

GÚ ena that

AÔÃº aŸiv≠r know

Oh! How many are those who like me have been
destroyed by thinking this Hill to be the Supreme! O
people who are wandering about thinking of a means to
give up the body, having given up the desire for this
(worldly) life due to (its) increasing misery, there is on
earth one rare medicine which, when (merely) thought of
once in the mind, will kill (the ego) without killing (the
body)! Know that it is indeed Aruna Hill !

D
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4. A¸t\» AèhP®

1. AÔÁÖ Q¶ö¯Ú Á©ºu¸ ©®©õ

Áv\¯ ªußö\¯ »ÔÁ¶ uõºUS

©ÔÁÖ ]ÖÁ¯ ux¬u »¸t

\»ªP¨ ö£¶öuÚ ÁÔÂÛ »[P

ÁÔQ» Úußö£õ¸ Íxv¸ Ást

©ù»ö¯Ú öÁõ¸Á õ »ÔÄÓ¨ ö£ØÖ

©ÔÂùÚ ©¸ÐÖz u¸QÛ ½ºUP

Á¸SÖ ©©¯ª u\»©õU Ps÷hß.

4. Sri Arunachala Ashtakam

(Eight verses in praise of Arunachala)

1. AŸi-vaŸu giri-yena amar-darum ammÅ

adi-saiam idan-seyal aŸi-vari dÅrkkum

AŸi-vaŸu siŸu-vaya dadu-mudal AruœÅ

chala-migap peri-dena aŸi-vini laÙga

AŸi-gilan adan-poru¿ adu-Tiru vaœœÅ

 malai-yena oru-varÅl aŸi-vuŸap peÊ-ÊŸum

AŸi-vinai maru-¿uŸut taru-ginil ≠rkka

aru-guŸum ama-yami dacha-lamÅk kaÙØÉn.

£uÄø

AÔÄ AÖ aŸivu aŸu insentient

Q¶ giri Hill

GÚ ena as if

A©ºu¸® amardarum it stands quietly

A®©õ ammÅ ah (what a wonder)

Av\¯® adisaiam mysterious

Cuß idan its

ö\¯À seyal actions

AÔ aŸi to understand

A¶x aridu difficult
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BºUS® Årkkum for any one

AÔÄ AÖ aŸivu aŸu knowledgeless

]Ö Á¯x Ax siŸu vayadu adu early childhood

¬uÀ mudal from

A¸t\»® AruœÅchalam Arunachala

ªP ö£¶x migap peridu that which is most
great

GÚ ena as

AÔÂß aŸivin in (my) mind

C»[P ilaÙga was shining

AÔQ»ß aŸigilan I did not realise

Auß adan of It

ö£õ¸Ò poru¿ truth

Ax adu it was

v¸Ást©ù» TiruvaœœÅmalai Tiruvannamalai

GÚ yena that

J¸Á õÀ oru-varÅl someone

AÔÄ aŸivu through

EÓ ö£ØÖ® uŸa peÊÊŸum even when I came to
know

AÔÂùÚ aŸivinai (my) mind

©¸Ò EÖzx maru¿ uŸuttu having enchanted

A¸QÛÀ aruginil near

DºUP ≠rkka when it drew

A¸S EÖ® arugu uŸum I came near

A©¯® amayam then

Cx idu It

A\»® achalam Hill

B Å to be

Ps÷hß kaÙØÉn I saw

Ah (what a wonder)! It stands quietly as if an insen-
tient Hill, (yet) its action is mysterious - difficult for any-
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one to understand ! (Listen to my experience) From (my)
knowledgeless early childhood (that is, from my early
childhood when I knew no other thing), Arunachala was
shining in my mind as that which is most great. (How-
ever) even when I came to know through someone that it
was Tiruvannamalai, I did not realize the truth of It (that
is, I did not realize what Arunachala really is). (But later)
when having enchanted (my) mind, It drew me near, then
I came near and saw It to be a Hill (achala).

2. PshÁ öÚÁöÚÚU P¸zvÝ thU

PshÁ ÛßÔh |ßÓx Ps÷hß

PshÚ öÚßÔhU P¸zöuÇ ÂÀù»

Psi» öÚßÔhU P¸zöuÊ ©õöÓß

Âsix ÂÍUQk ÂÓ¾Ö ÷Áõàº

Âsiù» £sk} ÂÍUQùÚ ö¯ßÙÀ

Âsihõ xßÛù» ÂÍUQh öÁß÷Ó

Âsh» ©\»©õ ÂÍ[Qh |ßÙ´.

2. Kanda-van evan-enak karut-tinu¿ œÅdak

kaœØa-van inØŸiØa ninØŸadu kaœØÉn

KaœØa-nan enØŸi-Øak karut-tezha villai

kaœØi-lan enØŸi-dak karut-tezhu mÅŸen

Viœ-Øidu vi¿ak-kiØu viŸa-luŸu vánÅr

viœØi-lai paœØun≠ vi¿ak-kinai yen-ØŸal

ViÙØiØÅ dunni-lai vi¿ak-kiØa venØŸÉ

 viœ-Øalam achalamÅ vi¿aÙ-giØa ninØŸÅi.

£uÄø

PshÁß kandavan the seer

GÁß GÚ evan ena who is

P¸zvß EÒ karuttin u¿ within the mind

{õh œÅda when I scrutinised

PshÁß kaœØavan the seer

CßÔh inØŸiØa became non existent
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|ßÓ Ax ninØŸa adu that which remained

Ps÷hß kaœØÉn I saw

PshÚß kaœØanan 'I saw'

GßÔh enØŸiØa to say

P¸zx karutu the mind

GÇ CÀù» ezha illai does not rise

Psi»ß kaœØilan "I did not see"

GßÔh enØŸida to say

P¸zx karuttu the mind

GÊ©õÖ Gß ezhumÅŸu en how can (it) rise

Âsk viœØu by speaking

Cx idu this

ÂÍUQk vi¿akkiØu to reveal

ÂÓÀ viŸal power

EÖ÷Áõß uŸu ván the one who has

Bº År who

Âsk Cù» viœØu ilai without speaking

£sk paœØu in ancient time

} n≠ you

ÂÍUQùÚ vi¿akkinai revealed

GßÙÀ yenØŸal when (it is so)

Âsihõx viÙØiØÅdu without speaking

Eß un your

|ù» nilai state

ÂÍUQh vi¿akkiØa to reveal

Gß÷Ó enØŸÉ only (to do so)

Âs viœ sky

u»® Øalam earth

A\»©õ achalamÅ as a Hill

ÂÍ[Qh vi¿aÙgiØa shining

|ßÙ´ ninØŸÅi You stood
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When I, scrutinized within the mind who is the seer
(who saw thus) ?, the seer became non-existent and I saw
that which remained (namely the real Self). The mind (the
ego or I thought) does not (now) rise to say, "I saw (the
Self)" ; (therefore) how can the mind rise to say, ‘I did not
see (the Self)’ ? Who has the power to reveal this (the state
of Self-experience) by speaking, when in ancient times
(even) You (as Dakshinamurthi) revealed it only without
speaking (that is, only through silence) ? Only to reveal
Your state (the true state of Self experience) without
speaking (that is, through Silence), You stood shining as a
Hill (rising from) earth (to) sky.

3. |ßùÚ¯õ Ý¸öÁÚ öÁso÷¯ {sn

|»ªø\ ©ù»ö¯Ý |ù»°ùÚ }uõ

ÝßÝ¸ Á¸öÁÚ ÄßÛiß Âs÷tU

SÓÄ» Pù»u¸ ö©õ¸ÁùÚ ö¯õUS

¬ßÝ¸ ÄÚ»Ó ÄßÛh ¬¢}

¸Ö\¸U Pø ²¸ öÁÚÄ¸ ÷Áõ²

ö©ßùÚ¯õ ÚÔÄÓ öÁßÝ¸ ÷Á÷Ó

v¸¢uùÚ ¯¸nÁõß Q¶ö¯Ú Â¸¢÷uõ´.

3. Ninnai-yÅn uru-vena eœœiyÉ naœœa

nila-misai malai-yenum nilai-yinai n≠dÅn

Unnuru aru-vena vun-niØin viœœák

kuŸa-vula galai-darum oru-vanai yokkum

Unnuru vuna-lara vunniØa munn≠r

uŸu-saruk karai-yuru ena-vuru váyum

Ennai-yÅn aŸivuŸa ennuru vÉrÉ

dirun-danai aruœa-vÅn giri-yena irun-dái.

£uÄø

|ßùÚ ninnai You

¯õß yÅn I

E¸ uru form
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GÚ ena as

Gso÷¯ eœœiyÉ thinking of

{sn naœœa when I approach

|»® nilam earth

ªø\ misai on

©ù» malai a Hill

GÝ® yenum as

|ù»°ùÚ nilaiyinai stand

} uõß n≠dÅn You

Eß unn Your

E¸ uru form (real nature)

A¸ aru formless

GÚ ena as

EßÛiÀ unniØin if one thinks of

Âs viœ the sky

÷{õUS EÓ œáku uŸa in order to see

E»S ulagu the world

Aù» u¸® alai darum who wanders about

J¸ÁùÚ oruvanai someone

JUS® yokkum one is like

Eß unn Your

E¸ uru form

EÚÀ unal thinking

AÓ ara without

EßÛh vunniØa when one thinks of

¬¢ }º mun n≠r the ocean

EÖ uŸu placed in

\¸UPø sarukkarai sugar

E¸ uru form

GÚ ena like

E¸ uru form

K²® áyum will cease to exist
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GßùÚ ennai me (myself)

¯õß yÅn I

AÔÄÓ aŸivuŸa when I know

Gß enn my

E¸ uru form

÷ÁÖ vÉr else

Hx Édu what

C¸¢uùÚ irundanai You are

A¸n Aruœa Aruna

Áõß vÅn great

Q¶ö¯Ú giriyena as Hill

C¸¢÷uṍ irundái who were existing

When I approach thinking of You (the Supreme
Reality) as a form, You stand as a Hill on earth. If one
thinks of (or meditates upon) Your form (Your real nature)
as formless, one is like someone who wanders about the
world in order to see the sky. Therefore, instead of trying
to meditate upon You thus), when without  thinking one,
thinks of Your (Real) form (the existence-consciousness
‘I am’) (one’s) form (or separate individuaity) will cease to
exist like a sugar-form placed in the ocean. When I know
myself, what else is my form (but you)? You, who were
existing as the great Aruna Hill, (alone) are (and I, the
separate individual, am not).

Note : “If oneself is a form (the body), the world and
God will also be likewise …….”, says Sri Bhagavan in
verse 4 of Ulladu Narpadu. That is, so long as we feel the
name and form of a body to be 'I', we cannot know God
as anything but a name and form. Since meditation can be
done only by the mind, and since the mind is that which
feels I am the form of this body’, meditation can be done
only upon a form. Since all thoughts are nothing but
forms, even the thought that God is formless is itself a
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form. Therefore it is impossible for the mind to do formless
meditation or Nirguna-dhyana. That is why Sri Bhagavan
says in the second line of this verse, if one thinks of
(or meditates upon) your form as formless, one is like some-
one who wanders about the world in order to see the
sky”.

How then is one to know God as formless, as He really
is? Only if we remain without thought - without even the
first thought ‘I am this body, I am so-and-so’, can we
realize God as formless. How to remain thus without even
the first thought ‘I’? The only way is to attend to Self, be-
cause when the attention is withdrawn from all second
and third person objects and fixed on the mere feeling 'I',
no thought can rise. Such self-attention is what is denoted
here by the words, "when without thinking one thinks of
Your (Real) Form (the existence-consciousness 'I am')".
When, by thus attending to 'I', one remains without
thought, the form of the mind (the feeling 'I am this body')
will cease to exist, and the formless reality of God or
Arunachala will then be experienced as it is.

4. C¸¢öuõÎ ¸ùÚÂkz ukzvh öÓ´Á

ª¸miùÚ ÂÍUöPkz ukzvh ÷»Põ

o¸¢öuõÎ ¸ùÚ¯Ô ÄÖzvhØ öPß÷Ó

°¸¢uùÚ ©u¢öuõÖ® ÂuÂu Ä¸Áõ

°¸¢öuõÎ ¸ùÚ¯Ô Q»ö Û »ß÷à

¶ Â° ÚÔÁÖ S¸h÷  ¯õÁõ

¶¸¢öuõÎ ¶ shÓ öÁÚxÍz öuõßÙ

°ùn¯Ö ©¸n©õ ©ù»ö¯Ý ©o÷¯.

4. Irun-do¿ir unai-viØut taØut-tiØal deivam

iruÊ-Êinai vi¿ak-keØut taØut-tiØa lÉkÅœ

Irun-do¿ir runai-yaŸi vuŸut-tiØaŸ kenØŸÉ

irun-danai madan-doŸum vida-vida vuru-vÅi
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Irun-do¿ir unai-yaŸi gila-renil annár

iravi-yin aŸi-vaŸu kuru-ØarÉ yÅvÅr

Irun-do¿ir iraœ-ØaŸa enadu¿at tonØ-ŸÅi

iœai-yaŸum aruœa-mÅ malai-yenum maœiyÉ.

£uÄø

C¸¢x irundu exist

JÎº o¿ir who shine

EùÚ unai You

Âkzx viØuttu leaving

AkzvhÀ aØuttiØal seeking

öu´Á® deivam God

C¸miùÚ iruÊÊinai darkness

ÂÍUS vi¿akku a light

Gkzx eØuttu taking

Akzvh÷» aØuttiØalÉ is only seeking

Põs kÅœ see

C¸¢x irundu exist

JÎº o¿ir who shine

EùÚ unai You (yourself)

AÔÄ EÖzvhØS aŸivuŸuttiØaŸku only to reveal
Gß÷Ó enØŸÉ

C¸¢uùÚ irundanai You exist

©u® öuõÖ® madam doŸum in each and every
religion

ÂuÂu vida-vida various

E¸ uru forms

B´ Åi as

C¸¢x irundu exist

JÎº o¿ir who shine

EùÚ unai You

AÔQ»º aŸigilar people do not know
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GÛÀ enil if

Aß÷àº annár they

C Â iravi the sun

Cß yin of

AÔÄ aŸivu knowledge

AÖ aŸu who do not have

S¸h÷ kuruØarÉ only the blind

BÁõº ÅvÅr are

Ç ¢x irundu exist

JÎº o¿ir shine

C sk iraœØu a second

AÓ aŸa without

GÚx EÍzx enadu u¿atu in my heart

JßÖ onØru one

B´ Åi as

Cùn AÖ® iœai aŸum peerless

A¸n Aruœa Aruna

©õ mÅ great

©ù» malai Hill

GÝ® yenum called

©o÷¯ maœiyÉ O Gem!

See, leaving You (the real Self), who (always and
everywhere) exist (as existence or Sat) and shine (as
consciousness or chit), and seeking God, is only (like)
taking a light, seeking darkness.

Only to reveal (the truth about) Yourself, who exist
and shine (as the existence-consciousness "I am"), You exist
as various forms in each and every religion. If people do
not know You, who (thus) exist and shine (as 'I am'), they
are only (like) the blind who do not have knowledge
of (the existence of) the Sun. O Gem (of self-shining
consciousness) called the peerless great Aruna Hill,
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(graciously) exist and shine in my heart as one without a
second !

Note : In truth, God or Arunachala ever exists and
shines as 'I am', the reality of every individual. Therefore,
if an individual ignores the ever-shining existence
consciousness 'I am', which is the true form of God, seeks
for God as a second or third person - as something other
than himself, he is like someone who takes a light to seek
for darkness. Wherever the light is taken, darkness cannot
be seen ; similarly, so long as God is taken to be something
other than oneself, He cannot be seen as He really is. Since
God can be known as He really is only when He is
experienced in one’s own heart as "I am". Sri Bhagavan
prays in the last line of this verse, ……. (graciously) exist
and shine (that is, graciously make yourself known) in my
heart as one without a second (that is, as the reality
which is not other than 'I')”.

5. ©oPÎØ \ öhÚ Ä°ºöuõÖ {õà

©u¢öuõÖ ö©õ¸Áà ©¸ÂùÚ }uõß

©oPøh¢ öuÚ©Ú ©Úö©Ý[ PÀ¼ß

©ÖÁÓU Pøh¯|ß Ú¸öÍõÎ ÷©Ä®

©oö¯õÎ ö¯Ú¨¤Ô öuõ¸ö£õ¸m £ØÖ

©¸ÄÓ ¼ù»|ÇØ £iuPm ißÂs

©oö¯õÎ £h|ÇÀ £v²÷©õ ÄßÛß

©Öö£õ¸ Í¸n{À ö»õÎ©ù» ²s÷hõ

5. Maœi-ga¿il sara-Øena uyir-doŸu nÅnÅ

madan-doŸum oru-vanÅ maru-vinai n≠dÅn

Maœi-kaØain dena-mana mana-menuÙ kallil

maŸu-vaŸak kaØai-yanin aru¿o¿i mÉvum

Maœi-yo¿i yenap-piŸi doru-poru¿ paÊÊŸum

maru-vuŸa lilai-nizhal paØi-tahaÊ Êinviœ

Maœi-yo¿i paØa-nizhal padi-yumá unnin

maŸu-poru¿ aruœa-nal o¿imalai yuœØá.
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£uÄø

©oPÒ maœiga¿ gems

CÀ il in

\ k saraØu sting

GÚ ena like

E°º öuõÖ® uyir doŸum in each and every soul

{õà ©u® nÅnÅ madam in each and every one
öuõÖ®  doŸum  of the diverse religions

J¸Áß oruvan the one

B Å as

©¸ÂùÚ maruvinai exist

} uõß n≠dÅn You alone

©o maœi a gem

Pøh¢x kaØaindu is polished

GÚ ena just as

©Ú® manam mind

©Ú® manam mind

GÝ® enum called

PÀ kal the stone

CÀ il on

©Ö maŸu flaws

AÓ aŸa so as to remove

Pøh¯ kaØai-ya if (it) polished

|ß A¸Ò nin aru¿ of your grace

JÎ o¿i the light

÷©Ä® mÉvum will shine forth

©o JÎ maœi o¿i the light of a gem

GÚ ena just as

¤Ôx piŸidu other

J¸ oru any

ö£õ¸Ò poru¿ object

£ØÖ® paÊÊŸum the attachment
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©¸ EÓÀ Cù» maru uŸal ilai will not approach

|ÇÀ £i uPmiß nizhal paØi on a photographic plate
  tahaÊÊin

Âs©o viœmaœi of the sun

JÎ yo¿i the light

£h paØa when (it) falls

|ÇÀ nizhal image

£v²÷©õ padiyumá can (it) be impressed

Eß Cß un in than you

©Ö maŸu other

ö£õ¸Ò poru¿ thing

A¸n aruœa Aruna

{À nal intensely

JÎ o¿i lustrous

©ù» malai Hill

Es÷hõ uœØá is there

Like the string in (a garland of) gems, You alone exist
as the one in each and every soul and in each and every
one of the diverse religions (that is, You exist as the one
self in every soul and as the one God in every religion).
Just as a gem is polished (on a grinding stone), if the mind
is polished on the stone called mind (that is, if the mind
attends to itself, the first person) so as to remove (its) flaws
(the adjuncts or upadhis such as this or that), the light of
your grace will shine forth (that is, the mind will shine
devoid of adjuncts as the light of your grace, the mere
consciousness 'I am'). (Then) just, as (the colour of any
other object cannot affect) the light of a (coloured) gem, the
attachment towards any other object will not approach
(such a mind, which has been transformed into Self).
When the light of the sun falls on a photographic plate,
can an image (thereafter) be impressed (upon it)? When
the light of Arunachala, (similarly the sun of Self-
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knowledge) falls upon the mind, no image can thereafter be
impressed upon it. Other than you, the intensely lustrous
Aruna Hill, is there (any) thing (whose light can thus
destroy the mind) or whose light can thereafter make an
impression upon it) ?

Note : Two similes are used in this verse, namely that
of a gem and that of a photographic plate.

When a gem is first dug out of a mine it will be full
of flaws, which can be removed only when it is polished
on a special grinding stone, and only when all the flaws
are thus removed will the gem shine with its natural lustre.
Thereafter, the colour of no other object will be able to
affect the lustrous colour of that gem; instead, the gem will
cast its own light around it and make other objects shine
with its lustre. Similarly, when the mind always attends to
second and third person objects, it will be full of flaws
(adjuncts such as 'this' or 'that', which are superimposed on
the pure light of consciousness 'I am'), and these flaws can
be removed only when the mind is polished on the special
grinding stone called mind (that is, only when the mind
turns away from second and third persons and attends to
itself, the first person, by enquiring ‘who am I,  the mind
?) ; only when all the flaws are thus removed, will the
mind shine with its natural lustre as the mere
consciousness "I am". Thereafter, such an adjunct-free mind
(a mind which has thus been transformed into Self) will
not be affected by anything in this world; instead, It will
cast its own light on the whole world and will thus see the
world as nothing but itself.

If the light from any object falls upon an undeveloped
photographic plate, the image of that object will be
impressed upon the plate. But if, before the plate is
developed, the brighter light of the sun then falls upon it,
the image formed by the light from that object will be
destroyed. Similarly, the objects of this world can be
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impressed upon the mind in the form of tendencies or
vasanas only so long as the mind has not been exposed to
the light of Arunachala, the sun of Self-knowledge. But
since there is no greater or brighter light than that of Self-
knowledge, once Self-knowledge has dawned, the mind
becomes like a photographic plate which has been exposed
to the sunlight, and hence the objects of the world can no
longer make any impression upon it. Thus when Self-
knowledge dawns, all the vishaya-vasanas (the tendencies
or impressions formed by contact with sense objects) will
be destroyed once and forever, and no fresh vasanas can
ever be formed thereafter.

6. Esöhõ¸ ö£õ¸ÍÔ öÁõÎ²Í ÷©}

²ÍxÛ »»v»õ Áv\¯ \zv

|ßÓq |ÇÛø  |ùÚÁÔ ÷Áõ÷h

|PÌÂùÚa _Ç¼»¢ |ùÚöÁõÎ ¯õi

PshÚ |ÇØ\P Â]zv  ¬ÒÐ[

Ps¬uØ ö£õÔÁÈ ¦Ózxö©õº ]À»õ

ÛßÔk |ÇÀ£h |P ¸m Sß÷Ó

|ßÔh ö\ßÔh |ùÚÂh Âß÷Ó.

6. UœØoru poru-¿aŸi vo¿i-yu¿a mÉn≠

u¿a-dunil ala-dilÅ adisaya sakti

Nin-ØŸaœu nizhal-nirai ninai-vaŸi vádÉ

nikazh-vinai chuzha-lilan ninai-vo¿i yÅØi

Kaœ-Øana nizhaŸ-jaga vichit-tira mu¿¿uÙ

kaœ-mudal poŸi-vazhi puŸat-tumor chillÅ

Nin-ØŸiØu nizhal-paØa niga-raruÊ kunØŸÉ

nin-ØŸiØa chen-ØŸiØa ninai-viØa vinØŸÉ.

£uÄø

Esk uœØu exist

J¸ oru one

ö£õ¸Ò poru¿ reality

AÔÄ aŸivu consciousness
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JÎ o¿i the light

EÍ÷© u¿amÉ heart alone

} n≠ You

EÍx u¿adu exists

EÛÀ unil in You

A»x C»õ aladu ilÅ as not other

Av\¯ adisaya wonderful

\Uv sakti power (sakti)
|ßÖ ninØŸu from (that sakti)

Aq aœu subtle (atom like)

|ÇÀ nizhal shadowy

|øÓ nirai series

|ùÚÄ ninaivu thoughts

AÔÄ aŸivu consciousness

K÷h ádÉ by means of

|PÌÂùÚ nikazhvinai prarabdha

_ÇÀ CÀ chuzhal il in the whirl

A¢ an the

|ùÚÄ ninaivu thought

JÎ o¿i light

Bi ÅØi mirror

PshÚ(®) kaœØana(m) are seen

|ÇÀ nizhal shadowy

\P jaga world

Â]zv ® vichittiram pictures

EÒÐ® u¿¿um both inside

Ps ¬uÀ kaœ mudal such as the eyes

ö£õÔ ÁÈ poŸi vazhi through the senses

¦Ózx® puŸattum and outside

Kº ]À ár chill a lens

BÀ Ål through
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|ßÔk® ninØŸiØum which exists

|ÇÀ£h® nizhalpaØam shadow picture

|Pº nigar just like

A¸Ò Sß÷Ó aruÊ kunØŸÉ O Hill of grace

|ßÔh ninØŸiØa whether they stop

ö\ßÔh chenØŸiØa whether they continue

|ùÚ ninai You

Âh viØa leaving

Cß÷Ó inØŸÉ they do not exist

You, the Heart, the light of consciousness (or Self-
knowledge), the One Reality, alone exist! A wonderful
power sakti exists in You as not other (than You). From
(that sakti) series of subtle shadowy thoughts (rise and) by
means of (the reflected light of) consciousness in (and due
to) the whirl of destiny (prarabdha) - are (simultaneously)
seen (as) shadowy world-pictures, both inside (on) the
mirror of the thought-light (or mind-light) and outside
through the (five) senses such as the eyes, just like a
cinema-picture which exists (by being projected) through
a lens. O Hill of Grace, whether they (the world-picture)
stop (appearing) or whether they continue (appearing),
they do not exist apart from You.

Note : Arunachala, the Self, is the only Reality that
exists. Yet in the Self there exists a wonderful Sakti, which
is not other than the Self. From that Sakti series of subtle
shadowy thoughts seemingly rise due to the whirl of
prarabdha and are illumined by the mind-light, the
reflected light of self-consciousness. Of all these thoughts,
the first and root thought is the thought 'I' or I am so-and-
so. It is only this first thought (which is itself unreal) that
sees all the other thoughts, which follow in its trail. These
other thoughts are seen by the first thought (the ego) as the
names and forms of subtle world-appearances within and
as the names and forms of gross world-appearances
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outside. These subtle world-appearances are seen within on
the mirror of the mind, while the gross world-appearances
are seen outside by being projected through the lenses of
the five senses. But whether these world-appearances
appear or cease to appear, they do not exist apart from Self.
Therefore, no importance should be given to either the
appearance or disappearance of the world-picture, and Self
alone should be attended to.

For a fuller explanation of this verse, refer to appendix
4 (a) of the Path of Sri Ramana - Part two.

7. CßÓP ö©Ý|ùÚ öÁÛØ¤Ó öÁõßÖ

ªßÓx Áø ¤Ó |ùÚöÁÈ »õºUöPØ

öPõßÓP ¬vu» ö©xöÁÚ ÄÒÍõÌ¢

xÍzuÂ _Ôöà¸ Søh|ÇØ ÷Põ÷Á

°ßÓP® ¦Óª¸ ÂùÚ°ÓÀ \ß©

ªß¦xß ¤¸öÍõÎ ö¯Ý[PÚ Âu¯

©ßÓP ©\»©õ {hªk ©¸n

©ù»ö¯Ý ö©ù»¯Ö ©¸öÍõÎU Ph÷».

7. InØŸa-ham enu-ninai veniŸ-piŸa vonØŸum

inØŸadu varai-piŸa ninai-vezhil Årk-keŸk

KonØŸa-ham udi-talam edu-vena vu¿¿Åzhnd

u¿attavi suŸi-noru kuØai-nizhaŸ kávÉ

InØŸa-ham puŸa-miru vinai-yiŸal janmam

inbutun biru-¿o¿i enuÙ-gana idaya

ManØŸa-ham acha-lamÅ naØa-miØum Aruœa

malai-yenum elai-yaŸum aru¿o¿ik kaØalÉ.

£uÄø

CßÖ inØŸu does not exist

AP® GÝ® |ùÚÄ aham enum ninaivu the thought 'I'

GÛÀ eniŸ if

¤Ó piŸa other

JßÖ® onØŸum anything
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CßÖ inØŸu will not exist

Ax adu that

Áø varai until

¤Ó piŸa other

|ùÚÄ ninaivu thoughts

GÈÀ ezhil if (they) rise

BºUS Årku to whom

GØS eŸku to me

JßÖ onØŸu merge

AP® aham 'I'

Ev u»® udi talam the rising place

Gx GÚ edu ena 'what'

EÒ u¿¿ within

BÌ¢x Åzhndu diving

EÍ u¿aŸ heart

uÂ_ tavisu throne

EÔß urin if one reaches

J¸ oru one

Søh kuØai umbrella

|ÇØ nizhaŸ shade

÷Põ÷Á kávÉ the, Sovereign verily

CßÖ inØŸu will not exist

AP® aham inside

¦Ó® puŸam outside

C¸ iru two

ÂùÚ vinai karmas
CÓÀ yiŸal death

ö\ß©® janmam birth

Cß¦ inbu pleasure

xß¦ tunbu pain

C¸Ò iru¿ darkness

JÎ o¿i light

GÝ® enuÙ known as
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PÚÄ kanavu the dream

Cu¯® idayam heart

©ßÖ manØŸu court

AP® aham in

A\»® achalam motionless

B Å as

{h® Ck® naØam iØum which dances

A¸n Aruœa Aruna

©ù» malai Hill

GÝ® yenum called

Gù» AÖ® elai yaŸum limitless

A¸Ò JÎ aru¿ o¿i the light of grace

Ph÷» kaØalÉ the ocean alone

If the thought 'I' (the ego or mind, the feeling 'I am this'
or 'I am that') does not exist, no other thing will exist. Until
that (that is, until the thought 'I' is found to be non-
existent), if other thoughts rise, (one should enquire) To
whom (do they rise)? To me (then by scrutinizing) what is
the rising-place of 'I'?, merge (within). Diving within (in
this manner), if one reaches the Heart-Throne, (one will
become) verily the Soverign under the shade of one
umbrella. (that is, one will become the One non-dual
Supreme Reality itself). (Since the thought 'I' will then not
exist) the dream (of dyads or dvandvas) known as inside
and outside, the two karmas (good karmas and bad karmas),
death and birth, pleasure and pain, and darkness and
light, will not exist, and the limitless ocean of the light of
Grace called Aruna Hill, which dances motionlessly in the
court of the heart (in the form of the sphurana'I-I'), alone
(will exist).

Note : The expression the soverign under the shade of
one umbrella (oru kudai nizhal ko) in Tamil and eka
chatradhipati in sanskrit) is an idiomatic expression used to
denote an emperor whose sovereignty is sole and absolute.
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Here it is used to denote the fact that whom one reaches
the heart and attains self-knowledge, one will remain as
the sole, absolute, non-dual Reality. In that state of Self-
Experience, the ego or 'I' thought will be found to be non-
existent, and hence everything else (which is a mere dream
which can seemingly exist only if the 'I' thought seemingly
exists) will also be found to be non-existent, and
Arunachala, the adjunctles conscious 'I-I', alone will be
found to be that which truly exists.

8. Phö»Ê ö©È¼¯õØ ö£õÈu¸ }ºuõß

PhÛù» ¯øhÁø  uøhö\° ÛÀ»õ

xh¾° ¸Ûö»Ê ¬ùÚ²Ö Áø °

¾Ö£» ÁÈPÎ ¾Ç¼Ý |À»õ

vhöÁÎ ¯ù»°Ý |ù»°ù» ¦ÒÐU

Qh|» ©»vù» Á¸ÁÈ ö\À»U

PhÝ°º Á¸ÁÈ ö\ßÔh Âß£U

Ph¾ùÚ ©¸Âk ©¸n§ u ÷Ú.

8. KaØa-lezhum ezhili-yÅl pozhi-taru n≠rdÅn

kaØal-nilai yaØai-varai taØai-seyi nillÅdu

UØal-uyir unil-ezhum unai-yuŸu varaiyil

uŸupala vazhi-ga¿il uzha-linu nillÅdu

IØave¿i alai-yinu nilai-yilai pu¿¿uk

iØa-nila mala-dilai varu-vazhi sellak

KaØa-nuyir varu-vazhi senØŸiØa inbak

kaØa-lunai maru-viØum Aruœa-bhâ daranÉ.

£uÄø

PhÀ kaØal the ocean

GÊ® ezhum which rose from

GÈ¼ ezhiliy the clouds

BÀ Ål by

ö£õÈu¸ pozhitaru showered

}ºuõß n≠rdÅn the water
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PhÀ kaØal ocean

|ù» nilai abode

AøhÁø aØaivarai until it reaches

uøh ö\°ß taØai seyin even if obstructed

|À»õx illÅdu will not stop

EhÀ E°º uØal uyir the embodied soul

EÛÀ unil from You

GÊ® ezhum rises

EùÚ unai You

EÖ Áø °À uŸu varaiyil until it reaches

EÖ uŸu which it encounters

£» pala many

ÁÈPÒ vazhiga¿ paths

CÀ il on

EÇÀ CÝ® uzhal inum though it wanders

|À»õx nillÅdu will not stop

Ch iØa vast

öÁÎ ve¿i sky

Aù» CÝ® alai  inum though it wanders
about

|ù» nilai abode (or place of rest)

Cù» ilai there is no

¦ÒÐUS pu¿¿uku for the bird

Ch® iØam place

|»® nilam the earth

A»x aladu other than

Cù» ilai not

Á  ̧ÁÈ varu vazhi the way it came

ö\À» sella to go back

Phß kaØan what it is bound to do
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E°º uyir the soul

Á  ̧ÁÈ varu vazhi the way it came

ö\ßÔh senØŸiØa when (it) goes back

Cß£ PhÀ inba kaØal the ocean of bliss

EùÚ unai You

©¸Âk® maruviØum it will unite with

A¸n §u ÷Ú Aruœa bhâdaranÉ O Aruna hill

The water showered by the clouds, which rose from the
ocean, will not stop, even if obstructed, until it reaches
(its) abode, the ocean, (similarly) the embodied soul (the
soul which rises as 'I am this body') rises from You (O
Arunachala) and will not stop, though it wanders (or suf-
fers) on the many paths which it encounters, until it
reaches (or unites with) You. Though it wanders about the
vast sky, (in that sky), there is not abode (or place of rest)
for the bird; the place (for the bird to rest) is not other than
the earth; (therefore) what it is bound to do is to go back
the way it came. O Aruna Hill, when the soul goes back
the way it came it will unite with You, the ocean of Bliss.

Note : An explanation of this verse is given in the
opening pages of chapter two of the Path of Sri Ramana -
Part Two.
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5. A¸t\» £g\ zÚ®

1. A¸oøÓ ÁõÚ Á¬uU Ph÷»

Â¶Pv õÀ ¯õÄ® ÂÊ[S & ©¸n

Q¶£ ©õß ©õ÷Á QÍ¸Í¨§ {ßÙ´

Â¶£¶v ¯õP ÂÍ[S.

Sri

5. Arunachala Pancharatnam

(The five Gems in praise of Sri Arunachala)

1. Aru¿-niŸai vÅna amudak kaØalÉ

Viri-kadi-rÅl yÅvum vizhuÙ-gum – Aruœa

Giri-paramÅn mÅvÉ ki¿ar-u¿appâ nanØŸÅi

Viri-paridi yÅga vi¿aÙgu.

£uÄø

A¸Ò Aru¿ Grace

|øÓÄ niŸaivu the fullness of

BÚ Åna which is

A¬u amuda of Ambrosia (amirta)

Ph÷» kaØalÉ O ocean

Â¶ viri spreading

Pvº kadir rays

BÀ Ål by

¯õÄ® yÅvum everything

ÂÊ[S® vizhuÙgum who swallows

A¸nQ¶ Aruœagiri Arunagiri

£ © Bß©õ÷Á parama ÅnmÅvÉ O Supreme Self
(paramatma)

QÍº ki¿ar which is swelling up

EÍ § u¿a  pâ mind-lotus

{ßÙ´ nanØŸÅi fully

Â¶ viri which will make (it)
blossom
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£¶v paridi the sun

BP Åga as

ÂÍ[S vi¿aÙgu shine

O Ocean of Amrita (the ambrosia of immortality),
which is the fullness of Grace ! O Arunagiri, the Supreme
Self (paramatma) who swallow everything (the entire
world-appearance) by the spreading rays (of the Light of
Self-Knowledge) ! (Graciously) shine as the Sun of Self
knowledge which will make (my), mind-lotus which is
swelling (with love and ready to blossom), blossom fully.

2. ]zv ©õ ªLöuÀ»õg ö\®©ù»÷¯ |ß£õ÷»

²zvu©õ´ |ß÷Ó ö¯õk[Qk©õ—Ûzv¯¬

{õöÚß Ôu¯ {izvkøÁ ¯õ¾ß÷£º

uõÛu¯ ö©ßÔkÁº uõ®.

2. Chittira-mÅm ihdellÅm chem-malaiyÉ nin-pÅlÉ

Uttida-mÅi ninØŸÉ oØuÙgi-ØumÅl – nittiya-mum

NÅnen ØŸida-yam naØit-tiØuvai yÅlunpÉr

TÅni-dayam enØŸi-duvar tÅm.

£uÄø

]zv ® chittiram picture

B® Åm which is

CLx ihdu this

GÀ»õ® ellÅm all

ö\® ©ù»÷¯ chem malaiyÉ O Red Hill

|ß £õ÷» nin  pÅlÉ only in You

Ezvu©õ´ uttidamÅi rises

|ß÷Ó ninØŸÉ stands

Jk[Qk® BÀ oØuÙgiØum Ål subsides

|zv¯¬® nittiyamum eternally

{õß nÅn 'I'

GßÖ enØŸu as
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Cu¯® idayam (in) the heart

{izvkøÁ naØittiØuvai You dance

BÀ Ål since

Eß÷£º unpÉr Your name

uõß tÅn itself

Cu¯® idayam Heart

GßÔkÁº enØŸiduvar say that

uõ® tam they

O Red Hill (Arunachala)! All this (world-appearance),
which is a picture, rises, stands and subsides only in You.
Since You dance eternally (in) the Heart as (the Real Self),
they (the Sages or Jnanis) say that Your name itself is
Heart, (Hridayam).

Note : Just as the appearance and disappearance of a
cinema-picture takes place only on the screen, so the rising
(creation), the standing (sustenance) and subsidence
(destruction) of the entire world-picture takes place only in
Arunachala, the Self. However, Arunachala exists eternally
without undergoing and without being affected even in
the least by these seeming changes of creation, sustenance
and destruction, dancing motionlessly in the Heart and
as the Heart in the form of the pure, adjunctless
consciousness 'I'. Hence sages refer to Arunachala, the Self
or Supreme Reality, by the name Heart.

3. AP¬P©õ ¢u Á©»©v ußà

»Pªxuõ öÚ[öPÊö©ß Ù´¢÷u—¯PÄ¸øÁ

{ßPÔ¢x ¬¢}º {v÷£õ¾ ÷©õ²÷©

²ßPn¸ t\»÷Ú ÷¯õº.

3. Aha-mukamÅ ranØa amala-madi tannÅl

Ahamidu-tÅn eÙgezhu-men ØŸÅindÉ  – ahavu-ruvai

Nanga-rindu munn≠r nadi-pálum áyumÉ

Unkaœ-AruœÅ chalanÉ yár.
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£uÄø

AP ¬P® aha mukam which is facing
selfwards

Bº A¢u År anØa that

A©» amala pure

©v madi mind

ußàÀ tannÅl with

AP® Cxuõß aham idutÅn this 'I'

G[S eÙgu where

GÊ® GßÖ ezhum enØŸu 'does (it) rise'

B´¢÷u ÅindÉ having scrutinised

AP aha 'I'

E¸øÁ vuruvai the form

{ßS nangu clearly

AÔ¢x arindu having known
¬¢ }º mun n≠r (in) the ocean

{v nadi a river

÷£õ¾® pálum like

K²÷© áyumÉ one ceases to exist

Eß un You

Ps� kaœ in

A¸t\»÷Ú AruœÅchalanÉ O Arunachala!

Kº yár know thus

O Arunachala ! Having scrutinized with that pure
mind which is facing Self-wards (ahamukham) “where does
this 'I' rise ?” and having (thereby) clearly known the form
(or real nature) of 'I', one ceases to exist (by merging) in
You like a river (which merges and loses its form) in the
ocean. Know thus.
4. öÁÎÂh¯® Âmk ÂÍ[S©¸ ÷n\õ

ÁÎ¯hUP |ØS ©Úzuõ—¾Í©uÛ

¾ßùÚz v¯õÛzx ÷¯õQ ö¯õÎPõq

¬ßÛ ¾¯ºÄÖ« xß.
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4. Ve¿i-viØayam viÊÊu vi¿an-gum AruœÉsÅ

Va¿i-yaØakka niŸku manat-tÅl – u¿ama-danil

Unnai dhiyÅ-nittu yági o¿i-kÅœum

Unnil uyar-vuŸum≠ dun.

£uÄø

öÁÎ ve¿i external

Âh¯® viØayam objects

Âmk viÊÊu having given up

ÂÍ[S® vi¿angum who shine

A¸÷n\õ AruœÉsÅ O Arunesa

ÁÎ va¿i breath

AhUP aØakka restraining

|ØS® niŸkum which has become still

©Úzx BÀ manattu Ål with a mind

EÍ® AuÛÀ u¿am adanil in the heart

EßùÚ unnai You

v¯õÛzx dhiyÅ-nittu having meditated upon

÷¯õQ yági the yogi

JÎ o¿i the light

Põq® kÅœum will see

EßÛÀ unnil in

E¯º uyar greatness

EÖ® vuŸum will attain

Dx ≠du this

Eß un know

O shining Arunesa, Having given up (attending to)
external objects (second and third persons) and having
meditated upon You (the Self) in the heart with a
mind which has become still by restraining the breath, the
Yogi will see the Light (of Self knowledge) and will
attain greatness in You (by thus uniting with You, the
embodiment of all greatness). Know this.
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It's also be noted that Sri Bhagavan mentions breath-
restraint here only as a means by which (compare verse 16
of Upadesa Undiyar) the mind can make itself still. By  itself
breath restraint is not a means by which one can see the
true light of Self-Knowledge; having become still by
breath-restraint, the mind must then attend to Self in order
to see the light of Self-Knowledge.

5. EßÛhzv ö»õ¨¦Âzu ÄÒÍzuõ ö»¨ö£õÊx

¬ßùÚUPs öhÀ»õ¬ ¬ßÝ¸Áõ—¯ßÛ¯ª

»ß¦ö\² ©ß÷à Ú¸t\ »õöÁÀS

ªß¦¸Áõ ¬ßÛ»õ Ì¢÷u.

5. Unni-Øattil oppuvitta u¿¿attÅl eppozhu-dum

Unnaik-kaœ dellÅ-mum unnuru-vÅi – anni-yamil

Anbu-seyum annán AruœÅ-chalÅ velgum

Inbu-ruvÅm unnil ÅzhndÉ.

£uÄø

Eß ChzvÀ un iØattil to You

J¨¦Âzu oppuvitta surrendered

EÒÍzx BÀ u¿¿attu Ål with a mind

G¨ö£õÊx® eppozhudum always

EßùÚ unnaik You

Psk kaœdu seeing

GÀ»õ¬® ellÅmum everything

Eß un Your

E¸ uru form

B´ Åi as

AßÛ¯® anniyam otherness

CÀ il without

Aß¦ ö\²® anbu seyum who loves

Aß÷àß annán he

A¸t\»õ AruœÅchalÅ O Arunachala
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öÁÀS® velgum triumph

Cß¦ inbu bliss

E¸ uru the form

B® Åm who are

Eß CÀ unn il in You

BÌ¢÷u ÅzhndÉ having drowned

O Arunachala, he who, with a mind surrendered to
You and seeing You always, without (a sense of) otherness
loves everything as Your form, triumphs having drowned
(and lost his individuality) in You (the self), who are the
form of bliss.

Note : Though, the subject on which Sri Bhagavan
was asked to compose this verse was Karma and Bhakti, He
has in fact described in this verse only the state of final
attainment, for it is only in that state that one can “see You
always” (that is ; at all times and in all states, including
sleep) and that one can “Love everything without
otherness” (that is, without feeling anything to be other
than oneself). In verse 10 of Upadesa Undiyar Sri Bhagavan
says that to remain subsided in the place of one’s rising
(that is, in one’s source, the self) is Karma, Bhakti, Yoga and
Jnana. Accordingly in this present verse He teaches that to
drown for ever in Arunachala, the Self, is the most perfect
form of Karma and Bhakti.

A¸n Q¶ ©n à¶¯zvØ Psh

Á¸©øÓ¯¢ uUP¸z÷u ¯õS—©¸t

\»£g \P©oø¯z ushªÌöÁs £õÁõ

¾»SU PÎzuõ ÝÁ¢x.

Aruœa giri-Ramaœan Åriyat-til kaœØa

Aru-maŸai-yan dakkaruttÉ yÅgum – AruœÅ

Chalapañ chaka-maœi-yait taœ-Êamizh-veœ bÅvÅl

Ulaguk ka¿it-tÅn uvandu.
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£uÄø

A¸nQ¶ ©nß Aruœagiri Ramaœan Arunagiri Ramanan

B¶¯zx CÀ Åriyatu il in Sanskrit

Psh kaœØa which he composed

A¸ aru precious

©øÓ A¢u maŸai yanda vedanta
P¸z÷u karuttÉ import

BS® Ågum which are

A¸t\» AruœÅchala Arunachala

£g\P pañchaka five

©oø¯ maœi-yai Gems

us uªÌ taœ Êamizh pleasant Tamil

öÁs£õ veœbÅ venbas

BÁõÀ Ål through

E»SUS ulagukku to the world

AÎzuõß a¿ittÅn gave
EÁ¢x uvandu happily

Arunagiri - Ramana happily gave to the world
through (these) pleasant Tamil venbas (verses in venba
metre) the ‘Five Gems to Arunachala’. (Sri Arunachala
Pancharatnam), which are (a revelelation of) the precious
import of vedanta and which He (first) composed in
sanskrit.

Note : This verse was composed by Sri Bhagavan as a
concluding verse to the tamil version of Sri Arunachala
Pancharatnam, and was adopted by Him from the
concluding verse composed by Daivarata for the sanskrit
version.

uÛ

Â¸zu®

A¶¯õv° u ^Á  uPÁõ¶\ SøP°À

»ÔÁõ´ ª £ ©õzx© Ú¸t\» ©nß
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£¶Áõ¾Í ¬¸Põ{» £ àº¢vk SøP¯õº¢

uÔÁõ®ÂÈ vÓÁõ|\ ©ÔÁõ¯x öÁÎ¯õ®.

AriyÅdi yidara j≠vara daha-vÅrija guhai-yil

ArivÅi-rami paramÅt-tuman AruœÅchala Ramaœan

ParivÅ-lu¿a muru-gÅnala paranÅrn-diØu guhai yÅrndu

AŸivam-vizhi tiŸavÅ-nijam aŸivÅ-yadu ve¿iyÅm.

£uÄø

A¶ Ari Hari

Bv Ådi begining with

Cu idara different souls

^Á x j≠varadu of souls

AP Áõ¶\ aha vÅrija heart lotus

SøP guhai the cave

CÀ il in

AÔÄ arivu consciousness

B´ Åi as

ª rami who blissfully exists

£ © Bzx©ß parama Åttuman the supreme self

A¸t\» ©nß AruœÅchala Arunachala
Ramaœan Ramana

£¶Ä BÀ parivu  Ål with love
EÍ® u¿am mind

E¸Põ urugÅ melting

{» nala benign

£ ß paran Supreme

Bº¢vk ÅrndiØu in which the Supreme
dwells

SøP guhai cave

Bº¢x Årndu having reached

AÔÄ aŸivu consciousness

B® am which is
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ÂÈ vizhi the eye

vÓÁõ tiŸavÅ will open

|\® nijam Truth

AÔÁõ´ aŸivÅy you will know

Ax adu It

öÁÎ B® ve¿i Åm will become manifest

Arunachalaramana is the Supreme Self (Paramatman)
who blissfully exists as consciousness (as the pure
adjunctless consciousness "I am") in the cave of the Heart-
lotus of (all) different souls (jivas) beginning with Hari.
When the mind melts with love and reaches the cave (of
the heart) in which the benign Supreme dwells, the eye of
(true) Consciousness will open and you will know (this)
Truth, (for) it will (become manifest) reveal itself.

ÁõÌzx

ÁõÌP ÁõÚ¸ t\» Ásö£¯º

ÁõÌP Á¨ö£¯º Áõ´xv £g\P®

ÁõÌP Áõ´©»º ©õ © nß£u®

ÁõÌP Á¨£u ©ßÝ{À »ß£÷ .

– ÿ ¬¸Pàº

Praise

VÅzhga vÅn AruœÅchala vaœ-peyar

VÅzhga appeyar vÅi-stuti pañchakam

VÅzhga vÅi-malar mÅ-Ramaœan padam

VÅzhga appada mannu-nal anbarÉ.

-- Sri Muruganar

£uÄø

ÁõÌP vÅzhga Glory to

Áõß vÅn divine

A¸t\» AruœÅchala Arunachala

Ás vaœ beneficient
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ö£¯º peyar name

ÁõÌP vÅzhga Glory to

A¨ ap that

ö£¯º peyar name

Áõ´ vÅi which bear

xv £g\P® stuti pañchakam five hymns (Stuti
Panchakam)

ÁõÌP vÅzhga Glory to

Áõ´©»º vÅimalar who sang

©õ mÅ great

©nß Ramaœan Ramana

£u® padam the Feet

ÁõÌP vÅzhga Glory to

A¨ ap those

£u® padam Feet

©ßÝ mannu who are fixed at

{À nal good

Aß£÷ anbarÉ devotees!

Glory to the beneficent Name of Divine Arunachala !
Glory to the Five Hymns (Stuti Panchakam) which bear that
name ! Glory to the Feet of the Great Ramana who sang
(these Hymns) ! Glory to the good devotees who are fixed
at those Feet !

ÁõÈ Â¸zu®

Verses of Praise

ÁõÈ ÿ ©n÷áõv ÁÒÍ÷» ÁõÈ ÁõÈ!

ÁõÈ } Põ» �ßÔß Áø ¯øÓ Ph¢÷uõ´ ÁõÈ!

ÁõÈ} ¦ÁÚ÷Põi ÁiÄG»õ® |øÓ¢÷uõ´ ÁõÈ!

ÁõÈ} FÈöÁÒÍ® AvÀöPhõ Á[P® ÁõÈ!
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£uÄø

ÁõÈ vazhi Glory to

ÿ ©n Sri Ramana Sri Ramana

÷áõv joti of light

ÁÒÍ÷» vallale giver

ÁõÈ ÁõÈ vazhi vazhi Glory ! glory !

ÁõÈ vazhi Glory to

} nee You

Põ»  �ß Ô ß kÅlam moonrin of the three times

Áø ¯øÓ varaiarai the limitations

Ph¢÷uõ´ kadandái who transcend

ÁõÈ ÁõÈ vazhi Glory !

ÁõÈ vazhi Glory to

ÁõÈ} nee You

¦ÁÚ bhuvana universes

÷Põi kodi crores

ÁiÄ vadivu the forms

G»õ® elÅm all

|øÓ¢÷uõ´ raindoi who pervade

ÁõÈ vazhi Glory !

ÁõÈ vazhi Glory to

} nee You

FÈ oozhi pralaya

öÁÒÍ® vellam the flood

AvÀ adhil in

öPhõ keda which remain un
destroyed

Á[P® vangam the ship

ÁõÈ vazhi Glory !
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Glory to Sri Ramana, the Giver of light ! Glory ! Glory!
Glory to You, who transcend the limitations of the three
times (past, present and future) ! Glory ! Glory to You, who
pervade all the forms of the crores of universe! Glory to
You, the ship which remains understroyed in the flood of
universal destruction (pralaya) ! Glory !

2. ÁõÈ ÿ ©nbõÚ Áõ¶v ÁõÈÁõÈ!

ÁõÈ ÿ ©n {õ© ©¢v ® ÁõÈ ÁõÈ!

ÁõÈ ÿ ©n �ºzv ÁõÈ Gß£õº }lÈ!

ÁõÈ } G®ø©U PõUS® ©PõS¸ ©n ÁõÈ!

& ÿ \õx K®

£uÄø

ÁõÈ vazhi Glory to

ÿ ©n Sri Ramana Sri Ramana

bõÚ jnana Jnana

Áõ¶v variti the ocean

ÁõÈ vazhi Glory !

ÁõÈ vazhi Glory !

ÁõÈ vazhi Glory

ÿ ©n Sri Ramana Sri Ramana

{õ© nama name

©¢v ® mantra mantra

ÁõÈ vazhi Glory !

ÁõÈ vazhi Glory !

ÁõÈ vazhi Glory to

ÿ ©n Sri Ramana Sri Ramana

�º z v murti the form

ÁõÈ vazhi Glory to

Gß£õº enbar those (devotees)
who sing
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}lÈ neaduzhi long aeons

ÁõÈ } vazhi nee Glory to You

G®ø© emmai us

PõUS® kakkum who protects

©íõS¸ mahaguru Great Guru

©n Ramana Ramana

ÁõÈ vazhi Glory

Glory to Sri Ramana, the ocean of Jnana ! Glory !
Glory!  Glory to the Mantra of the Name of Sri Ramana!
Glory ! Glory !  Glory for long aeons to those (devotees)
who sing, “Glory to the form of Sri Ramana” ! Glory to
You, the Great Guru Ramana, who protect us ! glory !
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